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Published by the New York State Humane Association, Inc.
PO Box 3068, Kingston, New York 12402
(845) 336-4514
Copyright © 1996 by the New York State Humane Association
All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval
system, without the written permission of the Publisher, except where permitted by law.
Additional copies may be ordered by contacting the New York State Humane Association.
Profits, if any, from this publication will go to the New York State Humane Association.
NOTICE: IMPORTANT PLEASE READ
This manual is intended to serve as a general and reference tool guide to enable law enforcement officers
to benefit from the actual experiences of both police and SPCA investigators who have had practice in
investigating animal cruelty.
The authors and publisher are not legal experts or attorneys and are not offering legal services. In any
case where the reader has a question regarding the intent of the laws and/or legal proceedings discussed
in this manual, or their legal rights and duties in the situations described in this manual, they should
consult an attorney for advice BEFORE proceeding.
Although every care has been taken in the compiling and writing of this book to ensure that the
information that is presented is appropriate to its purpose, the material contained herein is supplied
without representation or warranty of any kind, and the authors as well as the New York State Humane
Association will not assume any responsibility and shall have no liability, consequential or otherwise for
any damages or adverse consequences, if any, arising from its use, nor for any typographical errors,
misprints, misinformation, omissions, mistakes, or any other cause.
The opinions expressed in this book are those of the authors and the publisher and not necessarily those
of any humane organization or government agency.
Dedication
Dedicated to the memory of Phyllis Wright, a compassionate individual, who dedicated her life to
champion the cause of humane treatment of animals.
Phyllis Wright was an animal control officer for many years until she became the Director of Animal
Sheltering and Control for The Humane Society of the United States. In 1982, she was promoted to Vice
President for Companion Animals. Her guiding principle was her belief that "education is one of the most
effective tools we have to prevent cruelty to animals."
Her courage, determination, and compassion will remain an inspiration to all of us who continue to work
toward a time when all companion animals will have responsible, caring owners.
Phyllis Wright is greatly missed by us all.
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Authors' Notes
· To avoid the awkwardness of referring to both female and male pronouns throughout the text, we have
adopted the convention of using the masculine pronouns to encompass both genders. Thus, wherever you
see "his" or "he" used, please understand that it refers to both women and men.
· Wherever possible, we have provided examples of actual caserelated documents, such as search
warrants, etc.; however, to protect us as well as the law enforcement agents involved from the possibility
of any litigation, we have obscured the names of both the law enforcement agents and defendants from
the documentation.
· Throughout this manual wherever we refer to "owner," the term includes anyone responsible for the care
and well being of the animal, as well as the owner himself. Section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets
Law is written in broad language (see the "Various NYS Laws Dealing With Animals" section.) Thus, we
believe anyone responsible for the care and well being of the animal can be charged with animal cruelty,
if the animal is abused or neglected.
· We have provided Article 26 of the Agriculture and Markets Law as well as other laws which are current
as of April 1996. We have annotated them with notes based on our experience and provided cross
references to other laws that may have been violated in the belief that this information will be of
assistance to you.
However, laws may change each year. Thus, to stay current, with the animal cruelty laws and dog control
laws, you can order updated copies free of charge from the Agriculture and Markets Department each
year and keep them with this manual.
Contact:
NYS Department of Agriculture
Animal Industries
1 Winners Circle, Albany, NY 12235
(518) 457-3502
New York laws regarding cruelty, dog control, licensing, inspections of animal shelters.
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What This Book Is About
The purpose of this manual is to provide law enforcement officers in New York State with sufficient
information to investigate animal cruelty complaints. The manual will also be helpful to animal cruelty
investigators employed by humane societies.
Contrary to popular belief, the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) does
not have cruelty investigators available throughout New York State, and most local dog control officers or
animal control officers do not have peace officer status that would allow them to make arrests. In
addition, very few local SPCAs and other animal protective agencies have the knowledge or funds to
investigate animal cruelty.
Thus, the bulk of animal cruelty cases in certain areas will become the responsibility of police who must
investigate cruelty complaints as mandated by Section 371 of Article 26 of the Agriculture and Markets
law which states:
"A constable or police officermust, and any agent or officer of any duly incorporated society for the
prevention of cruelty to animals may issue an appearance ticket pursuant to section 150.20 of the
criminal procedure law; summon or arrest, and bring before a court or magistrate having jurisdiction, any
person offending against any of the provisions of article twentysix of the agriculture and markets law. Any
officer or agent of any of said societies may lawfully interfere to prevent the perpetration of any act of
cruelty upon any animal in his presence. Any of said societies may prefer a complaint before any court,
tribunal or magistrate having jurisdiction, for the violation of any law relating to or affecting animals and
may aid in presenting the law and facts before such court, tribunal or magistrate in any proceeding
taken." (emphasis added)
We intend for this manual to assist these police officers as much as possible in this difficult and painful
task.
In many jurisdictions, given the high volume of criminal cases, animal neglect and abuse cases rank lower
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on the totem pole; in some cases, they will not be considered serious enough to be pursued by the
District Attorney's office. Thus, the objective of an investigation is to make a case as solid as possible so
that its chances of being dealt with are enhanced. Even if the DA's office decides only to plea bargain, the
better the case, the better plea bargain the prosecutors can strike to help the animals involved.
The best way to enhanceyourchances of successfully investigating animal cruelty and building a solid
case, is to be prepared beforehand. Thus, before an animal cruelty complaint comes to your attention,
review this manual familiarize yourself with the elements and processes that are important to a
successful cruelty investigation.
We sincerely hope that you find this information helpful in your animal cruelty work.
A Note of Caution to Humane Societies Enforcing Article 26
Though the intended audience for this manual is law enforcement personnel, we realize that cruelty
investigators may look to it for guidance in some situations.
All cruelty investigators must have peace officer status and whatever training is required by the Division
of Criminal Justice Services. For information, write to Bureau for Municipal Police, Law Enforcement
Accreditation. Executive Park Towers, Stuyvesant Plaza, Albany, NY 12203, or call (518) 485-1415.
For further information on the role and responsibilities of peace officers, see section 2.10 and 2.20 of the
Criminal Procedure Manual.

How To Use This Book
In this manual, we have attempted to convey to you what we have learned to date about investigating
animal cruelty. For maximum benefit, we suggest reading the following sections first:
1. Being Prepared Ahead of Time
2. Receiving the Complaint
3. Investigating the Complaint
Afterward, you will find it worthwhile to review the "Common Complaints" and "Special Cases" sections,
and their examples.
· As you review these sections, refer to the "Various NYS Laws Relating to Animals" section for a further
discussion and complete text of the laws.
· In addition, review the "Animal Care Standards for Some Common Animals" section formulated by
several NYS licensed veterinarians who have generously donated their time for this purpose to become
aware of the standards of care that are expected for the types of animals mentioned in each case.
· Review Appendix IV, "Forms & Supplies List" to see the forms that might be used in a case; for example,
Veterinarian's Statement.
Lastly, consider reading the various articles that are included in the "Appendix of Articles" section. We
have chosen them because they provide added information on investigating animal cruelty as well as an
exploration of the connection between animal abuse and other crimes.
Refer to the "Appendix of Agencies" if you need assistance with a particular case. Once you understand
the layout of the manual, you can use it as a reference tool.
Return to Table of Contents
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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1. Be Prepared Ahead of Time
There are several elements critical to the success of your animal cruelty investigation. They include:
Local Resources
District Attorney's Office
Expert Witnesses
Photographic Evidence
Key Concepts: Exigent Circumstance and Plain View Doctrine
Search Warrant Procedure
If you become familiar with these elements before you receive an animal related complaint, your chances
of presenting a good case will be enhanced.
Local Resources
One of the best ways to be prepared to investigate an animalrelated complaint is to know the people in
the area who deal with animals. When you receive an animal cruelty complaint, the following are people
who will help you:
Humane Society Personnel/Animal and Dog Control Officers
You will find it helpful and sometimes necessary to enlist the assistance of the local humane society or
animal and dog control officers. They often are familiar with the people in the community and are aware
of animalrelated complaints that may have occurred in the past. In addition, they have or know of
facilities to which seized animals can be taken.
It is important to find out the capacity and capabilities of the local shelter to determine if it is able to
accommodate extra animals or farm animals on an emergency basis. Even if the local shelter cannot
accommodate an influx of animals, it may be able to enlist the aid of other shelters or individuals who
can.
Veterinarians
One of the people essential to the successful outcome of any cruelty investigation is the veterinarian you
engage on the case. The importance of the veterinarian cannot be stressed enough.
Thus, as part of your contact effort, locate a few local veterinarians who would be willing to assist you
with animal cruelty cases and provide you with sworn statements. Ensure that they understand that they
may be required to testify in court at a later date regarding the condition of the animals. They are
testifying as expert witnesses; thus, it would be helpful if they have testified in previous proceedings
Local riding academies, stables, farmers
Some cruelty complaints will involve large animals and farm animals. In some cases a problem might
arise in removing the animals from the circumstances because many shelters do not have facilities to
accommodate them.
To be prepared ahead of time, become familiar with the stables, riding academies, and farmers in your
area who are sympathetic to the plight of animals involved in animal cruelty complaints. Ask if they would
be receptive to boarding such animals if the need should arise.
You might also find out who is responsible for the local fair grounds. Most fair grounds generally contain
barns or large buildings on the property. You might ask if they could be used on a temporary basis if the
need arises.
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District Attorney's Office
Because animal cruelty cases are not the norm, it is important to establish contact with the District
Attorney's (DA's) office early and maintain it throughout a case.
There are several elements the DA's office considers in determining whether to prosecute an animal
cruelty case: the strength of the evidence, the admissibility of the evidence, the background and history
of the offender, the experience and training of the arresting officer, and the recommendations of the
arresting officer.
To ensure that you are presenting a good case, inform the appropriate Assistant District Attorney (ADA)
about the case as soon as possible. In addition, make your initial investigation solid; it is the foundation
upon which the rest of the case is built.
What to do
If you are involved in a complicated case, ask an ADA to review your application for a search
warrant to ensure that it is in accordance with the United States and New York State Constitutions.
(If possible, have all applications for search warrants reviewed.)
Always contact the DA's office on serious and complicated cases. If the case warrants it, the ADA
can send an officer undercover to gather evidence for your case, thus enhancing the chances of
bringing charges against the defendant and crafting a solid case.
Make the DA's office aware of the condition of the animals as soon as possible after they are
seized. Ensure that the ADA assigned to the case has copies of all necessary paperwork
(Depositions, Informations, etc.), and copies of all photographs and video tapes. (Be sure to obtain
a receipt from the DA's office for all photographs, video tapes, and all other evidence.)
After presenting your Information or Felony Complaint to the DA's office, continue working with the
ADA to obtain whatever additional evidence he requests.
Decisions as to how the case will be handled will be made by the DA's office, generally with input
from law enforcement and the humane organization involved.
If the DA's office seems to lack interest in your case, find out why, if possible. Perhaps past cases they
received were not well documented, the evidence was poor, and the case was not winable. If your case is
well prepared, and you are supportive and enthusiastic about its prosecution, the response may be
different.
IMPORTANT Occasionally, the probation department sends inquiries to the arresting officer asking for
opinions as to what should be done with regard to sentencing. Respond to them, especially for cases in
local Justice Courts. Your response is important to the recommendations of the Presentence Investigation
Report. If you fail to respond, your input cannot get factored into the sentence.
Whether the case ends in a plea bargain or a conviction after trial, ask the ADA to recommend that as
part of the sentencing, the person is instructed to:
surrender the animals to the local humane organization (See section 374.5 of the Agriculture and
Markets Law in the "Various NYS Laws Dealing With Animals" section.)
- pay restitution for the cost of care to all humane organizations involved in the case
Regardless of the number of animals seized, it is important that the case be resolved as quickly as
possible. It is a great burden for local shelters to house animals if cases drag on for months. The quality
of your evidence and your witnesses may facilitate a speedy resolution to the case.
Expert Witnesses
One of the best ways to build a strong animal cruelty case is to support your charges with experts
dedicated to animal welfare.
In most circumstances, your best expert witnesses areveterinarians. They have extensive knowledge of
animals and can testify to the fact that an animal was malnourished, diseased, suffering, etc.
In addition to veterinarians, a person can testify as an expert witness if he knows more about a given
subject than the average individual. Be aware that sometimes the witness must have the judge's
approval to be considered an expert witness in order to testify at trial as to certain opinions and facts.
The following are examples of expert witnesses:
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Veterinary technicians
Reputable dog trainers or animal behaviorists
Reputable breeders
Farriers (blacksmith/horse shoer)
Reputable horse breeders or stable owners
Wildlife rehabilitators
What to do
When you investigate the case, assemble your expert witnesses. A case of animal cruelty is very difficult
to prove in a criminal trial without expert testimony.
You might use them at the actual scene when you are executing a search warrant, or you might use them
after the animal has been seized. We recommend the following:
Call a local veterinarian whom you know and request that he assist you by examining the animals
and providing a sworn statement as to their condition.
Ask the veterinarian and the local humane society staff for the names of any additional expert
witnesses
Call those witnesses and ask if they would assist and possibly be willing to sign a statement with
regard to the condition of the animals.
NOTE: NYSHA has developed a "Veterinarian's Statement" form to be used to document an animals
condition and dispositions. (See Appendix IV, "Forms & Supplies List.") Make photo copies and provide
them to the veterinarian. They will make his job easier, especially if there are numerous animals involved,
and will provide you with a consistent documentation format to give to the ADA.
Photographic Evidence
One of the best pieces of evidence that you can use to document animal cruelty/neglect is photographic
evidence. The importance of photographs cannot be over-emphasized. Your objective is to show the
judge and jury the neglect or cruelty that prompted the complaint and caused you to charge the owner
(or person responsible for the care of the animal) with animal cruelty charges.
Animals cannot generally be brought into the court room, and even if they could, their physical condition
always will have improved by time the case goes to court. Thus, it is critical that a judge or jury see the
poor condition the animals were in on the day they were seized. No amount of verbal testimony can
convey the suffering as well as photographs which clearly depict emaciation, injuries, filthy conditions,
etc. They validate all the written documents you have accumulated.
What to do
Always take a still camera, and if possible, a camcorder, when you are investigating a complaint. Ideally,
both should be capable of generating a date and time stamp on the film and video. Also, take a Polaroid
as a backup. That way, if your 35mm pictures do not come out, you will still have the Polaroid photos.
Caution: It is important to keep cameras warm in cold weather as their delicate parts may fail if exposed
to the cold. In particular, batteries on 35mm cameras can fail; this is another reason to have a Polaroid
on hand.
Normally you would take photographs or video tape at the scene; however, if exigent circumstances were
involved, and you had to remove the animal immediately to a veterinarian's office, for example you
would take photographs of the animal there.
IMPORTANT:Images of police and others helping at the scene will appear in photographs and video
tapes. In cases involving large numbers of animals, many volunteers may be needed. Insist that they
maintain a professional image at the scene. Assisting at a scene of animal cruelty is very stressful and
people handle that stress in different ways one of which is telling jokes to ease the stress. Images of
people laughing and smiling in photos or video comes across as callousness. In court, the defense can
contrast this with the crying face of the owner, and you could lose your case as a result.
Phototaking Guidelines
We have found the following guidelines to be useful:
Take pictures of the animal from various angles. If possible, take front, back, and both sides. Take
a picture of the animal's surroundings.
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Certain details of the animal's appearance will demonstrate neglect; for example, overgrown
toenails, overgrown hooves, skin infections, sores. Take a close-up photo of any such detail.
Take photos of all animals, including any dead ones.
If there are many animals or if some of them look alike, identify each of them with an ID number.
This can be done in a simple manner by using a thick black marker to write a large identifying
number on a sheet of paper and placing the numbered sheet in all pictures of that animal. (A
process for dealing with large numbers of animals is explained in the "Animal Collectors" portion of
the "Special Cases" section.)
If you have access to a camcorder, you can use it to show any problems the animal may have in
moving about. In addition, you can use it to record the entire scene relating to the condition of the
animals.
IMPORTANT: Again, request that all persons on the scene maintain a professional image and manner of
speaking. Everything will be recorded by the camcorder. Jokes and disparaging comments about the
defendant should be avoided.
What do you do with the evidence?
Ensure that you have two copies of the photos or video tape. Provide one to the District Attorney's Office.
Secure the other in your evidence file. Save all notes made by investigators, animal control officers, etc.
and enter them into evidence.
NOTE: If the film is not developed by a police agency, ensure that you identify all photo receipts (with
your initials, the date, the time, the firm that developed the film) to maintain the chain of custody.
Although this is not usually a problem, this procedure demonstrates your professional approach.
EXAMPLES OF DETAIL PHOTOGRAPHS

1. Detail of toenails
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3. Detail of eye encircled by mange

4. Detail of emaciated mother dog
Key Concepts: Exigent Circumstances and Plain View Doctrine
There are two concepts that are important to your investigation of animal cruelty:
Exigent circumstances
Plain view doctrine.
Exigent Circumstances
Within the context of animal cruelty, exigent circumstances exist if you find an animal in circumstances
that put its life in danger. Section 371 of the Agriculture and Markets Law states,

"A constable or a police officer must, and any agent or officer of any duly
incorporated society for the prevention of cruelty to animals may issue an
appearance ticket pursuant to section 150.20 of the criminal procedure law;
summon or arrest, and bring before a court or magistrate having jurisdiction,
any person offending against any of the provisions of article twentysix of the
agriculture and markets law. Any officer or agent of said societies may
lawfully interfere to prevent the perpetration of any act of cruelty upon any
animal in his presence..." (emphasis added)
In addition, Subdivision 4 of Section 373 of the Agriculture and Markets Law states,

"When a person arrested is, at the time of such arrest, in charge of any
animal or of any vehicle drawn by or containing any animal, any agent or
officer of said society or societies or any police officer may take charge of
such animaland of such vehicle and its contents,and deposit the same in a
safe place or custody, or deliver the same into the possession of the police or
sheriff of the county or place wherein such arrest was made, who shall
thereupon assume the custody thereof; and all necessary expenses incurred
in taking charge of such property shall be a charge thereon." (emphasis
2015-04-13
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added)
Based on these sections of the law, it has been our experience that if you come across an animal in such
circumstances, you should consider removing it from the circumstances immediately rather than waiting
to obtain a search warrant.
Examples of Exigent Circumstances:
1. You are investigating an animal complaint. As you approach the property, you see a cat that is
emaciated and unable to get up lying on the porch. It appears to be in danger of dying. You can
seize the animal and remove it, and charge the owner with a violation of Section 353 of the
Agriculture and Markets law.
2. It is a hot day. You are called to a parking lot to investigate a complaint about a dog in a locked
car with the windows rolled up. The dog is panting heavily and is in danger of death. You can enter
the car and remove the dog and provide whatever assistance is needed. If possible, have someone
witness the situation and sign a statement. You can charge the owner or person responsible for the
dog's situation with a violation of Section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets Law.
(Note that, if you have to break a window to enter the car, you are responsible for the security of
the car afterwards. The owner of the car is responsible for the cost of repairs.)
3. You are sent on a complaint and see a dog chained with a collar imbedded in his neck, causing
extreme suffering. You may seize the dog and call the animal control officer or humane agency
personnel to take the animal to a veterinarian for treatment and charge the person responsible
with a violation of 353 of the Agriculture and Markets Law.
4. You are going about your duties and see a man beating a dog with a baseball bat. Arrest the man
under Section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets Law, seize the dog, and call the dog control
officer or humane agency personnel to take the animal for veterinary treatment.
5. You come upon two men fighting their pit bulls. Arrest the men under Section 351 of the
Agriculture and Markets Law, and call the dog control officer or humane agency personnel to
remove the animals and take them for veterinary treatment, if necessary.
Plain View Doctrine
There are two aspects of the plain view doctrine that are important in animalrelated cases:
1. Plain View Observation
Based on our experience with the law, when you are investigating an animalrelated complaint, you can
make observations to determine its validity from a place where you have a right to be while doing your
job. (The plain view doctrine regarding a search of persons and property suspected of criminal activity
was established by court cases, some of which are: People v. Jackson, 41 NY2d 146 (1976), People v.
Dancey 84 AD2d 763, 443 NYS2d 776 (2d Dept., 1981), People v. Arroyo, 188 AD2d 655 592, NYS2d 52
(2d Dept., 1992).)
Examples:
1) You are driving up to a person's house to investigate a cruelty complaint, and you see an animal that
appears to be extremely neglected in plain view. You can use that observation as evidence in your
investigation.
2) An owner will not allow you on the property to see the animal; however, a neighbor, whose property
adjoins the owner's property, allows you to observe the animal from there. If your observations confirm
the complaint, you can use them to apply for a search warrant.
Based on your observations of the animal´s situation in plain view you can do the following, depending on
the animal´s condition:
Make contact with the owner to discuss the situation.
Remove the animal if exigent circumstances exist.
Apply for a search and seizure warrant.
2. Plain View Doctrine (during a search)
Based on our experience with the Plain View Doctrine, if while you are executing a search warrant during
an animalrelated investigation, an object that is evidence of criminal activity is found, that object may be
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seized and used as evidence. Bear in mind that you must be in a place where you are authorized to be by
the search warrant, and you must search within the scope of the search warrant. (The Plain View Doctrine
during a search was established as a result of court cases, some of which are: Arizona v. Hicks, 480 U.S.
321, 3245 (1987), People v. Jimenez, Misc.2d, N.Y.L.J. 4/23/93 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Co. 1993), and People v.
Spinelli, 35 NY2d 77, 358 NYS2d 743 (1974).)
Examples:
1) You are executing a search warrant relating to dog fighting. During the course of executing it, you
come across some birds that appear to be fighting cocks. You can seize the birds and use them as
evidence.
2) You are executing a search warrant to investigate a complaint about dogs barking in a vacant building.
You come across objects in plain view that indicate that dog fighting has been taking place there. You can
seize the objects as evidence.
3) You are executing a search in a barn looking for an injured horse. During the course of your search,
you open the drawer of a file cabinet and find a photo of the owner beating the horse. The photo could
not be used in court because it was found outside the scope of the warrant you would not look for a
injured horse in a drawer.
Search Warrant Procedure
In this section, we have outlined procedures that deal with applying for and executing a search warrant in
an animal cruelty case, as well as examples of documents used in actual cases that you can use as
models:
Applying for a search warrant
Executing a search warrant
Completing the search and seizure receipt/inventory
A search warrant is needed anytime you wish to enter private property to investigate an animalrelated
complaint.**The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution specifically protects against
entering a person's property without probable cause:
"The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable
searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause,
supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or
things to be seized."
If you wish to seize animals, or if you need to enter the property for the purpose of gathering evidence,
such as photographs, or a combination of both, you need to apply for a search warrant.
** EXCEPTION: In case of exigent circumstances an animal is in a situation where its life is in danger if
action is not taken you may enter the property and remove the animal without a search warrant. See
"Key Concepts: Exigent Circumstances and Plain View Doctrine" in the "Be Prepared Ahead of Time
Section."
Applying for a Search Warrant
Your application identifies in detail the property you are requesting to search, the law that is being
violated, the animals and related elements you wish to search and seize, and facts that led you to this
request. The way you craft the search warrant is key to your success in an animalrelated case.
Ensure that your application for a search warrant is as comprehensive as you need it to be because items
seized outside the confines of what is specified on the search warrant may not be allowed as evidence.
Consider the following questions when applying for a search warrant in an animalrelated case.
Animal-related Questions
1) Do you have any expertise with regard to animals that is relevant to the case? For example, the case
involves horses and you are an experienced rider.
2) What is the exact location and description of the property that you wish to search? (Note that
animalrelated cases have been thrown out of court because the location of the property was not properly
specified. Other cases have been invalidated because the wrong houses have been searched.) Being as
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precise as possible is critical.
- What street/road is the property located on?
- What side of the street/road? North? etc.
- What is the closest street? (for example, Green Hollow Road is 1/4 mile South of Main Street.)
- What color is the house? What is it made of?
- Does it have a fence? Is it a corner lot?
- What other identifying characteristics make it clear that it is this property that you wish to
search?
- Ensure that you provide a description of all buildings
- (If you have the time, list the lot and block numbers, according to the tax maps of the
town/county.)
3) What probable cause do you have to believe that a violation is being committed on the property? The
reasons you cite here will determine whether or not the judge will issue a search warrant, so you must be
specific. Enter your reasons, followed by those of your witnesses, based on their sworn statements, as
follows:
IMPORTANT: Ensure that you and your witnesses state facts, not conclusions to make your case. For
example, state "the cat had a yellow, foul smelling discharge running from its eye," rather than "the cat
looked like it had a cold."
- What is the name, address, telephone number, and date of birth of the person who provided you
with a sworn statement?
- What was the date of the sworn statement? Recap the statement, ensuring that times, dates,
and instances of cruel behavior are carefully documented.
- Follow the same process with each sworn statement that you have.
4) What are you specifically requesting to search (you must have probable cause for each area you wish
to search)?
- The house? All outbuildings? Storage areas? Specify all the areas you want to search.
- What property and evidence are you asking the court to seize? Dogs, cats, carcasses? Records?
You must include all elements you expect to encounter that you wish to seize.
- Who should enter the property with you? What humane animal agencies? What veterinarians?
5) What are you asking that you and the agencies specified above be allowed to do while on the
property?
Remove the animals? Feed the animals? Provide them with veterinary care? Euthanize the animals that
need to be euthanized? Impound the animals on the property?
IMPORTANT: For maximum effectiveness and cooperation, if possible, ask the Assistant District Attorney
assigned to the locality involved to check your search warrant before submitting it to a judge for
signature.
Is there a time limit?
Once you ascertain that probable cause for a complaint exists, there is no time limit within which you
must ask for and receive a search warrant. A court will not count the number of days between the time of
the occurrence of events and the time you ask for a search warrant; you only need to satisfy the court
that the property you described in your application, and are seeking to obtain, is still at the designated
location.
In general, to ensure that the conditions of the complaint have not changed, you would apply for the
search warrant as soon as possible.
Executing the Search Warrant
If a local magistrate agrees with your application, he will issue and sign a search warrant that directs the
law enforcement agency named on the warrant to legally enter and search the designated location and
seize the property specified on the warrant in addition to performing other tasks designed to bring relief
to the animals.
Keep the original copy of the search warrant in your possession. Before you conduct the search, give a
copy to whoever is on the property that appears to be in a position of responsibility. If no one is on the
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property, leave a copy of the search warrant in a prominent place.
You must execute the warrant between 6 am and 9 pm, unless the warrant expressly allows for a
nighttime search. Also, you must knock and announce your presence before you conduct the search
unless the warrant expressly allows for a "no-knock" search.
Note: If the magistrate turns down your application, the reason will generally be a lack of probable cause,
in which case you will have to obtain more evidence and apply again.
Staying on the Property
You can stay on the property for as long as it takes you to complete the search and render assistance to
the animals. When you are on the property, you must maintain a chain of custody by your continuous
presence.
Post an officer on the scene if you are forced to leave for a short period of time to get an updated warrant
for a new area to search, bring animals for treatment, etc.
Once the search warrant is executed, and you turn the property over to the owner/occupant, you will
need a new warrant to re-enter.
After you complete the search, give the original copy of the search warrant to the court and keep a copy
for your records.
Is there a time limit
According to Article 690 of the NYS Criminal Procedure Law dealing with Search Warrants, once the
search warrant is issued, it must be executed within ten days, or it becomes invalid.
Completing the Search and Seizure Receipt and Inventory
Once you complete the execution of a search warrant and seize property, you must complete a receipt in
which you specify all property that you seized at an individual's property. This includes animals (dead and
alive) and any related elements that indicate that the animals were neglected or abused on the property.
How do I fill it out?
When you complete the document, be specific. Indicate the type of animal that was seized (dog, cat, pig,
etc.), the sex of the animal, the breed (or if it is a mixed breed, indicate the mix), the color, and how
many of each were seized. Veterinarians or other expert witnesses will be able to provide you with this
information.
For property other than animals, describe the property in detail. Specify the size, the color, and the
shape. If, and only if, you know what it is, list it as such. For example, if you are seizing evidence in a
dog fighting case, and you come across an implement that is normally used to pry a dog's mouth open
during the fight (breaking stick), you would list it as " 1 breaking stick."
What do I do with it?
Leave a copy with the individual whose property you searched. If the individual is not at home, leave a
copy in a prominent place.
File the inventory receipt with the court as soon as possible after you execute your search warrant and
keep a copy for your records.
Provide the District Attorney's Office with the veterinarian's sworn statement of the animals condition as
well as the documentation that indicates where the animals are being held.
Examples of Forms Follow:
Application for Search Warrant
Search Warrant
Property statement
Receipt and Inventory
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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How to Investigate Animal Cruetly in NY State - A Manual of
Procedures
Return to Table of Contents
2. Receiving an Animal Cruelty Complaint
Most of the animal related complaints you receive will stem from violations of Section 353 of the
Agriculture and Markets Law which deals with neglect and abuse. They will generally involve the failure to
provide proper sustenance which means the animals:
are not being fed or watered properly,
are lacking an appropriate shelter,
are lacking clean air to breathe,
living in unsanitary conditions, or
needing veterinary care.
Though many complaints will be anonymous, you should still investigate them. Most anonymous
complaints are legitimate; people often refuse to give their names because they fear reprisal from their
neighbors.
Section 371 of Article 26 of the Agriculture and Markets Law states in part:

"A constable or police officer must, and any agent or officer of any duly
incorporated society for the prevention of cruelty to animals may, summon or
arrest, and bring before a court or magistrate having jurisdiction, any person
offending against any of the provisions of Article 26 of the agriculture and
markets law..." (emphasis added)
Questions to ask with regard to animal complaints
Regardless of whether the complaint is anonymous or not, ask the following questions:
What is the name and address of the alleged abuser? (Obtain this if at all possible.) Can you
describe what he looks like?
What types of animals are involved in the complaint, and how many of them are there?
Why do you believe the animals are being abused or neglected?
Where are the animals confined? an apartment? house? barn? pen? Can the animals be seen from
the road side or through a window?
When was the last time you saw the animals?
What were the weather conditions at the time of the abuse or neglect? Was the weather extremely
hot or cold?
Are you willing to sign a sworn statement as to what you saw?
Do you know of additional witnesses that I can interview?
What are the explicit directions to the location of the complaint? (It is expecially important in rural
areas to get an exact description of house (its color, one story two story), road, landmarks to get
to the property.)
Based on the response to these questions, you can determine the laws which may be being violated and
the urgency of the situation.
Is there a time limit to investigate the complaint?
You should investigate the complaint as soon as possible to bring relief to the animals that are suffering.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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3. Investigating an Animal Cruelty Complaint
There are no hard and fast rules when you investigate animal cruelty; you must use your best judgement
in each situation. However, in all situations, we recommend your response be guided by the following
concerns:
What is the best thing to do for the animal?
What would a reasonable person do in this situation?
Do I have " reasonable cause "** to do what I am doing, based on the facts as I know them?
Be aware of the following general considerations when investigating cruelty complaints:
Arriving at the scene
When you investigate an animal cruelty case, always bring a camera with you.
Are there any witnesses? If so, note their names, addresses, and phone numbers for follow-up
contact.
Pay attention to the conditions as you approach the property, and document them, if possible:
What buildings are on the property?
Are there any sounds coming from the buildings?
What is the condition of any animal in plain view on the property?
Is the property well kept?
Are there any bad smells coming from the property?
These observations will provide you with an idea of what to expect as to the condition of the animals as
well as clues as where you might ask to look.
** Article 70, Section 70.10 of the NYS Criminal Procedure Law states, "Reasonable cause to believe that
a person has committed an offense exists when evidence or information which appears reliable discloses
facts or circumstances which are collectively of such weight and persuasiveness as to convince a person
of ordinary intelligence, judgment and experience that it is reasonably likely that such offense was
committed and that such person committed it. Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, such
apparently reliable evidence may include or consist of hearsay."
Preparing for Owner Reactions
Throughout this manual, wherever we refer to "owner," the term includes anyone responsible for the care
of the animal, as well as the owner himself.
When you confront an owner with an animal cruelty complaint, his or her response can range from
cooperation to outrage. Be prepared for anything. Keep in mind that short of being caught in the act of
beating their dog, owners generally will not admit to mistreating or neglecting their animals, or they will
find excuses for why it happened. It is important to remember this when confronting an individual.
Obtaining a Search Warrant Before Confronting Owner
You may be faced with a situation in which animals are in very bad condition. You may have obtained
signed statements attesting to the animals' condition, in addition to your own observations. If it is a
situation where you anticipate that confronting the owner first will cause him to remove the animals
before you have a chance to obtain a search warrant, consider obtaining the search warrant beforehand.
If the animals are in plain view, consider taking photographs of them from a location where you are not
trespassing. Submitting the photographs along with the search warrant application will enhance your
chances of obtaining a search warrant. The photographs will also be useful as evidence in your case.
Animal's Condition/Circumstances
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The following scenarios can be used for guidance in investigating any animal cruelty complaints: i.e.
complaints relating to house pets or farm animals on private property; animals that are part of a circus;
animals at county fairs; or animals in a pet store.
The scenarios are based on the assumption that you have received a complaint (anonymous or not) about
an animal or that you have personally observed a situation in which an animal is being neglected or
abused.
The scenarios cover the following situations:
1) Non-exigent circumstances
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Arriving at the scene
Serious neglect
Less serious neglect
Confronting Owner/Owner reactions
Owner cooperative wants to surrender animal
Owner cooperative doesn't want to surrender animal
Owner uncooperative allows you access to animal
Owner uncooperative refuses you access to animal

2) Exigent circumstances
·
·
·
·

Arriving at the scene
Animal easily accessible
Animal not easily accessible
Confronting Owner/Owner reactions

3) Abandonment
· Arriving at the scene
· Nonexigent circumstances
· Exigent circumstances
4) Large numbers of animals unable to remove easily
Your assessment of the animal's circumstances and condition will determine how you proceed. (See
"Animal Care Standards for Some Common Animals" for additional guidance in assessing an animal's
condition.)
At the end of this section, we have provided samples of the types of excuses you will hear when you
confront a person with the neglect or abuse of their animal.
Non-exigent circumstances
Nonexigent circumstances exist when an animal does not appear to be in extreme pain or in imminent
danger of losing its life but is neglected or abused to a greater or lesser degree.
Arriving at the scene
It may not always be easy to distinguish between severe neglect and exigent circumstances determining
the degree of neglect is often a judgment call.
1. Some Examples of Serious Neglect
animal is very thin
animal appears to be constantly scratching at itself or rubbing against walls (possibly from
mange or lice)
animal has numerous sores on its body
the animal is limping
the animal is living in filthy, squalid conditions
animal in the hot sun (a pig without shelter in the hot sun could die)
2. Some Examples of Less Serious Neglect
Do you believe that the animal is being neglected but is not yet in a state of severe neglect?
the animal does not have proper shelter (for example, a dog with only the tailgate of a truck
for shelter if it were winter, this could be deadly for the animal)
water bowl overturned/dry no fresh water available
the animal's appearance indicates a general lack of proper care
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The neglect must be corrected before it becomes serious.
Note: If an owner is not at home, and your observations indicate that an animal is being neglected,
consider leaving a notice for the person to call you when he returns. If you do not receive a call, return
later when you expect the person to be present and proceed to investigate the complaint.
Confronting owner/owner reactions
Attempt to talk to the owner and ask to examine the animal. Attempt to find out how the situation came
about. His response will likely follow one of the scenarios outlined below.
1. Owner cooperative May want to surrender animal
a. Discuss the welfare of the animal with the owner, and ask him how the situation came
about.
b. If the owner wants to surrender the animal for the sake of its well being, attempt to obtain a
written statement granting permission to the local humane agency to take over care and
control of the animal.
c. Enlist the aid of the local humane agency (or animal control officer) and a veterinarian and
have the animal removed from the property.
2. Owner cooperative Doesn't want to surrender animal
a. Provide the owner with a list of things he must do within a specified time period to bring the
animal's situation into compliance with the law. The more serious the condition of the animal,
the quicker the owner must act.
b. Explain to the owner that you will return within a day or so, and you expect to see the
animal's care in compliance with the instructions you left. Let him know that if it is not, he
will be considered in violation of Article 26 of the Agriculture and Markets Law and may be
facing an arrest.
c. Ensure that whatever conditions are causing the complaint are temporarily corrected before
you leave; for example, make sure the animal has food, water, and shelter before you leave.
d. Return within the time period you specified and determine if the animal's situation has
improved.
e. If it has not, consider obtaining a search warrant and contacting the animal control officer or
local humane agency to remove the animal from the property.
NOTE: You must use your own judgment. If you believe that an owner cannot follow through with
instructions, then you would not give him any. Instead, you would take steps to obtain a search
warrant to seize the animal. Also, if it is clear that the person does not have the means (monetary
or otherwise) to correct the animal's problem, consider obtaining a search warrant to seize the
animals.
3. Owner uncooperative but you are allowed access to animal
If the owner is uncooperative i.e., refuses to acknowledge the state of the animals, acts
belligerent, etc.
· and you have sworn deposition or complaint OR
· you are the complainant based on what you saw
then consider doing the following:
a. Document any statements the owner makes.
b. Apply for a search warrant and an arrest warrant. If you have reason to believe that the
animal will be removed by the abuser before you can secure a search warrant and obtain the
assistance you need to seize the animals, leave an officer at the scene, if possible.
c. Contact the animal control officer/local humane agency and ask them to come to the scene.
d. Execute the search warrant. Give a copy of the search warrant to the owner. (If the owner is
not on the property, leave a copy in a prominent place.)
e. Photograph the animal and its surroundings.
f. Have the animal control or local humane agency remove the animal either to a veterinarian
or to the local humane society.
g. Advise the owner of his rights, and attempt to talk to him to determine how the situation
came about.
If he refuses to cooperate, arrest him and remove him from the property. If the owner is not
on the property when he is found, arrest him (and whoever else is responsible for the state
of the animals) and charge him with the appropriate sections of the Agriculture and Markets
Law.
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h. If the animal is taken to the veterinarian's office, take additional photos there. Obtain a
statement from the veterinarian documenting the animal's condition.
i. Meet with the District Attorney's office to discuss the case and present your evidence as
soon as possible.
4. Owner uncooperative and you are not allowed access to the animal
If the person refuses to allow you to see or examine the animal, the way you proceed depends on
the evidence you have.
a. If you have a signed complaint and probable cause to believe that the complaint is valid,
apply for a search warrant to enter the property.
b. If you do not have a signed complaint, consider doing the following:
Interview the neighbors to see if anyone has knowledge of the situation and will sign
a complaint.
Look into the background of the person to see if there have been previous complaints.
Determine if there is any health hazard to the neighbors; for example, bad smells
emanating from a garage where animals are kept or vermin present in the area of the
property. (See the Environmental Conservation Law in the "Various New York State
Laws Dealing With Animals" section.)
You may gather enough information to be able to apply for a search warrant.
c. If you have nothing concrete to go on, you may simply have to wait until you do.
Exigent Circumstances
x Exigent circumstances exist when an animal may be in danger of losing its life.
Arriving at the scene
Examples of exigent circumstances:
Animal is severely emaciated near death
Animal's collar is imbedded in its neck
Animal has numerous sores on its body, or obvious inflicted injuries, such as gunshot wounds,
arrows, etc.
Animal appears to be overcome with heat exhaustion
Animal is whimpering and vomiting, or appears too undernourished and weak to stand up
In a farmrelated case, involving large animals such as horses or cows, the animals may be too
weak to stand
Animal is crying out in pain behind a locked door
A building is on fire or flooding and an animal is inside
Police have successfully employed the exigent circumstances rule in the past to remove an animal from
such circumstances/conditions. (See the "Key Concepts" discussion in the "Be Prepared Ahead of Time"
section.)
1. Animal is easily accessible
1. If exigent circumstances exist, and you can remove the animal, we recommend that you
consider doing so rather than waiting to obtain a search warrant.
2. Call the animal control officer/local humane agency to take the animal to a veterinarian or to
an animal shelter.
3. If the animal is taken to the veterinarian's office, take photographs of it there. Get a
statement from the veterinarian, documenting the animal's condition.
2. Animal is not easily accessible: in locked car/or behind locked door
If you believe exigent circumstances exist, and the animal is not easily accessible, consider doing
the following:
1. If you have exigent circumstances involving an animal suffering from heat exhaustion, such
as a dog in a hot car, find a witness if possible, and do whatever is necessary (such as
breaking the window) to remove the animal from the circumstances immediately. Note that
you are responsible for securing the vehicle afterward.
2. If you can see the animal through the window of a locked building or apartment, or if you
can't see it, but hear it crying in distress behind a closed, locked door, consider doing the
following:
a. Break the lock or the door and remove the animal. If possible, have a neighbor
witness the circumstances and sign a statement attesting to the circumstances. If a
witness is not available, document your actions very carefully. Take photos if possible.
b. Take the animal to a veterinarian for treatment, if necessary.
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3. Entering Property Some Considerations
Remember you are responsible for the security of the property that you entered; you must resecure
it after you remove the animal.
With regard to a person's house, there would have to be an extremely compelling reason for you
to break into a person's house without a search warrant; for example, the house was on fire or
flooding, and an animal was trapped inside. As an alternative to taking such action, without a
search warrant, you might consider obtaining an telephonic search warrant (oral search
warrant) from a judge to seize the animal. The telephonic search warrant can be followed up by a
written one.
Confronting owner/owner reactions
1. Talk to the owner to determine how this situation came about. Based on the conversation, you might
arrest him, issue him an appearance ticket, and/or obtain a written statement from him granting the local
humane society permission to take over control of the animals.
2. If the animal has been abandoned, try to find the owner after ensuring that the animal is moved to a
safe place. When the owner is found, charge him with the violations of the appropriate sections of the
Agriculture and Markets Law.
Abandonment
You may receive a complaint that an animal has been left without food or water for several days and
appears to be abandoned. These complaints often occur in vacation/resort areas at the end of tourist
season, but they can occur anywhere. In this situation, it is especially important to obtain a sworn
statement from the complainant, if possible, to establish how long the owner has been gone.
Arriving at the scene
When you enter the property, announce your arrival, and look for the owner/occupant. Knock on the front
door to see if anyone is at home. If no one answers, go to the rear of the house and knock on the back
door, then shout out for the owner/occupant. As you do so, look for the animal that was the cause of the
complaint and any other animals that may be on the property.
Exercising this type of behavior calling out, looking for the owner demonstrates a "good faith" effort in
finding the owner/occupant while doing your job.
If you discover an animal on the property, determine whether exigent circumstances exist.
1. Nonexigent circumstances
The animal you found appears to be in a neglected state, but not in danger of dying. Perhaps you
cannot see the animal, but you hear sounds inside a locked barn or house. In either case
(accessible or not), consider the following approach:
a. Talk to the neighbors, to determine how long the owner/occupant has been gone. Obtain
signed statements, if possible.
b. Based on the input you receive, your observations, and the signed affidavit (if you have one)
of the complainant, obtain a search warrant.
c. If you cannot ascertain how long the owner/occupant has been gone, you might try the
following:
Leave a notice for the owner to contact you OR place a piece of clear tape across the door
and jamb.
If the owner does not call or the tape has not been broken in 24 hours, obtain a search
warrant to seize the animal(s).
If it is a rental property, attempt to contact the landlord. If he has reason to believe the
tenants have abandoned the property, ask him to sign a permission slip to enter the
property and remove the animals.
Most of the animal related complaints you receive will stem from violations of Section 353 of
the Agriculture and Markets Law which deals with neglect and abuse. They will generally
involve the failure to provide proper sustenance which means the animals:
are not being fed or watered properly,
are lacking an appropriate shelter,
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are lacking clean air to breathe,
living in unsanitary conditions, or
needing veterinary care.
Though many complaints will be anonymous, you should still investigate them. Most
anonymous complaints are legitimate; people often refuse to give their names because they
fear reprisal from their neighbors.
Section 371 of Article 26 of the Agriculture and Markets Law states in part:

"A constable or police officer must, and any agent or officer of any
duly incorporated society for the prevention of cruelty to animals
may, summon or arrest, and bring before a court or magistrate
having jurisdiction, any person offending against any of the
provisions of Article 26 of the agriculture and markets law..."
(emphasis added)
Questions to ask with regard to animal complaints
Regardless of whether the complaint is anonymous or not, ask the following questions:
What is the name and address of the alleged abuser? (Obtain this if at all possible.)
Can you describe what he looks like?
What types of animals are involved in the complaint, and how many of them are
there?
Why do you believe the animals are being abused or neglected?
Where are the animals confined? an apartment? house? barn? pen? Can the animals
be seen from the road side or through a window?
When was the last time you saw the animals?
What were the weather conditions at the time of the abuse or neglect? Was the
weather extremely hot or cold?
Are you willing to sign a sworn statement as to what you saw?
Do you know of additional witnesses that I can interview?
What are the explicit directions to the location of the complaint? (It is especially
important in rural areas to get an exact description of house (its color, one story two
story,) road, landmarks to get to the property.)
Based on the response to these questions, you can determine the laws which may be being
violated and the urgency of the situation.
Is there a time limit to investigate the complaint?
You should investigate the complaint as soon as possible to bring relief to the animals that
are suffering.
d. Call the animal control officer/humane society to accompany you to the property.
e. After securing the search warrant, enter the property. Take photographs of the animal on the
property.
f. Have the control officer/local humane society take the animal to a veterinarian or to the
animal shelter.
g. If the animal is taken to the veterinarian's office, take photographs of it there. Get a
statement from the veterinarian, documenting the animal's condition.
h. Leave a receipt and a copy of the search warrant on the property.
NOTE: Provide food and water for accessible animals.
CAUTION: Although you have a search warrant, if you enter a locked building (especially a
house) and remove an animal, you are responsible for resecuring that building. This is
especially important with regard to an individual's residence. See "Entering Property Some
Considerations" in the "Exigent Circumstances" discussion earlier in this section.
2. Exigent Circumstances
See the discussion of "Exigent Circumstances" earlier in this section.
Confronting owner/owner reactions
When you find the animal's owner or person responsible for the animal's situation, interview him to
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determine how the situation came about. Based on the conversation, you might charge him with the
appropriate violations of the Agriculture and Markets Law (sections 355 and 353.)
Animals unable to Remove Easily (Large Numbers of Animals/Large Animals)
There may be situations where it is difficult to remove the animals easily there are too many, they are big
farm animals, circus animals, or you suspect there may be more animals that are hidden from your view.
For information and suggestions on how to handle this situation, see the discussion of "Animal Collectors"
in the "Special Cases" section. In addition, see the article on animal collectors reprinted from Shelter
Sense, a publication of the Humane Society of the United States, in Appendix VI, "Articles".
Important Note: In some cases, especially where many animals are involved, some animals may appear
more neglected than others. Nevertheless, all the animals should be seized, if possible, because the
conditions in which the animals are being kept are causing the problem. And it is usually only a matter of
time before the healthier ones will be in bad shape as well.
Some Common Excuses You Will Hear
Here are some excuses and fabrications you may hear from people when they are confronted about
neglect or outright cruelty. Be aware that in many cases, the person says what he does in an effort to
avoid being punished.
The assumption in the situations below is that there is neglect that must be addressed, but the animal is
not in danger of losing its life.
1. Situation 1:
Thin animal. The truth is that animal is not being fed enough or has a serious case of internal
parasites.
Excuses:
Oh, I guess we take him on too many walks. He must be getting too much exercise.
He's always been a thin dog.
The cat is such a fussy eater lately.
His mother was thin, too.
Oh, you should have seen him when we got him. He's put on a lot of weight since then.
We've had him to the vet's, and he's being treated. This may or may not be true, and must
be checked out as soon as possible.
Your possible responses:
Where and when did you get the animal?
If the person tells you where they got the animal, consider checking with that person or
place as to the condition of the dog when it was given to the person.
Who is your veterinarian? When did you last have the animal examined?
If they give you the name of the veterinarian, consider checking with the veterinarian to see
when the animal was last seen and its condition at that time.
When do you plan to have him examined?
Make sure the person gives you a reasonable time frame, within the next few days. Check
with the veterinarian to ensure the animal was seen and to determine the veterinarian's
opinion of the animal.
How much food do you give the animal every day?
When they respond with the amount of food they give the animal, consider telling them that
given the condition of the animal, that amount of food does not appear to be adequate.
2. Situation 2:
Dog outside no water available or water bowl dry. The truth is the dog has not been given water.
Excuse:
He must have drank it all. I gave him a big bowl this morning.
Your possible response:
Get a bigger bowl.
Excuse:
Every time I give him water, he throws it up. (The truth is the dog has water so rarely that he
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gulps it greedily and throws it up.)
Your possible response:
That means he is not getting enough water.
Excuse:
He knocks over that water bowl all the time.
Your possible response:
Get a bowl that doesn't tip over.
3. Situation 3:
Dog outside no shelter available and the weather is either extremely hot or cold. The truth is that
the dog is kept outside all the time.
Excuses:
Oh, John (or whomever) must have forgotten to let him back in. We always bring him in.
We just put him outside for some air.
He always comes in at night.
Your possible response:
Check back at different times of the day to see if animal is outside.
Interview the neighbors as to when they see the dog outside.
NOTE: If the weather conditions have the potential to be harmful to the animal, you can
order them to bring the animal inside.
4. Situation 4:
Two or more people are standing next to two dogs fighting. The truth is they had bets on their
dogs and were fighting them.
Excuse:
"I was just standing here talking to my friend, and his dog attacked mine. I swear it."
Your possible response:
Make careful notes as to what you observed; if the dogs just happened to get into a fight, the
persons should have been trying to break it up. If they were not, consider arresting them and
charging them with felony dog fighting.
If you do not have enough to arrest them now, get ID and make notes. If the dogs are pit bulls,
you will see them fighting the dogs again.
5. Situation 5:
A dog is bloodied or hurt; you suspect the owner hit him.
Excuse:
I let him out and he got in a fight with a dog down the street. Or, he just fell down the stairs.
Your possible response:
Tell the owner he must get medical attention for the dog immediately, or you can call the humane
society or dog control and have them take the dog to the veterinarians. Call the veterinarian later
to get a report.
Interview the neighbors to see if they saw the owner beating the dog. If so, attempt to obtain
statements from them.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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4. Common Complaints
This section discusses some common situations you may encounter when investigating animal cruelty
complaints. Our objective is to make you aware of these situations and provide you with possible ways to
respond to them.
At the end of each discussion are actual examples, along with related documentation (where available).
The situations we include are:
Neglected Pets
Neglected Large Animals
Animal in Hot Car
Physical Abuse
Abandoned Animals
Neglected Pets You may receive a complaint that an animal is not being fed or watered properly, not
receiving medical care, not being provided with shelter, or all of the above.
These complaints are difficult to deal with because they are in the grey area though the animal is not
being subjected to outright abuse, the animal is suffering nevertheless.
Situations involving neglect generally occur because people acquired an animal on impulse and did not
think through the responsibilities involved. Some examples include:
An owner acquired a dog as a puppy. When the puppy started to grow, the owner was unable to
housebreak it, or the novelty wore off, or the dog got too big. The owner feels guilty taking the
animal to the shelter; as a result, the dog is put outside and is only fed/watered when someone
remembers.
An owner acquired a kitten, and it clawed the furniture; or it simply grew older and lost its
cuteness, so it was deemed an outside cat and left to "fend for itself."
An owner is ignorant of how to care for an animal or has lost interest in caring for it.
The causes vary, but the results are the same: neglected animals. The way people respond to your
intervention will vary from being cooperative to acting hostile.
Things to be aware of when investigating:
Does the animal have access to clean water in a weighted bowl that cannot overturn?
Does the animal appear thin? Is there any evidence that the animal has been fed recently?
If the animal is a dog, and there is a path worn around where he is tied or the grass is nonexistent,
it's likely that he is tied out all the time.
Does the animal have access to shelter from the weather? If the animal is a dog, is the dog house
appropriate to the size of the dog? Should this breed of dog be left outside at all? (See "Dogs" in
the "Animal Care Standards for Some Common Animals" section.)
What is the condition of the animal's coat and skin? Does it have areas where hair is missing? Is it
constantly scratching at itself?
If the animal is a dog, how does the collar fit? It may never have been adjusted for growth. Is
there room to put two fingers in between the collar and the dog's neck?
Does the dog have a license and a rabies tag? Dogs in NYS must be licensed at 6 months and have
current rabies shots.
For additional, more specific information related to animal care, see the "Animal Care Standards For
Some Common Animals" section.
Note: Be aware that when you are confronting people with the condition of their pet(s), they will tend to
mislead you with regard to the care the pet has received. They will deny that they have neglected the
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animal and create excuses for its condition. See "Common Excuses You Will Hear" at the end of the
"Investigating an Animal Cruelty Complaint" section.
What to do
The way you handle the situation depends on the circumstances of the animal and how the owner
responds to your intervention.
If exigent circumstances exist, seize the animal
1. If the circumstances of the pet are desperate - animals are emaciated, collar is embedded in the
dog's neck, halter is embedded in horse's neck or cheek bone consider seizing the animal based on
exigent circumstances.
2. Call the local humane agency or animal control to transport the animal to the veterinarian.
3. Take photographs of the animal and obtain a signed statement from the veterinarian as to the
animal's condition.
4. Interview the owner. Based on his behavior and responses, decide whether or not to bring charges.
Non-exigent circumstances
For suggestions on how to approach the situation, see the Investigating an Animal Cruelty Complaint
section.
Examples
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Neglected
Neglected
Neglected
Neglected
Neglected
Neglected

Pets:
Pets:
Pets:
Pets:
Pets:
Pets:

Lack of Shelter
Lack of Food and Shelter
Starving Mother and Puppies
Starving Dog
Multiple Animals
Starving Animals in Apartment

Neglected Large Animals
Some of the most troublesome cases involve large animals and farm animals, such as horses, cows,
goats, etc. because it is difficult to find places to keep large animals while a case proceeds through the
court system.
You may receive complaints such as:
animals appear emaciated
animals are lying in a field and cannot stand up
horse(s) have broken from a pasture and are very thin, eating trees and shrubs
Occasionally, you may receive a complaint about someone transporting a farm animal in a cruel manner.
See Example 9.
The costs involved. When people are short of money, they often cut down on their animals' feed
and veterinary care.
Related to this, there are cases where owners have intentionally not spent money to take care of
animals (especially horses) until they were ready to breed them.
General ignorance. People are trying to run a farm or own horses, but do not know how to do it
properly.
Revenge. In some cases (involving divorce), one side may try to hurt the other by not caring for
the animals left behind.
There are various causes for the neglect of large animals, such as:
Things to be aware of when investigating:
There is no food or grain in sight. Pasture land is chewed down.
Horse's stall is filled with manure buildup.
Animals are infested with lice and scratching at themselves to bring relief; hair may be missing in
spots.
No clean, fresh water available.
No shelter available.
Horses' hooves may be long or turned up indicating a lack of exercise and other forms of severe
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neglect.
Animals may have sores on their bodies.
See the Animal Care Standards For Some Common Animals section for more information on indicators of
neglect.
What to do
1. Talk to the local humane agency staff to determine if they are able to care for large animals. If
they are not, ask if they can assist by coordinating a group of farmers, horse owners, or stables,
that might board the animals while the case is in litigation.
2. Talk to the District Attorney's office to see if it can assist with plans to care for the animals once
they are secured.
3. Coordinate an effort with the local humane agency and a veterinarian for the day you plan to
execute the search warrant.
4. Execute the search warrant and have the animal handling team enter the property.
5. Take photographs of the individual animals and their environment. Take detailed photographs of
any sores or injuries.
6. Have the veterinarian examine the animals and provide you with a signed statement as to the
condition of the animals.
7. Have the local humane society remove the animals from the property.
8. Arrest the owner or issue him an appearance ticket.
Important Note: In some cases, especially where many animals are involved, some animals may appear
more neglected than others. Nevertheless, all the animals should be seized, if possible, because the
conditions in which the animals are being kept are causing the problem. And it is usually only a matter of
time before the healthier ones will be in bad shape as well.
Examples
7. Neglected Large Animals: Starving Horses
8. Neglected Large Animals: Starving Horses Running Loose
9. Transporting Animals in a Cruel Manner
Animal in hot car
This is a common problem in the warm months and can happen with any animal, but generally involves
dogs. People take their animal along for a ride. They go into a store and forget the time, leaving the
animal in the hot sun with the car windows closed or opened just a crack. The animal soon is at the point
of death from heat exhaustion.
Things to be aware of when investigating:
Generally, the animal will be desperate, clawing at the window, trying to get out. It will be panting hard
with its tongue hanging out struggling to breathe. In some cases, the animal may be lying on the seat,
exhausted, beyond fighting for its life.
What to do
If in your judgment the animal will die if not removed immediately, consider doing the following:
1. If possible, have another police officer witness the situation. If not, have a competent adult be
your witness and sign a statement describing what he observed. This is especially important if you
are unable to take a photo of the scene.
2. Call in by radio and explain what you are about to do. Then open the car door (if unlocked) or
break the window (if car is locked), and remove and secure the animal.
3. Get the animal into the shade. Have someone get wet towels and cool water. Have the animal
taken to the veterinarian, if necessary.
4. If a car window has to be broken to remove the animal from the car, afterwards consider having
the vehicle towed to a garage for security purposes. You are responsible for the security of the
vehicle if the window is broken; however, the owner is responsible for the cost of repairs.
5. Determine who the owner is and interview him to determine if he should be charged with a
violation of Section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets law.
Examples
10. Animal in Hot Car
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Physical Abuse
The reasons that people beat animals vary.
A person may be angry at a dog for digging up the yard and begin beating him.
A person may take out his or her own frustrations or anger out on an animal by kicking it, shooting
it, or hitting it with an object.
In more sinister cases, sometimes involving drug dealers, the person may be beating a dog to
"make it mean" because he thinks he can use the animal or sell it as a guard dog.
The abuse varies in degree and severity of results, but any kind of abuse is illegal.
Things to be aware of when investigating:
If the person is still beating the animal when you arrive, the situation is obvious. In other cases, by the
time you arrive, the beating may have stopped. The animal may have marks, welts, or blood on him. He
may be limping or whimpering, or a combination of these things.
What to do
1. If you see the beating still going on when you arrive, it has been our experience that you should
consider entering the property because a crime is being committed and Exigent Circumstances
exist, based on Section 371 of the Agriculture and Markets law. (See the "Key Concepts" discussion
in the "Be Prepared Ahead of Time" section.
a. Seize the animal for evidence and medical treatment. Call the dog control officer or humane
agency to take the animal to a veterinarian for treatment.
b. Obtain a signed statement from the veterinarian as to the condition of the animal.
c. Take photographs of the animal for evidence.
d. You can charge the person with cruelty under Section 353 of Section 26 of the Agriculture
and Markets law.
OR
2. If, when you arrive, you do not see the animal or the person who was reportedly doing the beating,
consider doing the following:
a. Obtain statements from any witnesses or neighbors who may have witnessed the beating.
b. Find the person who was reportedly doing the beating and examine the animal.
c. If the person does not allow you to see the animal, but you have a signed statement from a
witness or you have seen some evidence that makes you believe the animal has been
beaten, or both, you can obtain a search warrant to seize the animal.
d. If when you execute the search warrant, you find the animal has been beaten, call the
humane society or animal control and have them take the animal to a veterinarian.
e. Take photographs of the animal at the scene and/or at the veterinarian's office. Obtain a
signed statement from the veterinarian indicating that the animal has been beaten and the
animal's condition.
f. You can charge the person with cruelty under Section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets
law.
NOTE: With regard to dogs, exercise caution if you arrest the individual at the scene, as a dog may attack
an officer who is arresting its owner.
Examples
11. Physical Abuse
Abandoned Animals
Rather than take the time to find their animal a decent home or take it to the local animal shelter, some
people abandon it when they move. This problem occurs in vacation rentals and college dorms as well.
You may receive a call from a concerned neighbor that people have moved away, but the neighbor hears
an animal inside. You may receive a call from a landlord who discovers that an animal has been left after
the tenants have moved.
Things to be aware of when investigating:
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If possible, look in the windows of the property to see if you can see the animal and determine its
condition. Food or water dishes may not be available to the animal, or they may be overturned. Feces
may cover the floor. The animal may be tied to a chair or table. There may be no furniture in the unit.
Take photographs of these conditions if possible.
What to do
See the discussion on "Abandonment" in the "Investigating An Animal Cruelty Complaint" section for an
explanation of how to proceed in these cases.
Examples
12.
13.
14.
15.

Abandoned
Abandoned
Abandoned
Abandoned

Animals:
Animals:
Animals:
Animals:

Animal Abandoned in Apartment
Animal Abandoned in Rented House
Animal Abandoned in Owned Trailer
Inside and Outside

New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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5. Special Cases
This section discusses complex situations you may encounter in the course of investigating animal cruelty
complaints. The objective is to make you aware of these situations and provide you with possible ways to
respond to them.
At the end of each discussion are actual case examples, along with related documents (where available).
The situations included are:
Animal Collector
Dog Fighting
Cock Fighting
Animal Crimes Related to Satanic and Other Cults
Irresponsible Breeders/Puppy Mills
Pet Store Complaints
Animal Collector
Animal collectors are people who harbor large numbers of animals and fail to provide them with proper
food, water, or medical care. Animal collector cases are complicated and require cooperation and
coordination among police agencies, veterinarians, and animal shelters.
Normally, this type of case will come to your attention when you receive complaints from persons seeing
starving animals and smelling bad odors coming from an individual's property.
For additional information, see the articles on Animal Collectors in Shelter Sense, a publication of the
Humane Society of the United States, in Appendix VI, "Articles."
Things to be aware of when investigating:
When investigating the complaint, you may find large numbers of animals in extremely bad physical
condition. In some cases, they may be lacking food, water, and shelter. In other cases, though they may
receive some food, they are denied medical care, and as a result, are suffering intensely. Sometimes, all
these conditions are present. In general, the conditions will be filthy and the animals overcrowded.
What to do
When you investigate this situation and it appears that you have an animal collector, consider this
approach: Enlist the aid of the local humane society and veterinarians and coordinate a rescue operation
to render aid to the animals humanely euthanizing those that need it, and then depending on the number
of animals remaining, consider either:

removing the salvageable animals to selected shelters until the case is
adjudicated.
impounding the remainder on the property. In some cases, when you have a
lack of places to put the animals, you may have to remove the ones in the
worst condition and impound the balance on the property.
The arrangement here is that though the animals remain on the property, their care will be directed by
the local shelter until such time as the case is adjudicated. The owner of the animals is responsible for the
cost of the care.
In order to impound the animals, you need to:
talk to the District Attorney's office,
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make a request to the local judge, through the DA's office, that the humane agency involved be
responsible for directing the care of the animals until the case is adjudicated,
ask that the judge stipulate that the owner is responsible for the cost of care.
Planning the rescue effort
Cases involving large numbers of animals, particularly farm animals, involve a lot of planning. Prior to the
rescue effort, we recommend the following procedures:
1. Contact a local reputable humane society to determine its capacity for holding animals. Given the
limited capacity of any shelter, it may be necessary to contact shelters outside the area to allow for
enough housing for the seized animals. Ask the humane society if it can coordinate the effort.
If the animals are impounded on the property, determine which humane agency is willing to
assume the duty of directing and monitoring the care of the animals until the case is adjudicated.
2. Contact the appropriate people (e.g., veterinarian, animal control officer, humane society staff) to
form a rescue team. Be sure to instruct all people involved in the rescue effort not to discuss the
case beforehand. In addition, consider contacting other expert witnesses who might be helpful to
your case, such as wildlife experts, reptile experts, bird experts.
If it appears that any air or water pollution is taking place or wildlife is involved, consider
contacting the Department of Environmental Conservation.
3. Ask the humane society to bring collars, tags, animal carriers, white cards, black markers, and any
other items necessary to perform animal identification, to the scene.
4. Photocopy an adequate number of "Veterinarian's Statement" forms and "Agreement From
Organization or Individual" forms to take to the scene. A complete list of equipment and supplies
for animal rescue operations is also available. (See Appendix IV, Forms and Supplies List for
masters of these documents.)
5. Arrange a date for proceeding with the rescue. Keep this very confidential; animal collectors have a
network which will spring into action if talk of a rescue effort gets out. And the animals you hope to
rescue will be gone from the premises into the hands of another collector.
6. Apply for a search warrant; specify all the buildings on the property you wish to enter and the
treatment procedures you wish to use on the animals. Also, apply for an arrest warrant.
7. Advise the Assistant District Attorney (ADA), who is assigned to the town where the case is
occurring, of your plans. Have the ADA review your search warrant for completeness. Also, ensure
that he or she is willing to prosecute the case.
Executing the Search Warrant in an Animal Collector Case
When the police execute a search warrant, it is permissible for nonpolice personnel to assist them. This
type of assistance is almost always necessary when large numbers of animals are involved. We
recommend the following procedures:
1. On the day you plan to execute the warrant, alert all people assisting in the case (including
humane society personnel, veterinarians, volunteers, health department officials, etc.) and arrange
for them to meet you prior to the time of the animal rescue in an area where you will not attract
attention and a good distance away from the property where the animals are kept.
2. People should be formed into teams and assigned duties before entering the property. Persons
should be designated to handle the animals, ID them, and assist the veterinarians. One or two
police officers should collect any additional evidence, photograph the scene, etc.
3. If an arrest warrant was issued, only the police should enter the property initially for the purposes
of executing it. Volunteers and others should be secured away from the scene until the defendants
have been removed from the property.
4. Once the defendant has been removed, secure the scene, and allow shelter personnel,
veterinarians, etc. to tend to the animals.
5. In general, perform tasks in the following order, so the animals can be processed, (but bear in
mind that the circumstances at the time will govern how you carry out the operation; for example,
if the weather is bad, you may have to remove the animals to wherever you are taking them and
identify and photograph them there).
a. Persons responsible for handling the animals must assign each animal an ID number, and
place the number on a "Veterinarian Statement" form. Different types of animals can be
identified and numbered as separate groups; for example, the first cat to be identified could
be 1C, the second cat 2C, etc.; the first dog could be 1D, the second dog 2D, etc..
b. Using a thick, black felt-tip marker, write the ID number that has been assigned, on a large
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white card or sheet of paper. Place the card in front of the animal without obscuring the
body, and photograph the animal.
c. Place a collar on each animal. Specify the animal's ID on a small paper/plastic tag, and
attach the tag to the animal's collar. With kittens and puppies and other tiny animals, secure
them in carriers and mark the carriers clearly with the IDs of the animals within.
d. Have a veterinarian examine the animal and fill in its "Veterinarian Statement" form. Specify
the physical problems with the animal and its disposition on the form, e.g., euthanized
(specify reason), etc. The veterinarian should sign each form. To save time, the veterinarian
can dictate information to a clerical assistant as the animals are being examined. Then at the
end of the rescue effort, he can personally sign all the forms.
e. If animals are being transported to various shelters, complete the "Agreement From
Organization or Individual" form to keep track of the whereabouts of the animals.
Important Note: In some cases, especially where many animals are involved, some animals may
appear more neglected than others. Nevertheless, all the animals should be seized, if possible,
because the conditions in which the animals are being kept are causing the problem. And it is
usually only a matter of time before the healthier ones will be in poor condition as well.
6. Process the defendant at the police station. The owner may be in violation of Section 353 of Article
26 of the Agriculture and Markets Law as well as other sections of the law as well.
Because most of the penalties under the Agriculture and Markets Law are unclassified
misdemeanors, it is not necessary to fingerprint the defendant; however, an arrest report must be
completed.
After reading the defendant his constitutional rights, attempt to obtain a statement by asking the
following types of questions:
When was the last time the animals were fed and watered?
When was the last time the cage, stall, barn, etc,. was cleaned?
When was the last time they were seen by a veterinarian?
In the case of horses, sheep and goats, when was the last time they were seen by a farrier?
Keep in mind that a lack of sufficient funds is no excuse for neglecting an animal, and neglect
constitutes cruelty.
7. During the arraignment which may occur while the team is on the property, consider asking the
judge to order the defendant not to return to the property while the animals are being treated and
removed.
8. After the rescue operation is completed, ensure that the defendant receives a copy of the search
warrant as well as a copy of the inventory receipt for any animals or property seized.
9. Deliver a copy of the executed search warrant and a copy of the inventory receipt to the court as
soon as possible. (Even if you impound the animals on the property, you might still seize evidence
that indicates their neglect; that evidence must be specified on the inventory receipt.)
10. If it appears that the animals may have to remain impounded on the property, advise the District
Attorney's office immediately, so that arrangements can be made to provide proper care for the
animals.
CONDITIONS YOU MIGHT FIND IN A COLLECTOR CASE

7. Starving dog being ID'd
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8. Squalid conditons found

9. Overcrowding

10. Dog with manage

11. Goat with arthritis - unable to stand
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12. Starving dog

13. Conditions found

14. Illegally kept racoon in cat carrier

Examples
16. Animal Collector
17. Animal Collector: Extremely Large Numer of Animals
Dog Fighting
There are several aspects of dog fighting about which you may receive complaints:
Pit bull "hotels" between fights, dogs used for fighting are sometimes harbored in abandoned
buildings. You may receive a complaint about dogs barking in an abandoned building or shed, or
you may receive a tip from a former member of the ring who feels that he has been cheated.
Organized dog fighting ring you may receive a complaint that dog fighting is going on in a
certain location. Often these complaints may come from a former participant who got "burned" by
the ring and became an informant.
Unorganized fighting you may receive complaints from neighbors about an injured dog, or a
complaint from a veterinarian that a dog has come in with an ear chewed off and numerous scars,
or you may receive a complaint that states, "Every Friday night I hear dogs fighting down in the
alley behind my house."
The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) in New York City has worked
extensively with law enforcement agencies to break up illegal dog fighting rings. The ASPCA can be used
as a resource for law enforcement agencies investigating dog fighting and can provide undercover
investigators. (See Appendix III, "Resource Agencies.")
Investigating Pit Bull "Hotels"
These may have fighting dogs chained to walls in separate rooms of an abandoned building; they may
also be kept chained to the walls of a shed or garage. (In rural areas, fighting dogs may be kept chained
to dog houses, next to the person's house. See Example 19 Training Dogs for Fighting.
Things to be aware of when investigating:
CAUTION: When you investigate a complaint about dogs in an abandoned building, handle such
investigations with great care. BE AWARE OF BOOBY TRAPS, such as cut-away stairs, cutaway floors,
razor blades imbedded in stair banisters, etc. Also, be aware that an attack dog may be roaming the
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premises. The dog may have had his voice box and nails removed, and thus not be heard. When you
come through the door, he may lunge.
The condition of the dogs - Normally missing pieces of their ears, an eye, toes; current bite marks
or scars around necks, shoulders, and legs. Ears and tails may be cut down or cut off.
Generally you will find pit bulls, sometimes Akitas and Rottweilers.
Presence of paraphernalia
Pry bars/bite sticks/breaking sticks pieces of plastic or wood of varying length, thin at one
end and wider at the other. Used to pry open the jaws of a dog that has a death grip upon
another dog.
Chains, ropes, or springpoles hanging from beams with various items attached to them
(such as tires, or live/dead cats or puppies in burlap bags). The dog "locks on" to the items
with his jaws and hangs there for long periods which builds strength in the jaw and neck
muscles.
Cats and puppies that are injured or dead from having been used as bait and mauled by dogs.
Various sized weights attached to dog's collar or heavy chains and padlocks around the neck, worn
to develop strength in neck muscles.
Large bottles of various vitamins, such as Vitamin K, or steroids. The bottles may say "For Cattle
Use Only".
Saline solutions in plastic bags. This is used to rehydrate dogs' bodies after strenuous activities.
Various vials, may contain medications and Vitamin E solution, etc. Short needles and syringes.
Surgical needles shaped like fish hooks to suture the wounds after a fight.
Treadmills (similar to those in a gym) to build strength and stamina in a dog.
What to do
When investigating the complaint, consider doing the following:
1. If the door to the abandoned building is loosely chained, and you can see dogs in immediate need
of medical attention, call the dog control officer or local humane society for assistance. Based on
exigent circumstances, break the chain, and have the dogs removed.
2. If the door is locked, and the property appears to be abandoned, if possible, contact the owner
about a key to the building. In a large city, you can call the housing authority. Ask the owner or
housing authority to accompany you to the building, along with the dog control officer or local
humane society. Unlock the door and have the dogs removed.
3. If the door is locked, and you are unable to obtain a key, obtain a search warrant based on your
evidence; call the dog control officer or local humane society to accompany you. Enter the property
and have the dogs removed. Seize related paraphernalia.
Note: If you believe that there are dogs in the building, and you have to leave to find the
owner or obtain a search warrant, ensure that you leave an officer there to guard the
building so the animals are not removed while you are gone.
4. In all cases, take photos (and if possible, video) of the dogs and the conditions in which they were
kept.
5. Have the dogs examined by a veterinarian and obtain a sworn statement from him indicating that
the dogs were used for fighting. Take photographs of any injuries.
6. If the dogs do not need to be euthanized, have the animal shelter hold them as "dangerous dogs"
until you complete your investigation. See the law entitled "Agriculture and Markets Law, Article 7,
Section 121," in the "Various NYS Laws Dealing With Animals" section.
7. The shelter is not to release the animals, but ask the staff to obtain as much information as
possible about any individuals who attempt to claim the dogs, such as their license plate number,
name of their veterinarian.
Investigating Organized Dog Fighting Ring
Information on this type of activity generally comes from disgruntled participants.
Things to be aware of when investigating:
Investigating this type of dog fighting requires undercover work, which can be lengthy. It is extremely
difficult to go undercover and get involved in an organized, dog fighting ring it is very tightly knit.
What to do
Be sure your informant is reliable. Based on the information provided, consider the following approach:
1. Do surveillance and determine the night of the fight.
2. Obtain a search warrant and coordinate your effort with the local humane agency.
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3. Cover all exits, enter the premises, and arrest the participants and bystanders.
4. Cover all exits, enter the premises, and arrest the participants and bystanders.
5. Take photos of the scene and record it with a video camera, if possible. A video camera will capture
the suffering involved in the event.
6. Have the animals removed to an animal shelter.
7. Have a veterinarian examine the dogs and obtain a signed statement indicating that the dogs were
used for fighting.
8. Take photographs of the dogs and detailed photos of any wounds.
9. If possible, have the animals declared as "dangerous dogs" until your investigation is completed.
For a definition of "dangerous dogs" see "Agriculture and Markets Law, Article 7, Section 121," in
the "Various NYS Laws Dealing With Animals" section.
10. The shelter is not to release the animals, but ask the staff to obtain as much information as
possible about any individuals who attempt to claim the dogs, such as their license plate number,
name of their veterinarian.
CAUTION: Ensure that you have support and assistance. Be aware that the organizers may turn
the dogs on you and attempt to flee. Be prepared for this.
Investigating Unorganized Dog Fighting "Street Fighting"
This involves individuals "street fighting" their dogs in back alleys or makeshift dog rings. The majority of
complaints you will receive will be of the "street fighting" variety.
Things to be aware of when investigating:
Important: The defendants will most likely tell you that they were engaged in a conversation, and their
two dogs got into a fight. If that were the case, the defendants should have been trying to break it up.
Your report must state that the dogs were engaged in fighting, and the defendants were not trying to
break it up. The arrest may be based entirely on your observations, so it is important to make this point.
What to do
When investigating the complaint, consider the following approaches:
1. Interview neighbors or known informants to determine when and where the street fights are
normally held. Conduct surveillance to verify the place and time.
2. On the specified night, arrange to be there in adequate force, along with the dog control officer and
humane society. Prepare for the possibility that the dogs may be fighting and will need to be
tranquilized.
3. Arrest the persons involved and have the dogs removed to a veterinarians or the shelter.
CAUTION: Be aware that the participants may turn the dogs on you and flee. Be prepared for this.
4. Take photos of the scene and record it with a video camera, if possible. A video camera will capture
the suffering involved in the event.
5. Have the animals removed to an animal shelter.
6. Have a veterinarian examine the dogs and obtain a signed statement indicating that the dogs were
used for fighting.
7. Take photographs of the dogs and detailed photos of any wounds.
8. If possible, have the animals declared as "dangerous dogs" until your investigation is completed.
For a definition of "dangerous dogs" see "Agriculture and Markets Law, Article 7, Section 121," in
the "Various NYS Laws Dealing With Animals" section.
DOG FIGHTING EXAMPLES
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15. Pit bull with ears cut back

16. Dog with scars from fighting

Examples
18. Unorganized Dog Fighting (Street Fighting)
19. Training Dogs for Fighting
Cock Fighting
There are two aspects of cock fighting about which you may receive complaints:
Cock fighter "hotels" – similar to dog fighting, birds used for fighting may be housed in abandoned
buildings or sheds. (In rural areas, fighting cocks may be kept in barns or outbuildings.)
Organized cock fights – these generally take place in cellars, alleys; in rural areas, they take place
in barns. The birds are transported to and from the fights in decorated sacks about the size of
pillow cases and are kept in cages until their turn to fight.
Big money is involved in cock fighting; as a result, investigating it can be dangerous; however, in general,
a cock-fighting ring is easier to infiltrate than a dog fighting one.
The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) in New York City has worked
extensively with law enforcement agencies to break up illegal cock fighting rings. The ASPCA can be used
as a resource for a law enforcement agency investigating cock fighting and can provide undercover
investigators. (See Appendix III, "Resource Agencies."
Investigating "Cock Fighter Hotels"
In a city environment, you may receive a complaint about a rooster crowing in a backyard or in a building.
In a rural environment, you may receive complaints about someone keeping large numbers of roosters.
Things to be aware of when investigating:
CAUTION: When you investigate a complaint of fighting cocks being kept in a building, handle such
investigations with great care. BE AWARE OF BOOBY TRAPS, such as cutaway stairs, cutaway floors,
razor blades imbedded in stair banisters, etc. Also, an attack dog may be roaming around loose. The dog
may have his voice box and nails removed, and thus not be heard. When you come through the door, he
may lunge. .
The condition of the birds
Kept in single cages, stacked in double and triple layers
Combs and wattles (red growths on head and under chin) cut off
Bodies may be shaved: from half way down the chest to the bottom of their bodies or their
entire back may be shaved. (This is done to keep them cooler while fighting; it is also done
to determine the winner – the loser has more wounds on his body.)
Presence of paraphernalia
Teasers – small stick with 8 - 10 strips of cloth attached to it, used to taunt the bird and
make him aggressive
Various types of sharp spurs (made of bone/plastic) which attach to the cock's dew claws to
enable him to gash and hurt the other bird
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Sparing "gloves" – little leather booties that are temporarily placed over the spurs
Glue stick to attach the spurs; candles to heat the glue
Knives to cut the glue stick
Nail files/toe clippers (like veterinarians use) to cut the claws
Weight scales and cock holding bags (look like pillow cases)
Syringes, antibiotics, alcohol
What to do
When you investigate a complaint about a large number of birds being harbored at a location, consider
doing the following:
1. Exigent Circumstances – If the door to the abandoned building is loosely chained, and you can see
birds in immediate need of medical attention:
a. Call the local humane agency for assistance.
b. Based on exigent circumstances, break the chain, and have the birds removed and provided
with medical attention.
c. Take photographs of the animals at the veterinarian's.
d. Find the owner of the building, if possible, to determine if he was aware that birds were
housed there.
2. Nonexigent Circumstances
a. If the door is locked, and the property appears to be abandoned, if possible, contact the
owner about a key to the building. In a large city, you can call the housing authority. Ask
the owner or housing authority to accompany you to the building, along with the local
humane society. OR
b. If the door is locked, and you are unable to obtain a key, apply for a search warrant based
on your evidence. Arrange for a humane society to meet you there.
Note: If you believe that there are birds in the building, and you have to leave to find the
owner or obtain a search warrant, ensure that you leave an officer to guard the building so
the animals are not removed.
c. In either case, enter the property, take photographs of the animals and the conditions in
which they were kept. Seize any related paraphernalia on the property.
d. Have the birds examined by a veterinarian and obtain a sworn statement indicating that the
birds were used for fighting. Take photographs of any injuries.
3. If the birds do not need to be euthanized, have them kept at the humane agency or other shelter
as evidence until you complete your investigation. Ask the local humane society to obtain as much
information as possible about any individuals who come to claim the bird(s), such as their license
plate number, name of their veterinarian.
Investigating a Cock Fighting Ring
You might receive complaints about cock fighting going on in an alley or a cellar – in a rural area, it may
be a barn.
Things to be aware of when investigating:
Refer to the "Cock Fighter Hotels – Things to be aware of when investigating." The conditions of the birds
and the paraphernalia will be the same.
What to do
Consider doing the following:
1. Attempt to develop an informant to provide you with information about the participants and times
of the fights.
2. If you do not have an informant, do surveillance of the area to determine where and when fights
are being held. Try to get someone in undercover.
3. If you become aware of when a fight is to occur, (e.g., from personal observations at a fight),
apply for a search warrant to conduct a raid of the premises.
Important: Apply for a NO KNOCK search warrant and ensure that it specifies searching for all
paraphernalia and searching above the ceiling as well – things often get hidden there.
4. Arrange to have the local humane agency present to remove the birds. Humane agencies handling
birds should be equipped with gloves and carrying bags.
5. Be sure all parties who are involved in the raid wear either uniforms, hats, or jackets to separate
themselves from the participants, in case weapons must be used. If there is an undercover person,
ensure that everyone knows who it is.
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6. Ensure there is police coverage of all exits and entrances.
7. Arrest lookouts and persons charging admission – for acting "in concert" with the organizers –
which means they could be charged with a felony as well.
8. Take photos of the birds and the conditions at the ring. If possible, use a video camera which can
better capture the suffering involved in the event.
9. Have the birds examined by a veterinarian and obtain a statement from him indicating their
condition: eyes missing, puncture wounds, etc., to indicate that they were used for fighting.
10. Ask the local humane society to obtain as much information as possible about any individuals who
come to claim the bird(s), such as their license plate number, name of their veterinarian.
COCK FIGHTING EXAMPLES

17. Paraphernalia associated with cock fighting

18. Needles, glue, files, used in fighting
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20. Pouch with fighting spurs

21. " Boxing gloves " used when birds are
practicing to fight

22. Fighting bird being received via US Postal
Service

23. Fighting cock with shaved stomach
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24. Cock fighter hotel - wooden

25. Cock fighter hotel - wire mesh
Examples
20. Cock Fighting
Animal Crimes Related to Satanic and other Cults
This type of case may come to your attention when you receive complaints about a mutilated animal(s)
being found with symbols of cult activity around the body such as satanic symbols, bones, and candles.
The following information was provided by the Animal Rescue League (ARL) of Boston and the Northeast
Ritual Crime Intelligence Association (Boston), both of which have vast experience with investigating
animalrelated crimes resulting from cult activity. Both agencies, as well as the Rutgers University Animal
Rights Law Center, can be used as a resource for law enforcement agencies investigating cult activity. See
Appendix III, "Resource Agencies".
According to the ARL, satanic and other nontraditional cults are on the rise in the US, particularly in large
cities where large numbers of immigrants come together to practice the cultural beliefs of their homeland,
be it Voodoo, Santeria, Palo Mayombe, Condomble or Brujeria. In addition, there has been an increase in
cults in the American prison system as well as in the general population.
This section of the manual concerns itself only with cult ceremonial activity involving cruelty to animals. It
may take place in wooded areas, cemeteries, commercial or residential buildings or abandoned buildings.
There has been some confusion with regard to these cults and their practices and freedom of religion.
Individuals have the freedom to practice their religion as they define it; however, they are not permitted
to commit criminal acts, or interfere with the rights of others, while in the process. Thus, harming, killing,
or mutilating an animal is not permitted because it is a criminal act. If they engage in this behavior, they
are subject to prosecution.
NOTE: In 1987, the city of Hialeah, Florida enacted an ordinance that banned Lukumi Babalu Aye
practitioners from performing animal sacrifice as part of their religious ceremonies. The practitioners
appealed the decision, and it went to the US Supreme Court. In the Lukumi Babalu Aye v. City of Hialeah
(113 S. Ct. 2217 (1993), the Supreme Court overturned the Hialeah ordinance. The important thing to
note, however, is that anti-cruelty laws were not affected by the decision. In fact, the Supreme Court
unanimously held that governments have the right to enforce prohibitions on animal cruelty, the keeping
of livestock, and zoning violations.
According to the Rutgers University's Animal Rights Law Center, the ordinances enacted in Hialeah were
deemed unconstitutional only because they targeted the ritualistic animal sacrifice of one group of
practitioners, rather than outlawing animalsacrifice in general. It was important to understand that this
does not mean that animal sacrifices cannot be regulated or banned. In fact, if Hialeah had used the
existing Florida anticruelty statute in prosecuting the ritualistic killings, the lawyers at Rutgers University
believe that it is unlikely that the case would have reached the Supreme Court at all.
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In NYS, any ritualistic animal sacrifice, such as nailing an animal to a tree, would be a violation of Section
353 of the Agriculture and Markets Law.
Things to be aware of when investigating:
You may have complaints resulting from an animalsacrificerelated crime that occurred in a cemetery,
park, wooded area, etc.. When investigating such a crime, the presence of the following elements at the
scene may indicate the presence of a cult and indicate that the animal died as the result of a cultrelated
sacrifice.
Mutilation of the animal, including removal of specific body parts (anus, heart, tongue, ears, front
teeth and front legs, genitals, etc.).
Cages for animals, limbs, lumber, etc. from which animals may have been hung. Look for any
ligatures (ropes or leather ties) that may have been used to secure the animal.
Bones or animal parts (such as finger and arm bones, human or animal skulls, feathers, eyes,
tongues).
Absence of blood in the animal.
Mockery of Christian symbols (inverted cross, vandalized Christian artifacts).
Use of stolen or vandalized Christian artifacts.
Unusual drawings or symbols on walls or floors (baphomet – an upside down pentagram often with
the head of a goat within, hexagram, pentagram, etc.).
Nondiscernible alphabet.
Altars, chalices, wands, biblical passages, ceremonial type knives.
Candles and candle drippings (candles may be in the shape of genitals, or colored black or white.)
Oils, powders, wax, herbs, incense.
Dolls (a child's doll burned or tied to a cross, also what is commonly known as a voodoo doll).
Bowls of powder or colored salt.
Skulls with or without candles.
Robes, especially black, white, or scarlet.
Rooms draped in black or red.
Books on Satanism, magic rituals, etc.
Crystal balls or other crude crystals, usually found in unusual forms.
Pyramids.
Sea shells.
Necklaces made of beads, bells or gongs.
There may be a circle which may or may not contain a pentagram.
Look for a trail leading from the circle towards water. Search for stakes, etc., used to place victims
in a spreadeagle position (head towards the water).
CAUTION: Never investigate these cases alone. Wear surgical gloves when handling evidence. Some cult
practitioners are avid herbalists and use poisons as booby traps. Be aware that poisonous snakes may
have been placed in cabinets and drawers to attack those who might be looking for evidence. Other
booby traps include: fish hooks hung at eye level, shotguns tied to trip wires, falling bricks and other such
setups.
What to do
If your investigation of the scene indicates that the animal's death may be the result of cultrelated animal
sacrifice, consider doing the following:
1. Interview the people who live in the area where the animal sacrifice was found to determine if they
have any information on any occult activity in the area.
2. Run a check to see if there were any criminal activities in the area such as:
Church burglaries
Satanic, cult graffiti in the area
Any missing animals within a three-mile radius (check with animal control officers and
humane agencies.)
3. Attempt to develop informants. You may find people who became disenchanted with cult practices
and are willing to talk to you. Maintain Strict Confidentiality at all times.
4. Try to find persons in the area who practice "white magic" or are witches. Many of these people
may be able to provide you with information on cult activities or people who practice "black magic."
5. Locate stores (called Botanicas) that sell cultrelated paraphernalia. Do surveillance to see who
enters and leaves. See if there is a connection between those persons and any names you might
have been given.
6. If the suspects are teenagers, go to the high school and find someone who knows the students and
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what they are doing, perhaps a teacher or coach.
7. Once you have suspects, develop an intelligence file.
8. If the information you have gathered is sufficient to indicate that animal sacrifice is taking place at
a specific location, consider applying for a search warrant to seize all animals and paraphernalia
relating to animal cruelty.
9. Execute the warrant and arrest the persons involved and charge them with cruelty to animals
under Section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets law.
10. Take photos of the animals and conditions at the scene. In addition, use a video camera to record
the conditions of the animals and the surroundings.
11. Arrange to have the local humane agency present for the purpose of removing the animals.
12. Have any dead and live animals examined by a veterinarian (and euthanize any animals that are
not saveable) and obtain a statement from him describing their condition: eyes missing, puncture
wounds, cuts etc. to indicate that they were used for animal sacrifice.
Preparing the search warrant in cult-related investigations
According to the ARL, if you have enough evidence to request a search warrant involving animal sacrifice,
prepare the warrant to include the residence, property, and curtileges. While executing the search
warrant, the ARL suggests looking for the following types of items any of which may contain evidence of
animal remains or documentation relating to an animal sacrifice:
Hypodermic needles/vials/bottles (may contain blood)
Animal body parts in freezers/refrigerators
Ashes from fire pits including fireplaces, wood stoves
Wooden stand for alter, marble slab, crosses
Heavy wooden staff, sword, knives
Bull whip, cat of nine tails, ligatures
Human or animals bones, flesh, blood (especially skull or long bones, finger bones)
Animal carcasses
Ritual books, books on satanism, diaries
Small animals in cages, and empty cages
If adolescents are suspects, school composition books should be examined.
Computers and computer diskettes
Occult books, etc. may be found under mattresses, etc.
EXAMPLES OF CULT RELATED ANIMAL SACRIFICES

26. Mutilated head of pig that was sacrificed
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28. Birds that were beheaded and sacrificed
during Santeria, along with small doll

29. Carcass of skinned cat

30. Cat that was crucified and burned

Examples
21. Cult-related Animal Crime
Irresponsible Breeders/Puppy Mills
Many breeders of dogs or other animals take good care of the animals they raise because they make their
money based on their reputation for producing healthy, purebred animals. However, periodically, you may
receive a complaint that the animals being raised by a breeder are not being fed properly or given
adequate shelter.
"Puppy Mills" are operated by irresponsible breeders, with the focus on mass production of puppies,
keeping the females constantly breeding with no concern for their health. The puppies may be shipped via
air freight to various locations around the country and often die in transit. The conditions at a puppy mill
are generally deplorable.
In most of these cases, because of the number of animals involved, you will have to coordinate your
rescue effort with both a local veterinarian and the local animal shelter.
Things to be aware of when investigating:
Environmental conditions:
Lack of fresh water and insufficient food
Overcrowding, cages often stacked on top of one another
Cages not cleaned, feces piled up
Little or no protection from the elements
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Lack of sufficient/adequate shelter (animal carriers serving as housing in lieu of proper shelter)
No floors on cages, only mesh wire; feces fall through on top of animal below
Animals' physical appearance/behavior:
body sores/poor coats
bloated stomachs
missing hair, excessive itching – may indicate mange
animal attempts to hide, crouches down, pulls head back if you put your hand near the dog – all
signs that may indicate abuse
aggressive behavior – may indicate abuse
lethargic behavior
What to do
If you receive a complaint that sounds as though someone is running an irresponsible breeding operation,
consider doing the following:
1. Obtain a signed statement from the complainant, if possible.
2. When investigating the complaint, look for the conditions mentioned above. If they are present,
apply for a search warrant to enter the property. If possible, have the district attorney's office
review your application.
3. Contact a veterinarian and the local humane agency to accompany you to the scene. The humane
agency can help remove and house the animals.
4. Arrest the owner and remove him from the scene.
5. Charge the owner or person responsible for the care of the animals with the appropriate number of
cruelty charges.
6. Notify the United States Department of Agriculture which is in charge of licensing and standards of
care for animal breeders. (See Appendix III, "Resource Agencies.")
7. If the person is convicted of the charges or negotiates a plea bargain, notify the registering agency
responsible for granting registration status to the particular species of animal, or ask the humane
society that assisted you on the case to do so.
For example, in the case of dogs, the American Kennel Club should be notified. (See Appendix III,
"Resource Agencies".) Upon receipt of this information, the registering agency will normally revoke
the person's registered breeder status, thus discouraging him from engaging in this type of
behavior again.
Examples
22. Irresponsible Breeders
23. Puppy Mills
Pet Store Complaints
People may call and complain about the conditions that exist at a local pet store. The complaints may
range from overcrowded cages to outright animal abuse.
Because the animals in pet stores are all generally visible to the public, in one sense the case is easier to
address; on the other hand, because the pet store is a business and someone's livelihood, it must be
treated very carefully.
Things to be aware of when investigating:
Overcrowding, too many puppies or kittens to a cage
Cages not clean, feces piled up
Lack of clean water and food
Animals with hair loss, body sores
Animals are lethargic
Birds have overgrown beaks because they have nothing to gnaw on.
What to do
1. Investigate the complaint. Examine the conditions that appear in plain view.
2. If an animal appears to be suffering to a point where you believe exigent circumstances exist:
Arrest the person responsible or issue him an appearance ticket.
Contact the local humane agency, seize the animal and have the humane agency take it to a
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veterinarian.
Obtain a signed statement from the veterinarian regarding the condition of the animal and
photograph the animal.
3. If the animals you see in plain view appear to be neglected, but they are not in danger of dying,
discuss the situation with the owner or employees. Ask him how the animals got in this state.
Inform the owner what needs to be done to correct the situation and provide him with a
written list.
Tell him you will return in a day or so to see if the situation has been corrected.
4. If the situation has not improved on the day you return:
Obtain a search warrant, (and perhaps an arrest warrant).
Call the local humane society and a veterinarian to assist you.
Return to the pet store and have the humane society remove the animals.
Arrest the person(s) responsible with the warrant or issue them an appearance ticket.
Take photographs at the scene of the animals, their cages, food/water bowls, etc.
Have the veterinarian sign a statement as to the condition of the animal(s) and take
photographs of the animals at the veterinarian's office.
NOTE: If the pet store has a bad reputation with regard to treatment of animals, but you do not see
evidence in plain view that would substantiate the complaint, consider sending someone undercover to
work in the pet store to gather evidence.
Examples
24. Pet Store Complaint
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION LAW
Article 11
FISH AND WILDLIFE
TITLE 1 SHORT TITLE; DEFINITIONS; GENERAL PROVISIONS

§ 11-0103. Definitions
27. "Leashed tracking dog" means a leashed dog which has been certified by the department pursuant to
section 11-0928 of this chapter to track and find wounded or injured big game.
§ 11-0529. Cats hunting birds; dogs pursuing deer or killing other wildlife in certain areas
1. Any person over the age of twenty-one years possessing a hunting license may, and environmental
conservation officers and peace officers, acting pursuant to their special duties, or police officers
shall humanely destroy cats at large found hunting or killing any protected wild bird or with a dead
bird of any protected species in its possession.
2. Every environmental conservation officer, and forest ranger and member of the state police may kill
any dog (a) pursuing or killing deer within the Adirondack or Catskill parks, at any time; (b)
pursuing or killing any game or wildlife on a state-owned game farm or wildlife refuge; or (c)
pursuing or killing any game or wildlife on a state-owned or leased wildlife management area,
except a dog being legally used for hunting small game or for dog training.
3. Every park patrolman, park ranger and member of the state police, county police and town police
may kill any dog pursuing or killing deer within any state park or state park reservation at any
time.
4. At any time (a) any environmental conservation officer, dog warden, forest ranger or member of
the state police anywhere in the state; (b) any member of any town police within the limits of the
town of which such member is an officer; (c) any member of the Westchester County Parkway
police on any park, parkway or reservation owned or controlled by the county of Westchester; or
(d) any member of a police force or department of any county, city, town or village in which such
member has jurisdiction and is regularly employed may kill any dog pursuing or killing deer and
any coyote killing a domestic animal.
5. No action for damages shall lie against any person for the killing of a cat, dog or coyote as provided
in this section.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION LAW
Article 11
FISH AND WILDLIFE
TITLE 11 TRAPPING
§ 11-1101. Prohibitions
1. Except as provided in title 5 or in sections 11-1901 or 11-1903, no wild bird shall be trapped,
netted or snared, or if so taken, possessed. (Note that there are other prohibitions, but this is the
one we are interested in.)

NYSHA's notes on Section &11-1101
1. The concept of wild bird applies to all wild birds, whether protected or not, therefore, Rock
Doves (pigeons) would be included in this section.
2. Pigeons are netted by hunting clubs for the purposes of release as live targets. This practice
is in violation of this section of the Environmental Conservation Law.
3. The exception with reference to title 5, section 11-0513, 2, is as follows: "Notwithstanding
any other law to the contrary, the local legislative body of any city, town or village, or in the
city of New York the Department of Health may take or issue a permit to any person to take
pigeons at any time and in any humane manner in such municipality, whenever such body or
administration finds that pigeons within such municipality are or may become a menace to
public health or a public nuisance; provided, however, that no pigeon may be taken in a
manner which will endanger other animal life, persons or property.
4. The exception with reference to sections 11-1901 or 11-1903 above applies to shooting
preserves where wild birds (that are unprotected by the endangered species act) are deemed
to be disturbing domestic game. Those unprotected birds may be taken in any manner.
Additional laws to consider:
With reference to trapping birds, Section 11-1101 above, See Article 26 Section 353, which
deals with causing and permitting suffering of animals. If any of the birds were injured while
being netted, or not provided with sustenance, food or water, you can charge the person
with a violation of Section 353 for causing animal suffering.
§ 11-2117. Damage to property, livestock or domestic fowl by hunters and fishermen
No person, for the purpose of or while hunting, trapping or fishing shall, without the permission of the
owner, lessee or lawful occupant, enter upon the land of another and while thereon kill or injure any dog,
livestock or domestic fowl or cut, destroy or damage any bars, gates or fence of any part thereof, or
deface or damage any vehicle, farm equipment, buildings or appurtenances to the land, resulting in
damage to the owner or occupant of the land or of the dog, livestock, domestic fowl, bars, gates, fences,
vehicles, equipment, buildings or appurtenances to the land.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION RulES AND REGulATIONS
CHAPTER III AIR RESOURCES
PART 211
GENERAL PROHIBITIONS
§ 211.1 Air Pollution Prohibited. No person shall cause or allow emissions of air contaminants to the
outdoor atmosphere of such quantity, characteristic or duration which are injurious to human, plant or
animal life or to property, or which unreasonable interfere with the comfortable enjoyment of life or
property. Notwithstanding the existence of specific air quality standards or emission limits, this prohibition
applies, but is not limited to, any particulate, fume, gas, mist, odor, smoke, vapor, pollen, toxic or
deleterious emission, either alone or in combination with others.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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GENERAL BUSINESS LAW
Article 35D
SALE OF DOGS AND CATS
Section
751. Legislative intent
752. Definitions
753. Sale of animal
753A. Veterinarian Examination
753B. Information Statement for Purchaser
753C. Animal Pedigree Registration
753D. Construction with Other Laws
754. Notice
755. Penalties and Enforcement
§ 751. Legislative intent
It is hereby determined and declared that supervision by the state of the sale of dogs or cats by pet
dealers is within the public interest and for the purpose of safeguarding the public and insuring the
humane treatment of such animals by guaranteeing the good health of such dogs or cats in the course of
such transactions, or providing other alternatives to the consumer.
§ 752. Definitions
As used in this article:
1. "Animal" means a dog or a cat.
2. "Consumer" means any individual purchasing an animal from a pet dealer. A pet dealer shall not be
considered a consumer.
3. For purposes of section seven hundred fifty-three of this article, a "pet dealer" shall mean any
person who, in the ordinary course of business, engages in the sale or offering for sale of more
than nine animals per year for profit to the public. Such definition shall include breeders of animals
who sell or offer for sale animals directly to a consumer but it shall not include duly incorporated
humane societies dedicated to the care of unwanted animals which make such animals available for
adoption whether or not a fee for such adoption is charged. For purposes of sections seven
hundred fifty-three-a, seven hundred fifty-three-b, seven hundred fifty-three-c, seven hundred
fifty-three-d and seven hundred fifty-three-e of this Article "pet dealer" shall mean any person who
engages in the sale or offering for sale of more than nine animals per year for profit to the public.
Such definition shall include breeders who sell animals; provided that a breeder who sells or offers
to sell directly to the consumer fewer than twenty-five animals per year that are born and raised
on the breeder's residential premises shall not be considered a pet dealer as a result of selling or
offering to sell such animals. Such definition shall not include duly incorporated humane societies
dedicated to the care of unwanted animals which make such animals available for adoption
whether or not a fee for such adoption is charged.
4. "Commissioner" shall mean the commissioner of agriculture and markets.
5. "Person" means any individual, corporation, partnership, association, municipality, or other legal
entity.
6. "Nonelective surgical procedure" means a surgical procedure that is necessary to preserve or
restore the health of an animal, to prevent an animal from experiencing pain,or discomfort, or to
correct a condition that would interfere with an animal's ability to walk, run, jump, or otherwise
function in a normal manner.
7. "Clinically ill" means an illness that is apparent to a veterinarian based on observation,
examination, or testing of an animal or upon review of the medical records relating to the animal.
§ 753. Sale of animal
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1. If, within fourteen days following the sale of an animal subject to this article, or receipt of the
written notice required by section seven hundred fifty-four of this article, whichever occurred last,
a veterinarian of the consumer's choosing, licensed by a state certifies such animal to be unfit for
purchase due to illness, or if, within one hundred eighty calendar days following such sale or
receipt, whichever occurred last, a licensed veterinarian certifies such animal to be unfit for
purchase due to a congenital malformation which adversely affects the health of the animal, or the
presence of symptoms of a contagious or infectious disease, the pet dealer shall afford the
consumer the right to choose one of the following options:
a. The right to return the animal and receive a refund of the purchase price including sales tax
and reasonable veterinary costs directly related to the veterinarians's certification that the
animal is unfit for purchase pursuant to this section;
b. The right to return the animal and to receive an exchange animal of the consumer's choice
of equivalent value and reasonable veterinary costs directly related to the veterinarians's
certification that the animal is unfit for purchase pursuant to this section; or
c. The right to retain the animal and to receive reimbursement from a pet dealer for veterinary
services from a licensed veterinarian of the consumer's choosing, for the purpose of curing
or attempting to cure the animal. The reasonable value of reimbursable services rendered to
cure or attempting to cure the animal shall not exceed the purchase price of the animal. The
value of such services is reasonable if comparable to the value of similar services rendered
by other licensed veterinarians in proximity to the treating veterinarian. Such reimbursement
shall not include the costs of initial veterinary examination fees and diagnostic fees not
directly related to the veterinarian's certification that the animal is unfit for purchase
pursuant to this section.
The commissioner by regulations shall prescribe a form for, and the content of, the certification
that an animal is unfit for purchase, which shall be provided by an examining veterinarian to a
consumer upon the examination of an animal which is subject to the provisions of this section. Such
form shall include, but not be limited to, information which identifies the type of animal, the owner,
the date and diagnosis of the animal, the treatment recommended if any, and an estimate of the
actual cost of such treatment. Such form shall also include the notice prescribed in section seven
hundred forty -three of this article.
The commissioner by regulations shall prescribe information which shall be provided in writing by
the pet dealer to the consumer upon the sale of the animal. Such information shall include, but not
be limited to, a description, including breed of the animal, the date of purchase, the name, address
and telephone number of the consume, and the amount of the purchase. The pet dealer shall
certify such information by signing the document in which is it contained.
2. The refund and/or reimbursement required by subdivision one of this section shall be made by the
pet dealer not later than ten business days following receipt of a signed veterinary certification as
herein required. Such certification shall be presented to the pet dealer not later than three business
days following receipt thereof by the consumer.
a. Every pet dealer who sells an animal required to be vaccinated against rabies, pursuant to
section twenty-one hundred forty-one of the public health law, to a consumer shall provide
the consumer at point of sale with a written notice, provided by the department of health,
summarizing rabies immunization requirements.
3. A veterinary finding of intestinal parasites shall not be grounds for declaring the animal unfit for
sale unless the animal is clinically ill due to such condition. An animal may not be found unfit for
sale on account for an injury sustained or illness contracted subsequent to the consumer taking
possession thereof.
4. In the event that a pet dealer wishes to contest a demand for refund, exchange or reimbursement
made by a consumer pursuant to this section, such dealer shall have the right to require the
consumer to produce the animal for examination by a licensed veterinarian designated by such
dealer. Upon such examination, if the consumer and the dealer are unable to reach an agreement
which constitutes one of the options set forth in subdivision one of this section within ten business
days following receipt of the animal for such examination, the consumer may initiate an action in a
court of competent jurisdiction to recover or obtain such refund, exchange and/or reimbursement.
5. Nothing in this section shall in any way limit the rights or remedies which are otherwise available to
a consumer under any other law.
§ 753A. Veterinarian Examination
1. Within five business days of receipt, but prior to the sale of any dog, the pet dealer shall have a
duly licensed veterinarian conduct an examination and tests appropriate to the breed and age to
determine if the animal has any medical conditions apparent at the time of the examination that
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adversely affect the health of the animal. For animals eighteen months of age or older, such
examination shall include a diagnosis of any congenital conditions that adversely affect the health
of the animal. Any animal found to be afflicted with a contagious disease shall be treated and caged
separately from healthy animals in accordance with section four hundred one of the Agriculture and
Markets laws.
2. All Animals shall be inoculated as required by state or local law. Veterinary care appropriate to the
species shall be provided without undue delay when necessary. Each animal shall be observed each
day by the pet dealer or by a person working under the pet dealer's supervision.
3. No pet dealer shall knowingly sell any animal eighteen months of age or older that has a diagnosed
congenital condition that adversely affects the health of the animal without first informing the
consumer, in writing, of such condition.
§ 753B. Information Statement for Purchaser
Every pet dealer shall deliver to the purchaser of an animal, at the time of sale, a written statement in a
standardized form prescribed by the commissioner of agriculture and markets containing the following
information:
1. For cats:
a. The breeder's and, if applicable, broker's name and address, if known, or, if not known, the
source of the cat. If the person from whom the cat was obtained is a dealer licensed by the
United States Department of Agriculture, the person's name, address, and federal
identification number;
b. The date of the cat's birth, unless unknown because of the source of the cat, the date the
pet dealer received the cat, and the location where the cat was received;
c. A record of immunizations and worming treatments administered, if any, to the cat as of the
time of sale while the cat was in the possession of the pet dealer, including the dates of
administration and the type of vaccines or worming treatments administered;
d. A record of any known disease, sickness, or congenital condition that adversely affects the
health of the cat at the time of sale;
e. A record of any veterinary treatment or medication received by the cat while in the
possession of the pet dealer and either of the following:
i. A statement, signed by the pet dealer at the time of sale, indicating all of the
following: (1) the cat has no known disease or illness; (2) the cat has no known
congenital or hereditary condition that adversely affects the health of the cat at the
time of sale; or
ii. A record of any known congenital or hereditary condition, disease, or illness that
adversely affects the health of the cat at the time of sale, along with a statement
signed by a licensed veterinarian that authorizes the sale of the cat, recommends
necessary treatment, if any, and verifies that the condition, disease or illness does not
require hospitalization or non-elective surgical procedures, and is not likely to require
hospitalization or non-elective surgical procedures in the future. A veterinarian
statement is not required for intestinal or external parasites unless their presence
makes the cat clinically ill or is likely to make the cat clinically ill. The statement shall
be valid for fourteen business days following examination of the cat by the
veterinarian.
2. For dogs:
a. The breeder's and, if applicable, the broker's name and address, if known, or, if not known,
the source of the dog. If the person from whom the dog was obtained is a dealer licensed by
the United States Department of Agriculture, the person's name, address, and federal
identification number;
b. The date of the dog's birth and the date and location the pet dealer received the dog. If the
dog is not advertised or sold as a purebred, registered or registrable, the date of birth may
be approximated if not known by the seller;
c. The breed, sex, color and identifying marks at the time of sale. If the dog is from a United
States Department of Agriculture licensed source, the individual identifying tag, tattoo, or
collar number for that animal. If the breed is unknown or mixed, the record shall so indicate.
If the dog is being sold as being capable of registration, the names and registration numbers
of the sire and dam, and the litter number, if known.
d. A record of inoculations and worming treatments administered, if any, to the dog as of the
time of sale while the dog was in the possession of the pet dealer, including dates of
administration and the type of vaccines and/or worming treatments administered;
e. A record of any veterinary treatment or medication received by the dog while in the
possession of the pet dealer and either of the following:
i. A statement, signed by the pet dealer at the time of sale, indicating all of the
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following: (1) the dog has no known disease or illness; (2) the dog has no known
congenital or hereditary condition that adversely affects the health of the dog at the
time of the sale; or
ii. A record of any known congenital or hereditary condition, disease, or illness that
adversely affects the health of the dog at the time of sale, along with a statement
signed by a licensed veterinarian that authorizes the sale of the dog, recommends
necessary treatment, if any, and verifies that the condition, disease or illness does not
require hospitalization or non-elective surgical procedures, and is not likely to require
hospitalization or non-elective surgical procedures in the future. A veterinarian
statement is not required for intestinal or external parasites unless their presence
makes the dog clinically ill or is likely to make the dog clinically ill. The statement
shall be valid for fourteen business days following examination of the dog by the
veterinarian.
f. Notification that dogs residing in New York state must be licensed, and that a license may be
obtained from the municipality in which the dog resides.
3. A disclosure made pursuant to subdivision one or two of this section shall be signed by both the pet
dealer certifying the accuracy of the statement and the purchaser acknowledging receipt of the
statement. At the time of sale, each pet dealer shall provide the purchase the information of the
value of spaying and neutering of dogs and cats.
4. Every pet dealer shall post conspicuously within close proximity to the cages of dogs and cats
offered for sale, a notice containing the following language in one hundred-point type: "information
on the source of these dogs and cats and the veterinary treatments received by these dogs and
cats is available for review by prospective purchasers."
§ 753C. Animal Pedigree Registration
1. Representation regarding animal's pedigree registration.
Any pet dealer who states, promises, or represents that an animal is registered or capable of
registration with an animal pedigree registry organization shall provide the purchaser with the
appropriate documents necessary for such registration within one hundred twenty days following
sale of the animal. If the purchaser notifies the pet dealer in writing on or before such time that he
or she has not received the appropriate registration documents, the pet dealer shall have, in
addition to the one hundred twenty days, sixty more days in which to provide the appropriate
documents.
2. If a pet dealer fails to provide documents as required under subdivision one of this section, the
purchaser, upon written notice to the pet dealer, may keep the animal and receive a partial refund
of seventy-five percent of the purchase price, in which event the pet dealer shall not be required to
provide registration documents. Acceptance by the purchaser of appropriate registration
documents, whether or not within the time periods set forth in subdivision one of this section, shall
be deemed a waiver of the right to a partial refund pursuant to this subdivision.
3. Registration notice-disclosure statement.
a. A pet dealer that sells animals registered or registrable with a pedigree registry shall post
conspicuously within close proximity to those animals a notice that states: "pedigree
registration means that the particular registry maintains information on the parentage and
identity of the animal."
b. For every animal sold by a pet dealer that is sold with the representation that the animal is
registered or registrable with an animal pedigree registry organization, the following fully
completed disclosure shall be made by the pet dealer in writing on a sheet separate from any
other statement in substantially the following form: "disclosure of animal pedigree
registration: description of animal: the animal you are purchasing is registered/registrable
(circle one) with the (enter name of registry). Registration means that (enter name of
registry) maintains information regarding the parentage and identity of this animal. Persons
buying animals represented by a pet dealer as being registrable are entitled to the papers
necessary to effect such registration within 120 days of purchase. Failure to provide such
papers entitles the purchaser to remedies under law. However, if the purchaser notifies the
pet dealer within the 120 day period that he or she has not received such papers, the pet
dealer shall have an additional 60 days commencing at the end of the 120 day period in
which to provide the documents. Acknowledged: date: purchaser's signature."
c. The disclosure shall be signed and dated by the purchaser of the animal, acknowledging
receipt of a copy of the statement. The pet dealer shall retain a copy of the signed
disclosure.
§ 753D. Construction with Other Laws
Nothing in this article shall be construed to (a) limit or restrict agents or officers of societies for the
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prevention of cruelty to animals or the police from enforcing articles twenty-six and twenty-six-A of the
agriculture and markets law or any other law relating to the humane treatment of, or cruelty to, animals,
(b) limit or restrict any municipality from enacting or enforcing any authorized local law, rule, regulation
or ordinance of general application to businesses governing public health, safety or the rights of
consumers, or (c) limit or restrict any municipality from enacting or enforcing a local law, rule, regulation
or ordinance governing pet dealers, as such term is defined in this article, including a law, rule, regulation
or ordinance governing the health or safety of animals acquired or maintained by pet dealers, the source
of animals sold or offered for sale by pet dealers, and the spay or neuter of such animals; provided,
however, that any such local law, rule, regulation or ordinance shall be no less stringent than the
applicable provisions of this article and may not result in essentially banning all sales of dogs or cats
raised and maintained in a healthy and safe manner. Where any penalty may be authorized for the
violation of such a local law, rule, regulation or ordinance, the authorized penalty in such local law, rule,
regulation or ordinance may not exceed a civil penalty of up to five hundred dollars. Where a municipality
adopts such a local law, rule, regulation or ordinance that is more stringent than the applicable provisions
of this article, such municipality shall have sole responsibility for enforcement of such law, rule, regulation
or ordinance that is more stringent than the applicable provisions of this article.
§ 754. Notice
Every pet dealer who sells an animal to a consumer shall post a notice clearly visible to the consumer,
provide the consumer at the time of sale with a written notice, printed or typed, setting forth the rights
provided under this article. Such notices shall be prescribed by the commissioner, but the written notice
may be contained in a written contract, an animal history certificate or separate document, provided such
notice is in ten-point boldface type. No pet dealer shall restrict or diminish by contract or otherwise, the
rights provided under this article.
§ 755. Penalties and Enforcement
1. In addition to the other remedies provided, whenever there shall be a violation of this article,
application may be made by the attorney general in the name of the people of the state of New York to a
court or justice having jurisdiction by a special proceeding to issue an injunction, and upon notice to the
defendant of not less than five days, to enjoin and restrain the continuance of such violations; and if it
shall appear to the satisfaction of the court or justice that the defendant has, in fact, violated this article,
an injunction may be issued by such court or justice, enjoining and restraining any further violation,
without requiring proof than any person has, in fact, been injured or damaged thereby. In any such
proceeding, the court may make allowances to the attorney general as provided in paragraph six of
subdivision (a) of section eighty-three hundred three of the civil practice law and rules, and direct
restitution. Whenever the court shall determine that a violation of this article has occurred, the court may
impose a civil penalty of not less than fifty dollars and not more than one thousand dollars. In connection
with any such proposed application, the attorney general is authorized to take proof and make a
determination of the relevant facts and to issue subpoenas in accordance with the civil practice law and
rules.
1. -a. Any person who violates any provision of section seven hundred fifty-three-a, seven hundred
fifty-three-b, or seven hundred fifty-three-c of this article may also be subject to denial,
suspension, revocation of, or refusal to renew a pet dealer license, in accordance with the
provisions of sections four hundred three and four hundred four of the agriculture and markets law.
2. The provisions of this article may be enforced concurrently by the director of a muncipal consumer
affairs office, or by the town attorney, or city corporation counsel, and all moneys collected
thereunder shall be retained by such municipality of local government.
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NEW YORK STATE PENAL LAW
Article 130
SEX OFFENSES
§ 130.20 Sexual misconduct.
A person is guilty of sexual misconduct when:
1. He or she engages in sexual intercourse with another person without such person's consent; or
2. He or she engages in oral sexual conduct or anal sexual conduct with another person without such
person's consent; or
3. He or she engages in sexual conduct with an animal or a dead human body.
Sexual misconduct is a class A misdemeanor.
NYSHA's notes: Additional laws to consider
See Agriculture and Markets Law, Article 26 Section 353, which deals with causing and permitting
suffering of animals. If a person engages in sexual conduct with an animal, and a veterinarian determines
that physical harm to the animal has resulted from that contact, you can additionally charge the person
with a violation of Section 353.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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NEW YORK STATE PENAL LAW
Article 180
BRIBERY NOT INVOLVING PUBLIC SERVANTS AND RELATED OFFENSES
§ 180.50 Tampering with a sports contest in the second degree
A person is guilty of tampering with a sports contest when, with intent to influence the outcome of a
sports contest, he tampers with any sports participant, sports official or with any animal or equipment or
other thing involved in the conduct or operation of a sports contest in a manner contrary to the rules and
usages purporting to govern such a contest.
Tampering with a sports contest in the second degree is a Class A misdemeanor.
NYSHA's notes: Additional laws to consider
See Agriculture and Markets Law, Article 26 Section 360, which deals with poisoning or attempting to
poison animals and Section 361, which deals with tampering with an animal involved in a race or
competitive event.
§ 180.51 Tampering with a sports contest in the first degree
A person is guilty of tampering with a sports contest in the first degree when, with intent to influence the
outcome of a pari-mutuel horse race:
1. He affects any equine animal involved in the conduct or operation of a pari-mutuel horse race by
administering to the animal in any manner whatsoever any controlled substance listed in section
thirty three hundred six of the public health law; or
2. He knowingly enters or furnishes to another person for entry or brings into this state for entry into
a pari-mutuel horse race, or rides or drives in any pari-mutuel horse race any running, trotting or
pacing horse, mare, gelding, colt or filly under an assumed name, or deceptively out of its proper
class, or that has been painted or disguised or represented to be any other or different horse,
mare, gelding, colt or filly from that which it actually is; or
3. He knowingly and falsely registers with the jockey club, United States trotting association,
American quarter horse association or national steeplechase and hunt association a horse, mare,
gelding, colt or filly previously registered under a different name; or
4. He agrees with one or more persons to enter such misrepresented or drugged animal in a parimutuel horse race. A person shall not be convicted of a violation of this subdivision unless an overt
action is alleged and proved to have been committed by one of said persons in furtherance of said
agreement.
Tampering with a sports contest in the first degree is a class E felony.
NYSHA's notes: Additional laws to consider:
See Agriculture and Markets Law, Article 26 Section 360, which deals with poisoning or attempting to
poison animals and Section 361, which deals with tampering with an animal involved in a race or
competitive event.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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NEW YORK STATE PENAL LAW
Article 195
OFFICIAL MISCONDUCT AND OBSTRUCTION OF PUBLIC SERVANTS GENERALLY
§ 195.06 Killing or injuring a police animal
A person is guilty of killing or injuring a police animal when such person intentionally kills or injures any
animal while such animal is in the performance of its duties and under the supervision of a police or
peace officer.
Killing or injuring a police animal is a class A misdemeanor.
§ 195.06-a Killing a police work dog or police work horse
A person is guilty of killing a police work dog or police work horse when such person intentionally kills a
police work dog or police work horse while such dog or horse is in the performance of its duties and under
the supervision of a police officer. For purposes of this section, "police work dog" or "police work horse,"
as the case may be, shall mean any dog or horse owned or harbored by any state or municipal police
department or any state or federal law enforcement agency, which has been trained to aid law
enforcement officers and is actually being used for police work purposes.
Killing a police work dog or police work horse is a class E felony.
NYSHA's notes: Additional laws to consider
See Agriculture and Markets Law, Article 26 Section 353, which deals with causing and permitting
suffering of animals. If a person harms or kills a police animal, you can additionally charge the person
with a violation of Section 353.
§ 195.11 Harming an animal trained to aid a person with a disability in the second degree
A person is guilty of harming an animal trained to aid a person with a disability in the second degree
when such person intentionally causes physical injury to such animal while it is in the performance of
aiding a person with a disability, and thereby renders such animal incapable of providing such aid to such
person, or to another person with a disability.
For purposes of this section and section 195.12 of this article, the term "disability" means "disability" as
defined in subdivision twenty-one of section two hundred ninety-two of the executive law.
Harming an animal trained to aid a person with a disability in the second degree is a class B
misdemeanor.
NYSHA's notes: Additional laws to consider
See Agriculture and Markets Law, Article 26 Section 353, which deals with causing and permitting
suffering of animals. If a person harms an animal trained to help a person with a disability, you can
additionally charge the person with a violation of Section 353.
§ 195.12. Harming an animal trained to aid a person with a disability in the first degree
A person is guilty of harming an animal trained to aid a person with a disability in the first degree when
such person:
1. intentionally causes physical injury to such animal while it is in the performance of aiding a person
with a disability, and thereby renders such animal permanently incapable of providing such aid to
such person, or to another person with a disability; or
2. intentionally kills such animal while it is in the performance of aiding a person with a disability.
Harming an animal trained to aid a person with a disability in the first degree is a class A misdemeanor.
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NYSHA's notes: Additional laws to consider
See Agriculture and Markets Law, Article 26 Section 353, which deals with causing and permitting
suffering of animals. If a person harms an animal trained to help a person with a disability, you can
additionally charge the person with a violation of Section 353.
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VEHICLE AND TRAFFIC LAW
Article 22
ACCIDENTS AND ACCIDENT REPORTS
§ 601. Leaving scene of injury to certain animals without reporting
Any person operating a motor vehicle which shall strike and injure any horse, dog, cat or animal classified
as cattle shall stop and endeavor to locate the owner or custodian of such animal or a police, peace or
judicial officer of the vicinity, and take any other reasonable and appropriate action so that the animal
may have necessary attention, and shall also promptly report the matter to such owner, custodian or
officer (or if no one of such has been located, then to a police officer of some other nearby community),
exhibiting his or her license and insurance identification card for such vehicle, when such card is required
pursuant to articles six and eight of this chapter, giving his or her name and residence, including street
and street number, insurance carrier and insurance identification information and license number.
Violation of this section shall be punishable by a fine of not more than one hundred dollars for a first
offense and by a fine of not less than fifty nor more than one hundred fifty dollars for a second offense
and each subsequent offense; provided, however where the animal that has been struck and injured is a
guide dog, hearing dog or service dog, as such terms are defined in section forty-seven-b of the civil
rights law which is actually engaged in aiding or guiding a person with a disability, a violation of this
section shall be publishable by a fine of not less than fifty nor more than one hundred fifty dollars for a
first offense and by a fine of not less than one hundred fifty dollars nor more than three hundred dollars
for a second offense and each subsequent offense; provided, however where the animal that has been
struck and injured is a guide dog, hearing dog or service dog, as such terms are defined in section fortyseven-b of the civil rights law which is actually engaged in aiding or guiding a person with a disability, a
violation of this section shall be punishable by a fine of not less than fifty nor more than one hundred fifty
dollars for a first offense and by a fine of not less than one hundred fifty dollars nor more than three
hundred dollars for a second offense and each subsequent offense.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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VEHICLE AND TRAFFIC LAW
Article 26
RIGHT OF WAY
§ 1146. Drivers to exercise due care.
(a) Notwithstanding the provisions of any other law to the contrary, every driver of a vehicle shall
exercise due care to avoid colliding with any bicyclist, pedestrian, or domestic animal upon any roadway
and shall give warning by sounding the horn when necessary. For the purposes of this section, the term
"domestic animal" shall mean domesticated sheep, cattle, and goats which are under the supervision and
control of a pedestrian.
(b) 1. A driver of a motor vehicle who causes physical injury as defined in article ten of the penal law to a
pedestrian or bicyclist while failing to exercise due care in violation of subdivision (a) of this section, shall
be guilty of a traffic infraction punishable by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars or by
imprisonment for not more than fifteen days or by both such fine and imprisonment.
2. If such driver of a motor vehicle causes physical injury while failing to exercise due care in violation of
subdivision (a) of this section, then there shall be a rebuttable presumption that, as a result of such
failure to exercise due care, such person operated the motor vehicle in a manner that caused such
physical injury.
(c) 1. A driver of a motor vehicle who causes serious physical injury as defined in article ten of the penal
law to a pedestrian or bicyclist while failing to exercise due care in violation of subdivision (a) of this
section, shall be guilty of a traffic infraction punishable by a fine of not more than seven hundred fifty
dollars or by imprisonment for not more than fifteen days or by required participation in a motor vehicle
accident prevention course pursuant to paragraph (e-1) of subdivision two of section 65.10 of the penal
law or by any combination of such fine, imprisonment or course, and by suspension of a license or
registration pursuant to subparagraph (xiv) or (xv) of paragraph b of subdivision two of section five
hundred ten of this chapter.
2. If such driver of a motor vehicle causes serious physical injury while failing to exercise due care in
violation of subdivision (a) of this section, then there shall be a rebuttable presumption that, as a result of
such failure to exercise due care, such person operated the motor vehicle in a manner that caused such
serious physical injury.
(d) A violation of subdivision (b) or (c) of this section committed by a person who has previously been
convicted of any violation of such subdivisions within the preceding five years, shall constitute a class B
misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars in addition to any other
penalties provided by law.
(e) Nothing contained in this section shall prevent the court from imposing any other authorized
disposition, including a period of community service.
§ 1146a. Approaching horses.
1. Notwithstanding the provisions of any other law to the contrary, every driver of a vehicle shall
exercise due care to avoid colliding with any horse being ridden or led along a public highway.
2. Every driver of a vehicle shall approach a horse being ridden or led along a public highway at a
reasonable and prudent speed so as to avoid frightening such horse and shall pass the horse at a
reasonable distance.
3. No driver of a vehicle shall sound the horn when approaching or passing a horse on a public
highway.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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STATUTES AND REGULATIONS RELATING TO MOVEMENT AND TRANSFER OF HORSES AND
OTHER EQUIDAE

Section

Codes, Rules and Regulations of the State of New York (1 NYCRR, Part 64)
(Statuatory Authority: Agriculture and Markets Law)

64.1 Importation prohibited without health certificate
64.2 Form of certificate
64.3 Time limitation of certificate
64.4 Test requirements for importation
64.5 Importation for immediate slaughter
64.6 Importation from certain areas
64.7 Test requirements for transport
64.8 Test requirements for sale or other change of ownership
64.9 Other authorized movement or transfer
64.10 Transportation of horses
64.11 Importation of thoroughbred stallions for breeding; test for equine viral arteritis required
ARTICLE 5 Section 95C
Examination of Horses for Equine Infectious Anemia
ARTICLE 26 Section 359
Transportation of horses
64.1 Importation prohibited without health certificate
No horse or other equidae, unless exempted by the provisions of section 64.5 or 64.9 of this Part, shall be
imported into the State unless accompanied by a certificate of health signed by a veterinarian licensed
and accredited by the state or country in which a physical examination of the animal was made and
further provided, that no such animal shall enter the State until the original of said certificate has been
placed in the mail for delivery first class to the chief veterinarian of the state or country where the
examination was made.
64.2 Form of certificate
a. The information on the aforesaid health certificate shall include the name of the owner or trainer of
the animals or animals with address, the consignee or destination in New York with address, the
date of examination, the number of animals examined, the establishment or premises at which the
animals were examined, and the name, registration number if any, breed, brand, tattoo if any, sex,
age, color and markings of each animal listed on the certificate.
b. Said certificate shall also contain, or have attached thereto, a report of a negative agar gel
immunodiffusion test a competitive ELISA test or other U.S.D.A. approved test for equine infectious
anemia which complies with the provisions of section 64.4 of this Part.
64.3 Time limitation of certificate.
The aforesaid health certificate shall be valid for the purposes of this Part, until and including the 30th day
following the date of examination appearing on the certificate.
64.4 Test requirements for importation
a. No horse or other equidae six months or more of age, unless exempted by the provisions of section
64.5 or 64.9 of this Part, shall be imported or brought into the State unless the custodian of such
animal has in his possession at the time of entry a report of a negative agar gel immunodiffusion
test, a competitive ELISA test or other U.S.D.A. approved test for equine infectious anemia for such
animal.
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b. Said test shall have been conducted during the 12-month period prior to entry into the State.
c. Said test shall have been conducted by a laboratory approved for the purpose by the United States
Department of Agriculture and by the New York State Department of Agriculture and Markets.
d. Said test report shall include:
1. a complete description of the animal, including name, registration number if any, breed,
brand, tattoo if any, sex, age, color and markings;
2. the name and address of the owner;
3. the date the test was conducted; and
4. the name and address of the laboratory that conducted the test.
e. Said test report shall be signed by:
1. a duly licensed veterinarian;
2. the director of the laboratory where the test was conducted; or
3. the chief livestock health official of the state or country of origin of such animal.
f. Said test report shall be retained by the custodian of such animal for a period of 90 days after the
date of importation, or until the animal changes ownership in accord with the provisions of section
64.8 of the Part, and during such period said report shall be made available for examination by the
Commission of Agriculture and Markets or his authorized agent on request at all reasonable times.
64.5 Importation for immediate slaughter
The provisions of the foregoing sections of this Part notwithstanding, any horse or other equidae may be
imported for immediate slaughter, and only for such purpose, without a health certificate or negative test
for equine infectious anemia, by making application to the Commissioner of Agriculture and markets and
by complying with the provisions set forth in an application agreement required by the commissioner prior
to importation.
64.6 Importation from certain areas
a. Any horse or other equid originating in a state or country in which the disease Venezuelan equine
encephalomyclitis is known to exist, or which has been in a state or country adjoining or
contiguous to a state or country in which the disease is known to exist, shall not be transported
into the State of New York, or harbored, or kept in this State for any purpose, unless such animal
has been vaccinated to prevent said disease at least 14 days prior to entry into this State.
b. No horse or other equid shall be brought into New York State from the states of Connecticut,
Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Vermont unless the custodian of such
horse has in his or her possession at the time of entry a health certificate issued by a veterinarian
attesting that:
1. the horse has not been exposed to equine viral arteritis or that the horse has been
vaccinated against equine viral arteritis: and
2. has not been exposed either directly or indirectly to equine infectious diseases in the
foregoing states.
64.7 Test requirements for transport
a. No horse or other equidae six months or more of age, unless exempted by the provisions of section
64.5 or 64.9 of this Part, shall be transported on any public highway within the State unless the
custodian of such animal has in his possession during the period of such movement a report of a
negative agar gel immunodiffusion test, a competitive ELISA test or other U.S.D.A. approved test
for equine infectious anemia for such animal.
b. Said test shall have been conducted during the calendar year in which the movement takes place
or in the preceding calendar year.
c. Said test shall have been conducted by a laboratory approved for the purpose by the United States
Department of Agriculture and markets and by the New York State Department of Agriculture and
Markets.;
d. Said test shall include:
1. a complete description of the animal, including name, registration number if any, breed,
brand, tattoo if any, sex, age, color and markings.
2. the name and address of the owner;
3. the date the test was conducted; and
4. the name and address of the laboratory that conducted the test.
e. Said test report shall be signed by:
1. a duly licensed veterinarian;
2. the director of the laboratory where the test was conducted; or
3. the chief livestock health official of the state or country of origin of such animal.
64.8 Test Requirements for sale or other change of ownership
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a. No horse or other equidae six months or more of age, unless exempted by the provisions of section
64.5 or 64.9 of the Part, shall be sold, exchanged, bartered or given away, unless such animal has
been subjected to an agar gel immunodiffusion test, a competitive ELISA test or other U.S.D.A.
approved test for equine infectious anemia and reacted negatively within 12 months prior to such
transfer of ownership.
b. Said test shall have been conducted by a laboratory approved for the purpose by the United States
Department of Agriculture and by the New York State Department of Agriculture and Markets.
c. At the time of such transfer of ownership, the transferor shall deliver, personally or by certified
mail, to the transferee a copy of the report of such negative test, which shall include:
1. a complete description of the animal, including name, registration number if any, breed,
brand, tattoo if any, sex, age, color and markings;
2. the name and address of the owner;
3. the date the test was conducted; and
4. the name and address of the laboratory that conducted the test.
d. Said test report shall be signed by:
1. a duly licensed veterinarian;
2. the director of the laboratory where the test was conducted; or
3. the chief livestock health official of the state or country of origin of such animal.
64.9 Other authorized movement or transfer
1. The provisions of sections 64.1, 64.4, 64.7, and 64.8 of this Part shall not apply to any horse or
other equidae which is imported, sold, exchanged, bartered, given away or transported for
purposes of immediate slaughter if an owner/shipper statement accompanies the horse from the
premise of origin to the livestock market. Such statement shall include the name of the consignor,
the name of the market, individual identification of the horses present and the number of horses in
the shipment. Upon arrival at the livestock market, such horses will be identified with a green
equine waybill backtag applied to the left hip which will serve as a permit for their movement to
slaughter within 14 days of the date of purchase. Buyers wishing to purchase animals identified
with the equine waybill backtag may do so at their own risk provided that an equine infectious
anemia test sample is drawn by a veterinarian prior to movement from the market and the equine
waybill backtag remains affixed to the animal until the negative results are received.
2. The provisions of section 64.8 of this Part shall not apply to any horse claimed in any claiming race
conducted by any racetrack licensed by the New York State Racing and Wagering Board, and such
horse need not be retested for equine infectious anemia provided such horse and all other horses
admitted to said track have been tested and found negative for the disease within one year prior to
the date of the claim.
3. The commissioner hereby finds that the exemptions set forth in this section are consistent with the
control and eradication of equine infectious anemia.
64.10 Transportation of horses
a. Definitions. For the purposes of this section, the following terms shall have the following meanings:
1. Horse means the entire family of equidae.
2. Vehicle means every device in, upon, or by which any person or property is or may be
transported or drawn upon a highway, except devices moved by human power or used
exclusively upon stationary rails or tracks.
b. Every vehicle utilized for the transportation of more than six horses shall meet the following
specifications:
1. Doorways used by horses shall be wide enough to allow each horse to enter and exit without
touching the sides of the doorway. The top of each doorway shall be at least 12 inches
above the withers of the largest horse, while that horse is in a natural standing position,
transported in the vehicle.
2. There shall be sufficient space for each horse carried in the vehicle to allow each horse to be
transported in a humane manner and without the infliction of pain, suffering, injury or death.
3. There shall be sufficient space for each horse carried in the vehicle to allow each horse to be
transported in a humane manner and without the infliction of pain, suffering, injury or death.
4. The top of all partitions shall be at least five feet from the floor. If there is a space between
the floor and the bottom of the partition, it shall be 12 inches. If slatted partitions are used,
there shall be gaps of not more than two inches between the slats.
5. Every vehicle shall be in compliance with all of the applicable laws of this State and the
United States and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.
c. Every police officer, and every peace officer who acts pursuant to his special duties, shall have full
access to any vehicle for the purpose of determining whether that vehicle is in compliance with this
section and section 368. a of the Agriculture and Markets Law.
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64.11 Importation of thoroughbred stallions for breeding; test for equine viral arteritis
required.
No thoroughbred stallions shall be imported into the State for breeding purposes unless found
serologically negative to an equine viral artertitis bloodtest within 30 days prior to importation or
serologically negative prior to vaccination against equine viral arteritis and subsequently proven nota
shedder of the disease. The results of such tests shall be duly recordedon the interstate certificate for that
horse.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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USDA LAW AND ANIMAL CRUELTY
The USDA Animal Welfare Act may be relevant when you investigate animal cruelty that involves the
following:
- animal dealers, such as dog breeders, breeders of research animals
- breeders of hunting dogs, security dogs
- animal exhibitors, such as zoos (including road side zoos), carnivals, circuses, animal acts,
educational exhibits
- airport terminal animal holding facilities
- any business (including pet stores) that deals with wild animals that are not indigenous to New
York State (meaning not native to the state, for example, prairie dogs, pot bellied pigs)
In general, such enterprises must be licensed by the USDA and operated according the standards
established by the Animal Welfare Act. Document your case and contact the USDA at (919) 716-5532
(main office in North Carolina) or fax them at (919) 716-5696 and present them with your findings. You
can write them at USDA APHIS, 920 Main Campus Drive, Suite 200, Raleigh North Carolina 27606. You
can email them at ace@usda.gov. If you have a situation you are not sure of, call the USDA to find out.
Examples:
1. You may be investigating a case involving an irresponsible breeder or puppy mill owner who is in
violation of sections of Article 26 of the NYS Agriculture and Markets laws.
If the breeder has more than three breeding bitches and is selling the litters wholesale, he must be
licensed under the Animal Welfare Act and must be in compliance with standards specified under
the Animal Welfare Act.
2. You may be investigating a case involving a roadside or other zoos which are violating sections of
Article 26 of the NYS Agriculture and Markets laws.
If the zoo contains animals that are not indigenous to NYS (meaning they are not native to the
state, but have been imported from somewhere else, such as lion cubs, for example) then the zoo
must be licensed by the USDA and meet certain mandated standards of care established by the
Animal Welfare Act.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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SelectedCase LawRelated to Animals
These cases may be of interest to you and helpful to the Assistant District Attorney assigned to the case.
We have identified the sections of Agriculture and Markets law to which the cases apply, and provided a
synopsis of each case, followed by the case law itself.
Section 353 of NYS Agriculture and Markets Law:
Deals with a person overdriving, overloading, torturing or cruelly beating or unjustifiably injuring,
maiming, mutilating, or killing or causing any of the foregoing to occur.
The following five cases apply to this section of the law.
Mudge
People
People
People
People

v.
v.
v.
v.
v.

State - probable cause for arrest
Arcidicono - deprivation of sustenance
Bunt - constitutionality of Section 353
Koogan - torture
O'Rourke - overdriving

Section 356 of Agriculture and Markets Law:
States that a person responsible for impounding an animal must provide that animal with sufficient
air, food, shelter and water to survive.
The following case applies to this section of the law.
Chenango County Humane Society v. Percy A. Polmatier - impounded animal
Section 374 of Agriculture and Markets Law
Discusses the humane destruction or other disposition of animals lost, strayed, homeless,
abandoned or improperly confined or kept.
Established that when considering abandonment, sometimes animals can be deemed to be
abandoned even though they are in the possession of a shelter or owner. The concept is known as
"constructive abandonment." Thus, in effect being "abandoned" though actually being owned.
In a situation where animals are deemed to be in a deplorable state, and the humane alternative is
to euthanize them, the concept of "constructive abandonment" (see above) is operative. This
means that for all intents and purposes, the animal has been abandoned by its owner (because it
has not received proper food or veterinary care) even though it is still on the owner's property. This
construct allows the veterinarian to proceed with euthanizing the animal if that is the best thing to
do.
The following two cases established the concept of "constructive abandonment" which
isrelevant to this section of the law.
Chernik v. Department of Health of the City of New York - constuctive abandonment
Hampton Animal Shelter v. American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals constructive abandonment
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Mudge v. State Probable cause for arrest
Case established that law enforcement official could reasonably infer neglect from an animal's
circumstances and thus have probable cause to arrest the defendant.
Mudge v. State
45 NEW YORK SUPPLEMENT, 2d SERIES, 896
Court of Claims of New York
Jan. 13, 1944

1. Habeas corpus 117(1)
An attack by habeas corpus proceeding on information executed and sworn to by state trooper who
arrested claimant against state for neglect and cruelty to animals was at best a "collateral attack," and
did not determine that acts of state troopers in arresting claimant and filing information were unlawful.
Penal Law, § 185. See Words and Phrases, Permanent Edition, for all other definitions of "Collateral
Attack."
2. False imprisonment 13
If information filed by state trooper for neglect and cruelty to animals was sufficient to call for decision of
magistrate as to whether warrant should issue, warrant issued thereunder was not void, and arrest made
under the warrant was not unlawful, even though magistrate may have erred grossly in issuing warrant.
Penal Law, § 185.
3. False imprisonment 12
Where warrants on which claimant was arrested were not jurisdictionally defective, claimant had no cause
of action against state for false imprisonment even if state caused claimant's arrest under such warrants.
4. False imprisonment 13
State troopers who, on inspecting claimant's barn with claimant's consent, found main door so frost
swollen that it could not be closed and stock uncovered and shivering, without bedding or feed, drinking
water solidly frozen, and stock standing in manure one to two feet in depth, had "probable cause" for
arrest of claimant for neglect of and cruelty to animals. Penal Law, § 185. See Words and Phrases,
Permanent Edition, for all other definitions of "Probable Cause."
5. False imprisonment 13
"Probable cause," as protection against action for false imprisonment, is the knowledge of facts, actual or
apparent, strong enough to justify reasonable man in belief that he has lawful grounds for prosecuting
defendant, and want of probable cause does not mean want of any cause, but want of any reasonable
cause.
6. States 184
A judicial determination that there was probable cause was proof that arresting officer had reasonable
ground for suspecting that person arrested was the offender and that arrest was made in good faith and
without evil design.
7. Arrest 63(3)
Where state troopers, on inspecting barn of claimant against state, found main door so frost swollen that
it could not be closed, stock uncovered and shivering, without bedding or feed, and standing in manure
from one to two feet, with drinking water solidly frozen, it was troopers' duty to arrest claimant for
neglect of and cruelty to animals. Penal Law, § 185.
8. False imprisonment 12
The state was not liable to claimant for damages for acts of state troopers acting under warrant of justice
of peace to commit claimant for mental observation after arraignment for neglect of and cruelty to
animals, and under subsequent order of county judge returning claimant to justice for further
proceedings, since troopers acted under orders over subject matters of which issuing officers had
jurisdiction, and which orders on their face did not show lack of jurisdiction of claimant's person. Penal
Law, § 185.
9. False imprisonment 12
The state was not liable for false arrest and imprisonment as to acts of state troopers from time of, and
subsequent to, issuance of warrant for claimant's arrest by justice of the peace, since thereafter troopers
acted solely under due process of law.
___________
Claim by Delbert Mudge against the State of New York to recover damages for false imprisonment after
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alleged unlawful arrest by state troopers.
Claim dismissed on the merits.
David B. Alford, of Middleburg (William H. Lynes, of Delanson, of counsel), for claimant. 45 N.Y.S.2d57
Nathaniel L. Goldstein, Atty. Gen. (Arthur W. Mattson, Edward R. Murphy, and Sidney B. Gordon, Asst.
Attys. Gen., of counsel), for the State.
FITZSIMMONS, Judge.
Alleging unlawful arrest by State Troopers, with subsequent commitment by a Justice of the Peace, for
mental observation, claimant seeks damages of $10,100 for "false imprisonment."
For defense hereto, the State has offered affirmative proof to establish "probable cause for the arrest,"
together with complete freedom from responsibility in connection with claimant's confinement for mental
observation.
At the time of arrest, claimant owned and operated a three hundred acre farm at Duanesburg,
Schenectady County, where he kept two horses, two cows, one bull and two yearlings.
Believing that such stock was being neglected, Sergeant Eggleston and Trooper Foster, of the State Police,
accompanied by the Schenectady County Humane Society Superintendent, visited claimant's farm at 1:30
P.M. on January 23, 1943. Advising claimant of the purpose of their call, such officials requested and
promptly received claimant's permission to visit the barn where such stock was stabled, to which they
were voluntarily accompanied by claimant.
Inspection of such barn revealed the following conditions: the main door was so frost swollen that it could
not be closed within four to five inches of its frame; the stock was uncovered and shivering, and had
neither bedding nor feed; the drinking water was solidly frozen; and, the unkempt stock was found to be
standing in manure varying in depth from one to two feet.
On a prior visit to claimant's barn, made two days earlier with a town constable, Trooper Foster found
seven unopened bales of hay in the subbasement of the barn, one of which bales he opened and partially
fed to the stock. On January 23 Trooper Foster found the remaining six and onehalf bales of hay
identically as he had last seen them, except that the upturned end of the opened bale, was then thick
with mice dung.
The troopers, after having fed and watered the stock, and completed arrangements with claimant's wife
for their further care, advised claimant that he was under arrest "for cruelty to animals," whereupon they
brought him before Justice of the Peace MacDougall of the Town of Duanesburg.
Before Justice of the Peace MacDougall, Troop Sergeant Eggleston formally executed and swore to an
information, while Trooper Foster executed and swore to a "Deposition of Witness Before Warrant," on the
reverse side of which was indorsed "Information." Each of such documents set forth details of claimant's
alleged acts of cruelty, the latter in greater detail than the former.
Justice MacDougall then issued a warrant and handed it to Trooper Foster for execution, by whom
claimant was at once formally placed under arrest. In such warrant claimant was charged with a violation
of the provisions of Sec. 185, Penal Law, which, in part, provides, "A person who *** deprives any animal
of necessary sustenance, food or drink, or neglects or refuses to furnish it *** or in any way furthers any
act of cruelty to any animal, or any act tending to produce such cruelty, is guilty of a misdemeanor *** ."
During the preparation of documents upon which such warrant was issued claimant, in the presence and
hearing of Justice MacDougall, was asked by Schenectady County Humane Society Superintendent William
H. McGinn, why he had neglected his stock, to which claimant replied, "that morning it was too cold to go
out in the barn."
Following claimant's arrest he was promptly arraigned before Justice MacDougall, but instead of offering a
plea, he inquired of State Troop Sergeant Eggleston, in the hearing of Justice MacDougall, "Isn't there
some way we can fix this up?"
The occasion of claimant's inquiry, it is reasonable to assume, arose from the fact that Justice
MacDougall, on two prior occasions, had merely imposed fines when claimant was arraigned before him
on similar charges, first, on January 12, 1942, when the fine so imposed was $20, and on January 21,
1943, two days prior to that of the instant arrest, when such fine was in the amount of $50.
Both of such fines so imposed were promptly paid by claimant out of cash then carried on his person,
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concerning payment of which Justice MacDougall testified, "He just simply paid *** it didn't seem to
bother him at all."
Justice MacDougall, then, solely of his own volition, by written order of commitment, directed that
claimant be "held for mental observation," at the Schenectady County Home, which order was handed to
and promptly executed by Trooper Foster.
Justice MacDougall testified that neither State Trooper had suggested such commitment. He further
testified that his chief reason "was to protect Mr. Mudge and the cattle, *** it all added up, I could not
see any use of his being arrested and pleading guilty and still neglecting his livestock and I'd like to find
out what the trouble was before I did any more with it."
Justice MacDougall assigned the following further reasons for his having committed claimant for mental
observation: "I knew Mr. Mudge 'all my life'; *** he has done things that *** were quite a little out of the
ordinary; I know one time *** in October he said he wanted to start his harvest, while the usual
procedure is to start harvest in the latter part of June, not after October;" and " *** Mr. Mudge had a son
who was pronounced criminally insane and committed to Mattewan and *** another son a mental
defective *** ."
On January 27, 1943, two competent physicians subjected claimant to a mental examination and
immediately thereafter filed a report based thereupon, with the Schenectady County Court, which report
disclosed that claimant was found to be "selfsufficient, lawless, overestimates himself, *** (is) shiftless
*** a social not a mental problem *** and is fully responsible for his acts."
Honorable James W. Liddle, Schenectady County Judge, immediately upon receipt of such report directed,
by written order, that claimant be returned to Justice MacDougall for "further proceedings," which order
was handed to and promptly executed by Trooper Foster.
At claimant's request for opportunity to call his attorney, he was brought to the Troop Outpost at
Duanesburg, where, Justice MacDougall, upon being advised of claimant's presence there, immediately
called in person at such Outpost, and after having advised claimant, as the latter testified, that "the
charge still stood against me," read the information to claimant and advised him of his rights, as he had
earlier done upon the original arraignment, after which Justice MacDougall waited a considerable time at
such Outpost to enable claimant's counsel to appear.
While at the Outpost, Mr. MacDougall was served with a writ of habeas corpus "to inquire into the cause of
claimant's detention," which writ had been issued by, and made returnable before, Honorable J. Walter
Bliss, Supreme Court Justice, whereupon Mr. MacDougall released claimant upon his own recognizance. A
copy of such writ had likewise been served upon the District Attorney of Schenectady County who
thereupon advised Mr. MacDougall "to give it no attention."
Supreme Court Justice Bliss, upon the return of said writ on January 28, 1943, sustained same and
discharged claimant from further custody, and granted claimant $25 costs and disbursements "against
the Town of Duanesburg," which sum, it was directed, was to be paid to claimant's attorney."
Mr. MacDougall appeared before Supreme Court Justice Bliss, but no appearance was had at such hearing
on the part of the District Attorney of Schenectady County.
The order issued by Supreme Court Justice Bliss, effectuating the foregoing, in part recited: "and the
District Attorney of Schenectady County having phoned me ***that he was not going to appear in the
matter and that he did not oppose the sustaining of the writ of habeas corpus ***and the relator having
moved for an order sustaining the writ on the ground that the information failed to allege facts sufficient
to constitute a crime and there being no opposition thereto and due deliberation having been had ***."
Since claimant's discharge from custody, as aforesaid, the charge upon which he was arrested on January
23, 1943, has been neither further pressed nor withdrawn, in consequence of which, such matter has not
been determined upon the merits.
Claimant presents claim herein on the basis that his discharge from custody by order of Supreme Court
Justice Bliss establishes that his arrest was not only initially void, but that all subsequent steps taken
were unlawful.
[1] The attack upon the "Information" through the medium of a habeas corpus proceeding was at best a
collateral one, and not determinative of the State Troopers' having committed any unlawful acts.
[2] If such information was sufficient to call for a decision by the magistrate as to whether such warrant
should issue such warrant is not void and arrest made thereunder not unlawful, even though the Justice of
the Peace in issuance of the warrant, may have erred grossly. Vittorio v. St. Regis Paper Co., 239 N.Y.
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148, at page 152, 145 N.E. 913.
[3] "Since the warrants upon which the plaintiff was arrested were not jurisdictionally defective, the
plaintiff has failed to establish any cause of action against defendant for false imprisonment, even if the
defendant caused the plaintiff's arrest under such warrants." Vittorio v. St. Regis Paper Co., supra, 239
N.Y. page 154, 145 N.E. page 915.
[4,5] The State Troopers had probable cause for claimant's arrest herein. "Probable cause is the
knowledge of facts, actual or apparent, strong enough to justify a reasonable man in the belief that he
has lawful grounds for prosecuting the defendant in the manner complained of. The want of probable
cause does not mean the want of any cause, but the want of any reasonable cause ***. Probable cause
***is an absolute protection against an action for malicious prosecution, even when express malice is
proved." Burt v. Smith, 181 N.Y.1, at page 5, 73 N.E. 495, 496, 2 Ann.Cas. 576.
[6] A further judicial determination of the question of probable cause is proof that a crime was committed
and that the arresting officer had reasonable ground for suspecting that the person so arrested was the
offender and that the arrest was made in good faith and without evil design. Schultz v. Greenwood
Cemetery, 190 N.Y. 276, at page 278, 83 N.E. 41.
Decision in Tierney v. State (Claim No. 25823), April 26, 1943, 266 App.Div. 434, 42 N.Y.S.2d 877, at
page 880, turned upon the question of "probable cause."
[7] The State Troopers, in view of the existing conditions, were under obligation to arrest claimant.
Schultz v. Greenwood Cemetery, supra, 190 N.Y. at page 281, 83 N.E.41.
[8] Claimant, maintaining, but offering no proof in substantiation thereof, that neither Justice of the Peace
MacDougall nor Schenectady County Judge Liddle had jurisdiction to issue the orders which were
respectively issued by them, seeks to hold the State liable for the acts of the State Police in the execution
of such orders, together with all consequences flowing therefrom.
We feel no necessity here of passing upon such questions so raised, except to point out that in our opinion
the State is free of liability for execution of such orders by reason of the fact that the State Police acted
under orders, over the subject matters of which the issuing officers had jurisdiction and which orders on
their faces did not show any lack of jurisdiction if such there was as to jurisdiction of the person of
claimant. Savacool v. Boughton, 5 Wend. 170, at page 181, 21 Am. Dec. 181.
[9] Further, the State is free of liability for false arrest and imprisonment, for all acts of the State Police
from the time of, and subsequent to, the issuance of warrant for claimant's arrest, as at such times they
acted solely under "due process of law." Gearity v. Strasbourger, 133 App.Div.701, at page 704, 118
N.Y.S. 257, at pages 259, 260.
Claimant having failed to establish that his arrest and imprisonment resulted from any unlawful act or
acts on the part of officers or employees of the State, his claim by separate decision herein, has been
dismissed upon the merits.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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People v. Arcidicono Deprivation of Sustenance
Case established that a person in charge of an animal is guilty of violating Section 353 if he fails to
provide proper sustenance to an animal in his care. Established the concept that the person in charge of
an animal can be found guilty of animal neglect and abuse as well as the owner.
The People of the State of New York, Respondent v. Nicholas Arcidicono, Appellant
79 MISCELLANEOUS REPORTS, 2d SERIES, 242
Supreme Court, Appellate Term, Second Department, April 30, 1974
Crimes - animals - judgment convicting caretaker of failing to provide proper sustenance to
horse, affirmed.
The owners of a horse placed it in defendant's care, but he did not feed it properly or enough, and so
eventually it had to be mercifully destroyed. Even if the owners, too, were possibly guilty of failing to
provide proper sustenance to the animal (Agriculture and Markets Law, § 353), defendant was properly
found guilty.
People v. Arcidicono, 75 Misc 2d 294, affirmed.
APPEAL from a judgment of the District Court of Suffolk County, First District (LAWRENCE NEWMARK, J.),
rendered November 26, 1973, convicting defendant of failing to provide proper sustenance to an animal
(a horse), in violation of the Agriculture and Markets Law (§ 353).
John F. Middlemiss (Leon J. Kesner of counsel), for appellant. Henry G. Wenzel, III, District Attorney
(Ronald E. Lipetz of counsel), for respondent.
MEMORANDUM. Judgment of conviction affirmed.
In our opinion, defendant's guilt of violating the Agriculture and Markets Law (§ 353) (failure to provide
proper sustenance to an animal) was proven beyond a reasonable doubt. Regardless of the possible
culpability of the owners of the gelding, it was clearly established that defendant was in charge of feeding
the gelding for the three months prior to its demise, that he was aware of its loss of weight, and that he
gave it back to its owners in such a state of malnutrition that it was mercifully destroyed.
Although we are in agreement with the trial court's finding that the evidence was ample to establish a
culpable state of mind on the part of defendant, we do not, under the present circumstances, think it
necessary to pass upon the issue of whether the subject offense is one of strict liability or mental
culpability (cf. Agriculture and Markets Law, § 43; Penal Law, §§ 15.0015.15; former Penal Law, § 185;
People v. Wright, 19 Misc 135, 136, 137).
Concur - HOGAN, P.J., FARLEY and GAGLIARDI, JJ.
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People v. Bunt Constitutionality of Section 353
Case verified the constitutionality of the provisions of Section 353 of the NYS Agriculture and Markets
Law.
The People of the State of New York, Plaintiff, v. Bruce Bunt, Defendant.
118 MISCELLANEOUS REPORTS, 2d SERIES, 904
Justice County of the Town of Rhinebeck, Dutchess County, April 14, 1983
HEADNOTE
Animals Cruelty to Animals Constitutionality of Statute
Section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets Law, which provides that a person who overdrives, overloads,
tortures or cruelly beats or unjustifiably injures, maims, mutilates or kills any animal, or causes, procures
or permits any animal to be overdriven, overloaded, tortured, cruelly beaten, or unjustifiably injured,
maimed, mutilated or killed or who willfully sets on foot, instigates, engages in, or in any way furthers
any act of cruelty to any animal or any act tending to produce such cruelty, is guilty of a misdemeanor, is
constitutional, although not well drafted; a defendant is amply informed of the prohibited activity, the
statute contains provisions to allow the question of justification to be raised and considered, and sets
forth a legitimate legislative activity in prohibiting the unjustified, needless and wanton inhumanity
towards animals; the statute is not so broad that it fails to meet the standard of due process, yet it
allows sufficient room for application to varied situations.
APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL
John McDonald for defendant. John R. King, District Attorney (Peter M. Forman of counsel), for plaintiff.
OPINION OF THE COURT
HERMAN H. TIETJEN, J.
Defendant moves this court for a judgment declaring section 353 of New York's Agriculture and Markets
Law to be unconstitutional. This motion is being made pursuant to CPL 170.35 (subd 1, par [c]). The
primary question presented here is: whether section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets Law is
unconstitutional on the ground that the statute is too vague for the ordinary person to know what conduct
is proscribed by the statute? The court holds that the statute in question is not unconstitutional.
Defendant is charged in an information filed in this court, that without provocation, and not in selfdefense,
he brutally beat a dog with a baseball bat on February 23, 1983. The supporting deposition attached to
the information by a witness who observed the event states that she heard what sounded to be a dog
fight. She looked out the window toward defendant's residence and saw defendant come out of his house
with a baseball bat. He "raised the bat above his head and hit Spunky in the back *** Spunky tried to
run away but got caught in Shana's [female dog in heat owned by defendant and tied outside] chain."
Defendant "continued hitting Spunky with the bat. I couldn't believe it and I opened my window and
leaned out and screaming at him to stop but he kept hitting Spunky. Even after Spunky was lying on the
ground not moving, Bruce [the defendant] repeatedly hit him in the head and body with the baseball bat.
He finally stopped hitting Spunky and he walked into the house."
The statute which is the subject of this motion reads in part as follows: "A person who overdrives,
overloads, tortures or cruelly beats or unjustifiably injures, maims, mutilates or kills any animal, whether
wild or tame, and whether belonging to himself or to another *** or causes, procures or permits any
animal to be overdriven, overloaded, tortured, cruelly beaten, or unjustifiably injured, maimed, mutilated
or killed *** or who willfully sets on foot, instigates, engages in, or in any way furthers any act of cruelty
to any animal or any act tending to produce such cruelty, is guilty of a misdemeanor."
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In his application defendant sets forth three arguments: (1) That the statute is irreconcilable with the due
process requirement since the series of acts specified in the introductory lines are not qualified while
subsequent thereto they are qualified by the adverb "unjustifiably." (2) That by virtue of the words
"willfully sets on foot, instigates, engages in, or in any way furthers any act of cruelty to any animal"
absent the adverb qualifier unjustifiably "prohibits virtually any and all human conduct" towards animals.
(3) "That the Legislature did not know what the word 'animal' means *** how is anyone to guess which
animals are to be included?"
New York's Cruelty to Animals Law had its genesis as section 185 in the Penal Law of 1909. Prior to that,
it apparently was found in the Penal Code of 1881 as section 655. The constitutional challenge presented
by the defendant appears to be a question of first impression. This writer is not able to find any written
decision in New York which sustained the constitutionality of the statute, therefore it shall be necessary to
study the decisions of some of our sister States regarding their judicial interpretations of similar statutes.
At common law no protection was afforded to animals against the cruelty of man (see People v. O'Rourke,
83 Misc 2d 175; 3 NY Jur 2d, Animals, § 26, p 600; 4 Am Jur 2d, Animals, § 27, p 276). With the advent
of the industrial revolution and heightened public concern for the welfare of animals, America's laws were
probably patterned after the English Cruelty to Animals Act of 1849. (12 & 13 Vict, ch 92; see State v.
Buford, 65 NM 51).
We turn to defendant's first objection which challenges the construction of the statute and questions
whether it meets the due process requirements of the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States
Constitution and section 6 of article I of the New York Constitution. Statutes enacted by the Legislature
are presumed to be constitutional (Wasmuth v. Allen, 14 NY2d 391, app dsmd 379
US 11). There exists a presumption in favor of constitutionality and when attacked this strong
presumption must be overcome (see Lerner v. Casey, 2 AD2d 1, affd 2 NY2d 355, affd 357 US 468) and
courts of original jurisdiction should not set aside a statute as unconstitutional and unless the conclusion
is inescapable (see People v. Pagnotta, 25 NY2d 333; People v. Cornish, 104 Misc 2d 72; Crotty v. Town
of New Windsor, 103 Misc 2d 378). Nonetheless, a court of the first instance should not forsake its
responsibility to declare a statute unconstitutional if such declaration would prevent clear violations of the
Constitution by legislative enactment (People ex rel. Wogan v. Rafferty, 77 Misc 258, affd 154 App Div
767, revd on other grounds 208 NY 451).
New York's current animal cruelty statute is similar to that found in other States. The statue links
together a series of prohibited actions against animals. As part of its enactment the Legislature elsewhere
in the same chapter defined its key terms. In King v. State (75 Okla Cr 210) the Oklahoma Criminal Court
of Appeals had an opportunity to pass on a statute strikingly similar to New York's law. The statute found
in section 1685 of title 21 of Oklahoma Statues Annotated is therein quoted (p 211) as: "Any person who
shall willfully or maliciously overdrive, overload, torture, destroy or kill, or cruelly beat or injure, maim or
mutilate, any animal in subjugation or captivity, whether wild or tame, and whether belonging to himself
or to another *** or who shall cause, procure or permit any such animal to be so overdriven, overloaded,
tortured, destroyed or killed, or cruelly beaten or injured, maimed or mutilated *** or who shall willfully
set on foot, instigate, engage in or in any way further any act of cruelty to any animal, or any act tending
to produce such cruelty." In sustaining the statute the court noted that while the statute is loosely drawn,
nevertheless it reveals its main purpose to punish those who are cruel to animals. The statute in King, as
here, sets forth numerous prohibited acts of cruelty (see, also, Moore v. State, 183 Ind 114).
Contained in the New York statute, as well as the Oklahoma law, is the act of cruelly beating or torturing
an animal. The information and supporting deposition of the witness informs the defendant the crime with
which he is charged. Certainly the word "cruelty" is one commonly known to an average person and it
would be for a jury to determine whether the defendant acted in a cruel manner. Furthermore, the New
York statute defines in subdivision 2 of section 350 of the Agriculture and Markets Law that "torture" or
"cruelty" includes every act, omission, or neglect whereby unjustifiable physical pain, suffering or death is
caused or permitted. "The test of cruelty is the justifiability of the act or omission" (see People v.
O'Rourke, supra, at p 178; People ex rel. Freel v. Downs, 136 NYS 441). Thus, a person of ordinary
intelligence could certainly, from the facts when adequately described, determine whether defendant's act
was prohibited and unjustified.
Indiana upheld the constitutionality of a statute similar to New York's in Moore v. State (183 Ind 114,
supra). That statute also contained the words "cruelly beaten" and was structured similar to the
Oklahoma and New York law by linking together various prohibited acts and situations of maltreatment. In
approving the law the court noted its purpose was to provide a punishment for cruelty to animals and to
make clear this general purpose it enumerated a series of acts or omissions which might constitute such
cruelty. The court found that its phraseology was sufficiently definite to withstand the objection of
indefiniteness and ambiguity. The statute the court construed (p 115) in Moore provided: "Whoever
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overdrives, overloads, drives when overloaded, overworks, tortures, torments, deprives of necessary
sustenance, cruelly beats, mutilates or cruelly kills or causes or procures to be so overdriven, overloaded,
driven when overloaded, overworked, tortured, tormented, deprived of necessary sustenance, cruelly
beaten, mutilated or cruelly killed, any animal; and whoever, having charge or custody of any animal,
either as owner or otherwise, inflicts needless cruelty upon the same, or mutilates the same, or deprives
it of natural means of defense or protection, or cruelly or unnecessarily fails to provide the same with
proper food, drink, shelter or protection from the weather shall, on conviction."
Defendant also attacks the statute on the ground that the term "unjustifiable" applies to only parts of the
statute and not other parts. The terms "unjustifiably" or "unjustifiable" are used in connection with
qualifying various parts of the statute, but not in any of its main roots. The word is used in conjunction
with the words torture and cruelty in subdivision 2 of section 350 of the Agriculture and Markets Law and
before the words injure, maim, mutilate and kill. This statute certainly leaves much to be desired from a
draftsman's point of view and the Legislature would be well advised to review it in order to give it a
greater sense of clarity.
In order to understand the statute, one must consider the use of the word "or" and the application of
commas. In the context of the statute the term "or" is used both as a disjunctive particle indicating the
alternative sense and as a substitute for a comma seeking rather to serve as a connector of a series of
words or propositions, presenting a choice of either (cf. NY Jur, Words and Phrases, p 520). The illusive
comma is another question.
The comma has been defined as "a point used to mark the smallest structural divisions of a sentence" or
"as a rhetorical punctuation mark indicating the slightest possible separation in ideas or construction"
(Travelers' Ins. Co. v. Pomerantz, 124 Misc 250, 256). The court went on to note that the comma may be
employed "as much for the purpose of grammatical construction as in respect to the ideas sought to be
conveyed *** In a document which contains punctuation marks, the words, and not the punctuation, are
the controlling guide in its construction (Lambert v. People, 76 N.Y. 220) *** The sense of a writing is
gathered from its words and their relation to each other, and after that has been done, punctuation may
be used more readily to point out the division in the sentences and parts of sentences. But the words
control the punctuation marks, and not the punctuation marks the words *** Punctuation in writings,
therefore, may sometimes shed light upon the meaning of the parties, but it must never be allowed to
overturn what seems the plain meaning of the whole document." Travelers' Ins. co. v. Pomerantz, supra,
at pp 256257).
Applying the foregoing to this statute, and giving to it a literal and logical meaning, the term
"unjustifiably" as found in section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets Law applies to the words "injures,"
"maims," "mutilates" and "kills," since by the varying nature of these prohibited acts it would be illogical
to have them considered to be absolutes and without the right of the defense of justification. By virtue of
the definition contained in subdivision 2 of section 350 of the same law this concept would also apply to
the act of "torture" and "cruelty." However, by definition, as noted by the court in People ex rel. Freel v.
Downs (supra, p 444) "[t]he torture that would justify a criminal prosecution must be some mode of
inflicting bodily pain that is unjustifiable and unnecessary; but if the pain and suffering is temporary,
unavoidable without criminal intent, and necessary to preserve the safety of the property involved and to
overcome any danger or injury to such property, then it is not torture as that term is employed in legal
parlance." The question of fact as to whether the act of cruelty and infliction of pain was justified or
whether the injury, maiming, etc., was unjustified is a question to be determined by the trier of facts and
based upon the moral standards of the community (cf. People v. O'Rourke, supra; People ex rel. Freel v
Downs, supra; People v Semaszczuk, 294 NY 946; see, also, 4 Am Jur 2d, Animals, § 28, pp 277280).
Briefly addressing defendant's last contention concerning the meaning of the word "animal," the
Legislature did define the term in subdivision 1 of section 350 of the Agriculture and Markets Law:
"'Animal,' as used in this article, includes every living creature except a human being." In State v. Buford
(supra) the court noted that the term "Animal" has been given different definitions in various States. It
said (p 52) "'Animal' has been defined to include 'every living creature except men' or 'the human race,'
or 'human beings;' 'every living dumb creature;' 'the whole brute creation,' or 'any domestic animal.'"
New York adopted what appears to be the broadest definition of the term. Nonetheless, when applying it
to a given situation, a rule of reason must prevail and as with the other aspects of this statute, one must
relate the term with the same frame of reference as an individual of ordinary intelligence.
This court holds that section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets Law is constitutional, although it is not
well drafted. The defendant is amply informed of the prohibited activity and the statute contains
provisions to allow the question of justification to be raised and considered. It sets forth a legitimate
legislative activity in prohibiting the unjustified, needless and wanton inhumanity towards animals. The
statute is not so broad that it fails to meet the standard of due process, yet it allows sufficient room for
application to varied situations. Within its perimeters there is room for the expression of community
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standards and morals. Statutes similar to New York's have been upheld as constitutional by other State
courts and certainly represent a reasonable extension of the State's police powers.
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People v. Koogan Torture
Case established that a person is guilty of torture if he permits an animal who is suffering from physical
maladies to be hired out to perform work.
People v. Koogan
PEOPLE v. KOOGAN 11 N.Y.S.2d, 49
Supreme Court, Appellate Division, Second Department
April 3, 1939
1. Animals 40
A defendant who had personal knowledge of condition of a horse which was suffering from open sores
and who permitted animal to be hired out in such condition with consequent torture was guilty of a
violation of statute relating to cruelty to animals. Penal Law, § 185.
2. Animals 42
In prosecution for violation of statute relating to cruelty to animals, testimony warranted conviction. Penal
Law, § 185.
______
Appeal from Court of Special Sessions of City of New York, Borough of Brooklyn.
Harry Koogan was convicted of a violation of the Penal Law relating to cruelty to animals, and he appeals.
Affirmed.
Argued before LAZANSKY, P.J., and HAGARTY, CARSWELL, JOHNSTON, and CLOSE, JJ.
Simon A. Pode, of Brooklyn, for appellant.
H.J. Walsh, Asst. Dist. Atty., of Brooklyn (Wm. F.X. Geoghan, Dist. Atty., of Brooklyn, on the brief), for
the People.

MEMORANDUM BY THE COURT.
Appeal from a judgment of the Court of Special Sessions of the City of New York, Borough of Brooklyn,
convicting defendant of a violation of section 185 of the Penal Law (cruelty to animals), and sentencing
him to pay a fine of $100, which he paid.
11 N.Y.S.2d4

[1,2] Judgment unanimously affirmed. The proof established that the defendant had personal knowledge
of the condition of the horse. It also established that the horse was suffering from open sores and was
permitted to be hired out despite this condition, with consequent torture to the animal. Under these
circumstances the defendant is guilty of a violation of section 185. People v. Weeks, 172 App.Div. 117,
158 N.Y.S. 39. Apart from the element of personal knowledge, the testimony warranted a conviction.
Verona Central Cheese Co. v. Murtaugh, 50 N.Y. 314; People ex rel. Price v. Sheffield
FarmsSlawsonDecker Co., 225 N.Y. 25, 121 N.E. 474.
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People v. O'Rourke - Overdriving
Case established that a person who overdrives or overloads an animal that is unfit for labor is guilty of
violating Section 353, even though the person did not do so maliciously.
The People of the State of New York, Plaintiff, v. Stephen O'Rourke and Robert Greene,
Defendants.
PEOPLE v. O'ROURKE [83 Misc 2d 175]
Criminal Court of City of New York, New York County, June 11, 1975
Animals -- cruelty to horse -- owner of horse which was limping, who permitted it to continue
working without supplying necessary medical attention, is guilty of violating section 353 of the
Agriculture and Markets Law, which seeks to prevent overdriving, torturing and injuring
animals; employee properly relied on statements of owner as to fitness of horse.
Defendant Greene, driver of a hansom cab pulled by horse, was warned by an A.S.P.C.A. inspector that
the horse was limping. The next day Greene was found driving the cab with the same limping horse and
was issued a summons and charged with violating section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets Law, which
seeks to prevent overdriving, torturing and injuring animals. Ten days later Greene and defendant
O'Rourke, the owner of the horse, were given summonses by a different inspector, when he saw the horse
limping and pulling the cab. On this same day the horse was examined by a veterinarian who testified
that the animal experienced pain from the day it was first seen limping, still was in pain, and that it
should be retired. Greene testified that he was told by O'Rourke that a different doctor had examined the
horse and found it in good condition, and that O'Rourke told him to harness it. O'Rourke is found guilty of
violating section 353, but Greene, as an employee, properly relied on the statements of O'Rourke as to
the fitness of the horse. Permitting a horse which is limping to continue to work without supplying
necessary medical attention constitutes neglect under the statute, and the evidence is sufficient to
support the conclusion that the horse was not given proper medical attention to alleviate the pain.
Robert M. Morgenthau, District Attorney (John Mullady of counsel), for plaintiff. Lauritano, Schlacter,
Staller & Winograd (Armedeo Lauritano of counsel) and O'Dwyer & Bernstein for defendants.
MAX. H. GALFUNT, J. The defendants were charged with violating section 353 of the Agriculture and
Markets Law, which seeks to prevent overdriving, torturing, and injuring animals.
At the trial the following facts were adduced:
"Mabel," a horse in harness, is used to pull a hansom cab. On December 30, 1974, defendant Greene, the
driver of the cab, was warned by one Inspector Langdon from the A.S.P.C.A. that the horse "Mabel" was
limping. Thereupon, the horse was suspended from labor on that day.
Inspector Langdon testified that on the following day, December 31, a check by him revealed that
defendant Greene was driving a cab pulled by the horse "Mabel." The horse still limped. Defendant
Greene was subsequently issued a summons and charged with violating section 353 of the Agriculture
and Markets Law.
Inspector Stubbs, also from the A.S.P.C.A., testified that on January 10, 1975, he saw defendant Greene
driving a hansom cab with the horse "Mabel" pulling said carriage. He further testified that the horse was
limping on its left leg. Inspector Stubbs then issued a summons to defendant Greene and defendant
O'Rourke, the owner of the horse.
There was testimony that the owner of the stable where the horse "Mabel" was kept, one Goode, had
seen the horse limping and advised defendant O'Rourke to obtain the services of a veterinarian for the
horse.
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Also, testimony was given by one Kevin Mulvey, a driver/stable hand in Goode's stable, that he, Mulvey,
gave the warning issued by the A.S.P.C.A. to defendant O'Rourke that the horse "Mabel" should be
"turnedout" (suspended from labor).
The horse was thoroughly examined by Dr. Goodell, a veterinarian, on January 10, 1975. The doctor
testified that he had examined the horse for 45 minutes, and the present problems of the animal had
been developed over an extended period of time. The court asked the doctor whether the horse was
experiencing pain and the doctor testified that the limping by the horse evidenced pain and that the horse
was experiencing pain on December 31, 1974. The horse cannot verbalize his suffering, but the limping
does indeed demonstrate that the horse was in pain. His conclusions were that the horse "Mabel" was
lame in two legs and that she should be retired from service.
Defendant Green testified that he had driven the horse on December 31, 1974 and January 10, 1975, but
he was told by defendant O'Rourke that a Dr. Davis had examined the horse and found it in good
condition. Defendant Greene was thus told by defendant O'Rourke to harness the horse.
Defendant O'Rourke testified that he callamined the horse and found it in good condition. Defendant
Greene was thus told by defendant O'Rourke to harness the horse.ed one Dr. Davis to examine the
horse. Dr. Davis allegedly examined the horse and, as a result of his conversation with Dr. Davis
subsequent to the examination, defendant O'Rourke permitted the horse to pull the cab on the occasions
in question (Dr. Davis was never called as a witness to testify).
The questions to be decided are then: Are omission and neglect punishable under section 353 of the
Agriculture and Markets Law, as are incidents of active cruelty? Does driving a lame horse constitute
torture under that section? Is the element of a culpable state of mind necessary for conviction, and if so,
have the People demonstrated sufficiently that such state of mind existed here?
Section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets Law, inter alia, states: "A person who overdrives, overloads,
tortures or cruelly beats or unjustifiably injures, maims, mutilates or kills any animal, whether wild or
tame, and whether belonging to himself or to another, or deprives any animal of necessary sustenance,
food or drink, or neglects or refuses to furnish it such sustenance or drink, or causes, procures or permits
any animal to be overdriven, overloaded, tortured, cruelly beaten, or unjustifiably injured, maimed,
mutilated or killed, or to be deprived of necessary food or drink, or who willfully sets on foot, instigates,
engages in, or in any way furthers any act of cruelty to any animal, or any act tending to produce such
cruelty, is guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by imprisonment for not more than one year, or by a fine
of not more than five hundred dollars, or by both."*
Section 350 defines "torture" or "cruelty" as: "every act, omission, or neglect whereby unjustifiable
physical pain, suffering or death is caused or permitted."
Cruelty to an animal includes every unjustifiable act, omission or neglect causing pain, suffering or death
which is caused or permitted (Maxwell v. State, 50 Ga App 15; New Jersey S.P.C.A. v. Board of Educ., 91
NJ Super 81). The test of cruelty is the justifiability of the act or omission (3A CJS, Animals, § 101).
Overdriving or overloading work animals, or working an animal unfit for labor, may constitute cruelty.
The owner or bailee of an animal may be convicted of cruelty to it on evidence that it was worked with
his knowledge and consent when it was unfit for labor (People v. Brunell, 48 How Prac 435; State v.
Browning, 70 SC 466).
Would the failure to provide medical care for the horse "Mabel" constitute an omission or neglect under
the statute, which may be punished under section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets Law, as an incident
of active cruelty? Pursuant to that section, an individual may be punished for neglecting to provide
sustenance, food or drink. Sustenance, as defined by Webster's Third New International Dictionary
(1966), is the supplying or being supplied with the necessaries of life. It is the opinion of this court that
permitting a horse which is limping to continue to work without supplying necessary medical attention
constitutes neglect under the statute.
There seems to be a dearth of cases as to limping horses, but according to the case law, driving a horse
which is sick, sore or lame, or otherwise unfit for work may constitute torture which is punishable under
section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets Law. Where a defendant charged with a violation of section
185 of the Penal Law of 1909 (the forerunner of section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets Law) had
knowledge that a horse was suffering from open sores, yet permitted the animal to be hired out despite
this condition, with consequent torture to the animal, the defendant was properly convicted of cruelty to
animals (People v. Koogan, 256 App Div 1078; State v. Goodall, 90 Ore 485).
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The mere act of driving a sick, sore, lame or disabled horse is not, per se, torture intended to be
prevented by the statute (Matter of Stage Horse Cases, 15 Abb Prac [NS] 51). The statute is not violated
if, where the horse has become lame, disabled or sick on the road, it is driven directly to its stable, driven
for exercise or driven in a manner carefully proportioned to its condition. Whether a horse suffering from
certain sores or disorders is injured or suffers torture by being driven may be a question to be determined
by medical experts. Where drivers are arrested for driving diseased horses, the question arises as to how
far such drivers are guilty of any offense if they were ignorant of the condition of the horse or inexpert at
discovering signs of suffering. The stagecoach drivers did not select the horses they drove. The court held
that they should not be punished, as the offense was committed by parties who knowingly caused them
to drive horses unfit for work.
In order to convict a defendant under section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets Law, the defendant must
have a culpable state of mind. Although the statute does not contain words requiring culpability, unless
there is a clear legislative intent to impose strict liability, a criminal statute should be construed as
requiring mental culpability (People v. Arcidicono, 75 Misc 2d 294). Nevertheless, it is not necessary to
prove that wrongful acts, as defined by this statute, were done maliciously. In People v. Brunell (48 How
Prac 435), the evidence showed that the horse which was the subject of the alleged cruelty had injured
both knees. Defendants knew of the injury but drove the horse anyhow. The court said that there was no
evidence to show that the defendants caused the horse to be harnessed and driven maliciously or for the
purpose of torturing and giving pain to the animal. However, if the defendants knew about the horse's
condition, and the horse suffered torture or pain when it was driven, they must be presumed to have
known that if they caused the horse to be worked it would suffer. The question is whether they willfully
caused certain things to be done, i.e., driving the horse, which necessarily tortured it.
In the case at bar, the defendants Greene and O'Rourke knew that the horse "Mabel" was limping. Yet
they continued to work the horse in spite of her condition. The defendant Greene was told by the
A.S.P.C.A. inspector that the animal should not be worked when she was limping. On the day following
the inspector's warning, Greene was driving the horse again, and she was limping. This case differs from
the Stage Horse Cases (supra) because Greene knew that the horse was in poor physical condition.
In People v. Arcidicono (supra), the defendant was convicted of neglecting to provide proper food for a
horse even though the owner refused to give him enough money to pay for it. It is not sufficient for
Greene to say that O'Rourke told him to work the horse. He knew that the horse was in pain but
continued to drive her without providing medical attention. However, O'Rourke told him that a
veterinarian had examined "Mabel" and that "Mabel" could work. It is clear from the testimony that
O'Rourke also knew that "Mabel" was limping and should not have been worked. Despite her condition,
he permitted her to work pulling a hansom cab, consequently causing her pain.
The testimony supports the conclusion that the defendants neglected to provide proper medical attention
for the horse. An A.S.P.C.A. inspector first noticed that "Mabel" was limping on December 30, 1974. On
January 10, 1975, the horse was still limping. Dr. Goodell, the veterinarian who examined the animal on
January 10, 1975, testified that "Mabel's" problems had developed over a long period of time. Upon
receiving notice of "Mabel's" lameness, the defendant O'Rourke was obligated to call a veterinarian in
order that the horse might receive proper medical attention.
The evidence in the record is sufficient to support the conclusion that the horse was not given proper
medical attention to alleviate the pain.
History prior to the middle of the 19th century is devoid of any laws as to cruelty to animals. Only
recently has there been codification in our legal system forbidding cruelty to animals. But, the moral
obligation of man toward the domestic animal is well documented in the Bible. "A righteous man
regardeth the life of his beast" (Proverbs 12:10). He has consideration for its feelings and needs.
The Bible also states that if you see an animal hurt or overburdened, one should not look away but help
it. (Deuteronomy 22:4.)
It is truly a humanitarian sentiment that domestic animals are in fact considered part of the human
community. Thus, they should be treated with respect and given proper care.
Having heard the testimony, this court concludes that defendant Greene, as an employee, properly relied
on the statements of defendant O'Rourke as to the fitness of the horse "Mabel."
Thus, it is the finding of this court that defendant O'Rourke is guilty of violating section 353 of the
Agriculture and Markets Law.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Chenango County Humane Society v. Polmatier Impounded animal
Established that if an animal is impounded in a public or private shelter, the person(s) who impounded
the animal must provide it with the necessities of life. (Formerly Section 187 of Penal Law; now, Section
356 of Agriculture and Markets Law.)
CHENANGO COUNTY HUMANE SOCIETY, Respondent, v.
PERCY A. POLMATIER, as Administrator c.t.a. of CHARLES B. POLMATIER, Deceased, Appellant.
Third Department, App. Div., June 1919 (Vol. 188, page 419)
Animals -- failure to feed -- right of another to enter premises and feed and water -- liability of
owner -- section 187 of Penal Law construed -- "pound" defined -- statute construed to apply
to public and private pounds.
Section 187 of the Penal Law, making it a misdemeanor to fail to provide proper food and drink to an
impounded animal and providing that any person may enter upon the pound and supply food and water
under certain conditions and that the owner shall be liable for the reasonable cost of the food, does not
relate to an animal on the premises of its owner, but to one which has strayed from such premises and
has been distrained or impounded because of such straying or trespassing.
The statute does not relate to the owner of an animal but to one who has distrained, impounded or
caused to be confined such animal so straying or trespassing.
The clear purpose of the statute is to secure the necessities of life to an impounded animal which has
strayed from the possessions of its owner, until reclaimed by him.
The pound is an ancient AngloSaxon institution and the primary and underlying signification and the
dominant idea is that of an inclosure for the confinement of animals taken in trespassing or when running
at large in violation of law, until they are reclaimed by their owner.
The statute applies both to a public pound and where straying cattle are confined in an inclosure on
private land, with the intention of thereby impounding them.
JOHN M. KELLOGG, P.J., dissented, with memorandum.
APPEAL by the defendant, Percy A. Polmatier, as administrator c.t.a., from a judgment of the County
Court of Chenango county, entered in the office of the clerk of said county on the 24th day of October,
1918, affirming a judgment of the City Court of Norwich in plaintiff's favor, and also from an order
entered in said clerk's office on or about the same day affirming said City Court judgment.
Hubert L. Brown, for the appellant.
David F. Lee, for the respondent.
COCHRANE, J.:
The deceased was the owner of a farm and had twenty cows thereon. A tenant was in possession of the
farm and cows. Through the fault of the owner or tenant or both the cows were insufficiently supplied
with food. A representative of the plaintiff went to the barn on the premises where the cows were being
kept and supplied them with food. For the reasonable value of such food a judgment herein has been
recovered.
Plaintiff bases its action on the following provision of the Penal Law:
"§ 187. Failure to provide proper food and drink to impounded animal. A person who, having impounded
or confined any animal, refuses or neglects to supply to such animal during its confinement a sufficient
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supply of good and wholesome air, food, shelter and water, is guilty of a misdemeanor. In case any
animal shall be at any time impounded as aforesaid, and shall continue to be without necessary food and
water for more than twelve successive hours, it shall be lawful for any person, from time to time, and as
often as it shall be necessary, to enter into and upon any pound in which any such animal shall be so
confined, and to supply it with necessary food and water, so long as it shall remain so confined; such
person shall not be liable to any action for such entry, and the reasonable cost of such food and water
may be collected by him of the owner of such animal, and the said animal shall not be exempt from levy
and sale upon execution issued upon a judgment therefor."
In my opinion the foregoing statute has been misapplied. It does not relate to an animal on the premises
of its owner but to one which has strayed from such premises and has been distrained or impounded
because of such straying or trespassing. It does not relate to the owner of an animal but to one who has
distrained, impounded or caused to be confined such animal so straying or
trespassing. The clear purpose of the statute is to secure the necessities of life to a distrained animal
which has strayed from the possession of its owner until reclaimed by him. To effectually accomplish this
humane purpose the statute in question places the burden of the proper maintenance of such distrained
animal during the period of its confinement on the person responsible for such confinement under the
penalty of a misdemeanor if he fails in such duty, and to make assurance doubly sure the statute further
gives to any person the right to furnish food to such an animal if the person causing its confinement fails
in his duty in that respect and makes the expense thereof a charge both on the property and against the
owner. Section 185 of the Panel Law makes the owner guilty of a misdemeanor if he neglects to furnish
his animals with necessary sustenance. Section 187 was, therefore, unnecessary so far as the owner is
concerned. Its purpose is as above indicated. For the accomplishment of this purpose it is among other
things provided in the second sentence of the section that if the animal is left by the person impounding it
without necessary food and water for more than twelve successive hours, any person may "enter into and
upon any pound" and supply such food and water, for which the owner then is made liable. It is to be
observed that the entry must be into a pound not on the premises or in a building or place clearly
indicating the purpose of the statute. It would be a distortion of the meaning of this word and a wide
deviation from its ordinary significance to make it apply to a field of an owner on which his cattle might
be lawfully grazing or to a barn or other building on his farm wherein the cattle might be kept. That is the
present case. The agent of the plaintiff entered the barn of the defendant and there supplied food to his
cattle. If he could do that he could have supplied them with food if they had been grazing in a meadow
provided their supply of food was insufficient, and the statute certainly does not mean that if one person
observes that his neighbor is not properly caring for his cattle the former may take the matter in his own
hands and supply them with appropriate food at the expense of the owner.
The "pound" is a very ancient institution. Perhaps it is as old as any AngloSaxon institution which has
come down to us. Modern civilization has largely outgrown its necessity and its usefulness. Nevertheless it
has a recognition and standing in our statutes. (Town Law [Consol. Laws, chap. 62; Laws of 1909, chap.
63], arts. 20,21.) The word has a wellunderstood legal meaning. It is defined in Bouvier's Law Dictionary
[Rawle's Rev.] as follows: "A place, enclosed by public authority, for the temporary detention of stray
animals." "Impound" is defined by the same authority as follows: "To place in a pound goods or cattle
distrained or astray." While it is true that some lexicographers give a figurative or secondary meaning to
the term, I think the primary and underlying signification and the dominant idea is that of an inclosure for
the confinement of animals taken in trespassing or when running at large in violation of law until they are
reclaimed by their owner. A clear and comprehensive statement of the legal significance of a pound is
contained in the New International Encyclopedia, under the word "Pound" as follows: "An inclosure for the
temporary confinement of stray animals. Where domestic animals stray upon the public highways, or upon
the land of individuals, any person injured thereby may take possession of and impound them, i.e., detain
them in a pound until the owner pays him for any damage they may have caused. A pound may be one
established by law, known as a public or common pound; or where there is no public pound, a person on
whose land cattle or other domestic beasts stray may confine them in an inclosure on his own land, with
the intention of thereby impounding them. In the latter case, the person so confining the animals is
responsible for them. To obtain a release of the beasts the owner must pay him for their keep, as well as
for the damage they have done."
It is not necessary to hold that section 187 of the Penal Law applies only to a public pound. In fact there
is not in every municipality a public pound. But the statute (Town Law, arts. 20,21) makes provision for
the disposition and treatment of trespassing or strayed animals whether there is or is not a pound. Title
10 of chapter 19 of the Code of Civil Procedure also contains minute provisions for the care and
disposition of such an animal without reference to a public pound. In all such cases if one confines such
cattle either in a public pound or as stated in the encyclopedia (supra) "in an inclosure on his own land,
with the intention of thereby impounding them," the law intends that the animals shall be humanely
treated while out of their owner's possession and makes provision whereby the expense of such treatment
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whether incurred by the person responsible for their confinement or by another under proper
circumstances, shall be chargeable against the owner and the property itself. It is to such a situation that
section 187 of the Penal Law applies.
It is not contended that the judgment can be sustained on any other ground.
The judgment of the City Court and County Court should be reversed, with costs.
All concurred, except JOHN M. KELLOGG, P.J. dissenting, with a memorandum.
JOHN M. KELLOGG, P.J. (dissenting):
A mere volunteer cannot force his services or property upon another and exact payment therefor. There
must be a request, express or implied. The party sought to be charged in some way must have invited
the service. Here, concededly, the original defendant, the owner of cattle, left them without food; some
died of starvation; others became so poor and weak that they fell down and had to be helped up, and
evidently the life of the herd was at stake. Said defendant was violating the law and every instinct of
humanity. He voluntarily created a situation which compelled plaintiff to act. Such conduct on his part, in
my judgment, may be construed as a request to any willing person to grant reasonable relief to the
starving animals. A man wrongfully refuses to support his dependent wife or children and a neighbor
furnishes such support; the law considers the abandonment a request to furnish them maintenance. They
carry his credit with them for necessities. A man of means refuses to bury his deceased infant son, a
member of his family; a neighbor who performs the service may recover upon the theory that the conduct
of the father was a request to give a reasonable burial to the son. In this case the necessity was such
that, in my judgment, the plaintiff may recover upon quantum meruit. Such a position is not inconsistent
with the complaint. It might have alleged a sale and delivery of the hay at defendant's request;
instead of that it showed, in substance, that the defendant was allowing his cattle to starve and the
plaintiff, as an act of humanity, came to their relief. The allegation as to the pound and the implied
reference to section 187 of the Penal Law may be disregarded as surplusage. I favor an affirmance.
Judgment of County Court and City Court reversed, with costs.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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In the Matter of Jacob Chernik, Petitioner, v.
Department of Health of the City of New York et al., Respondents
69 MISCELLANEOUS REPORTS, 2d, 710
Supreme Court, Special Term, Queens County, March 16, 1972
Animals seizure proceeding by operator of animal shelter to direct respondents including
ASPCA to return animals seized, is denied; in face of showing that animals were diseased and
there was crowding and filth, petitioner raised no triable issue search warrant was not
necessary in civil proceeding; moreover, police power permitted seizure because of danger to
public health animals are directed not to be destroyed for up to 20 days, unless diseased.
1. A proceeding under article 78 CPLR by the operator of an animal shelter to direct the Department of
Health of the City of New York and the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
(hereafter ASPCA) to return animals seized from petitioner is denied and the petition dismissed. In the
face of an affidavit of respondents which shows that there was overcrowding of animals, improper
ventilation, dogs uncaged or leashed to bannisters, cats uncaged, animal droppings, an overwhelming
stench of animal urine, animals with skin diseases, malnutrition, fungus, viral and bacterial infections and
an embargo against the shelter, the impounding of many animals and the destruction of diseased dogs,
petitioner's allegations that the animals are "wellfed and wellhoused" are insufficient to create any triable
issue.
2. While under subdivision 2 of section 373 of the Agriculture and Markets Law a search warrant would be
required by the ASPCA should a criminal proceeding have been commenced, since this is a civil
proceeding, the absence of a warrant is of no import. Moreover, the property in animals is qualified and
not such as to override the police power of the State where there is imminent danger to the public health
or the abatement of a nuisance is involved.
3. The court directs, in order to save some animals, that the animals, unless diseased, not be destroyed
for 15 days after entry of judgment and subsequently seized animals shall be held for 20 days.
Reuss & Ruchala for petitioner. Thacher, Proffitt, Prizer, Crawley & Wood (Dwight B. Demeritt, Jr., and
Raymond S. Jackson, Jr., of counsel), for American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals,
respondent. J. Lee Rankin, Corporation Counsel, for Department of Health of the City of New York and
another, respondents.
MOSES M. WEINSTEIN, J. This is an article 78 proceeding to direct respondents The Department of Health
of the City of New York and the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) "to
return to the petitioner certain animals *** which appear to have been seized by the respondents and to
be in custody of the respondents and, further, directing the respondents to cease and desist from
interfering with the petitioner's custody of the said animals."
Petitioner is the owner of the Chernik Animal Haven, an animal shelter which has been in operation for a
few years, admittedly under a pet store permit. On March 7, 1972, representatives of the respondents
went to the shelter for the purpose of inspecting the premises. The inspection was based on a number of
complaints received from individuals and prior investigations of the society's own agents. In fact, on May
15, 1970, the Department of Health received a citizen's complaint of a health hazard signed by hundreds
of immediate neighbors seeking the closing of the shelter. Respondents were permitted access to the
entire premises by the only
person in attendance. As a result of the investigation an embargo was placed against the premises; all the
dogs kept there were impounded by respondent ASPCA and distributed among their pounds, and of all
those animals, 23 were destroyed based on a finding that they were hopelessly diseased. The some 200
cats sheltered on the premises are apparently still there.
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One procedural issue should initially be dealt with, since there is some indication in the papers submitted
on this proceeding, especially those in opposition, that there is some confusion concerning the ASPCA's
authority to conduct the investigation in the absence of a warrant. The ASPCA has established contractual
relations with municipalities for the seizing, impounding and humane destruction of animals. (Agriculture
and Markets Law, § 120) Section 373 (subd. 1) of the Agriculture and Markets Law provides: "Any agent
or officer of the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals *** may lawfully take
possession of any lost, strayed, homeless or abandoned animal found in any street, road or other public
place."
The statute further provides, in subdivision 2, inter alia: "Any such agent or officer may also lawfully take
possession of any animal in or upon any premises other than a street, road or other public place, which
for more than twelve successive hours has been confined or kept in a crowded or unhealthy condition or
in unhealthful or unsanitary surroundings *** provided that a complaint stating just and reasonable
grounds is made under oath or affirmation to any magistrate authorized to issue warrants in criminal
cases." While it would thus appear that a warrant would be required under the circumstances of the
instant case, it should be noted that these sections were framed with a view toward criminal prosecution,
since many of the violations constituted misdemeanors. However, while the lack of a warrant may be
crucial to the determination of a motion to suppress evidence in a criminal prosecution or in a federal
case for violation of the petitioner's rights, its absence is of no import in a civil proceeding. In any event,
respondents contend that the authority for taking immediate action is contained in section 3.03 of the
New York City Health Code.
In this regard it should be noted that the final subdivision of section 373 of the Agriculture and Markets
Law provides: "Nothing herein contained shall restrict the rights and powers *** derived from any other
general or special law relating to the seizure or other taking of dogs and other animals by a society for
the prevention of cruelty to animals and the disposition to be made of animals so seized or taken."
The primary purpose of animal ordinances is the protection of the public from injury or damage. "From
time immemorial these animals have been considered as holding their lives at the will of the legislative
power." (7 McQuillin, Municipal Corporations, § 24.289.) Thus, statutes providing for the destruction of
animals have been held to be constitutional and not violative of the due process clause, even though no
provision is made for notice of the owner. (See 56 ALR 2d 1024) Phrased another way, the property in
animals is only qualified and not such as to override the police power of the State. These statutes are
generally operative where there is imminent danger to the public health or in abating a public nuisance.
(See New York City Health Code, §§ 3.03, 3.09 et seq.) "the keeping of dogs may be a public nuisance by
reason of their howling, barking and whining, the stench they cause, unsanitary conditions in which they
are kept, or their disturbing of people in the reasonable use and enjoyment of property, where any of
these factors cause annoyance, discomfort or injury to the health or welfare of persons." (7 McQuillin,
Municipal Corporations, § 24.284.)
The regulations regarding the operation of an animal shelter are contained in the New York City Health
Code. They provide, in pertinent part, as follows:
"No person shall construct or operate a shelter for homeless animals without a permit issued by the
Commissioner." (§ 161.09, subd. [b])
"(a) A permit required by section 161.09 shall not be issued unless the applicant proves to the
satisfaction of the Commissioner that the place for which the application is made does not constitute a
nuisance because of its proximity to a residential, business, commercial or public building, and that the
place will be maintained so as not to become a nuisance.
"(b) The owner, lessee or person in charge of any place where animals are kept pursuant to a permit
required by section 161.09, shall take all measures for insect and rodent control required by Article 151
and shall conduct such place so as not to create a nuisance by reason of the noise of the animals, the
escape of offensive odors, or the maintenance of any condition dangerous or prejudicial to public health.
"(c) Every place where animals are kept pursuant to a permit required by section 161.09 shall have
implements and materials, such as brooms, hoses, hoseconnections, vacuum cleaners where dusty
conditions are found, covered metal receptacles, brushes, disinfectants and detergents, as may be
required to maintain sanitary conditions. Such places shall have regularly assigned personnel to maintain
sanitary conditions." (§ 161.11)
"A place where small animals are kept for sale, a shelter for homeless animals or a kennel or other place
where animals are boarded shall meet the requirements of Article 135 governing walls, floors, ventilation,
lighting and plumbing. An individual cage shall be provided and used for each dog or cat three months of
age or over. The floors, walls, implements and cages in such place shall be kept clean and in good repair.
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Cages shall be disinfected when necessary." (§ 161.17)
The affidavits submitted by the representatives of the respondents paint a ghastly picture. Overcrowding
of animals, improper ventilation, almost no lighting on the upper floors of the shelter, dogs uncaged or
leashed to bannisters, cats uncaged, animal droppings in many areas, an overwhelming stench of animal
urine, animals with highly contagious skin diseases, malnutrition, fungus, virus and bacterial infections. In
the face of the embargo against the shelter, the impounding of many animals and the destruction of some
diseased dogs, the petitioner merely alleges that the animals are "wellfed and wellhoused." This is clearly
insufficient to create any legitimate triable issue.
This court is not, nor will it allow itself to become, the battleground for those who wish to pursue a
philosophical discussion of whether it is better for animals to exist in filth and squalor or, in the absence
of another alternative, be destroyed. Either fate is unjustly deserved. The responsibility for the fate of
these animals is to be borne not only by this petitioner, but by all those animal owners unmindful of
unborn litters who permit their animals to wander alone in pursuit of nature's instinct and by the
purchasers of animals who soon tire of them and allow them to slip out the back door forever. Education
is perhaps the best weapon of the true animal lover.
While the court must deny this application and dismiss the petition, under the unusual circumstances of
this case, and being cognizant of the fact that animals are destroyed generally within five days of their
confinement, unless other provision is made for them (Agriculture and Markets Law, § 374, subd. 2), it
will direct the respondent not to destroy the animals already seized, unless hopelessly diseased, for 15
days from the date of the entry of the judgment herein and further, not to destroy the animals which
shall subsequently be taken into their possession, unless hopelessly diseased, for the first 20 days of their
confinement. In this way maybe some will eventually be saved, perhaps even through the auspices of this
petitioner. A stopgap measure to be sure, but it is prompted by the sentiment that in an age of
callousness and apathy someone among us must speak for the dog.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Hampton Animal Shelter, Inc., Appellant, v.
American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals et al., Respondents
169 APPELLATE DIVISION REPORTS, 2D SERIES, 703
MEMORANDA, Second Dept., January 1991
In an action to recover damages for the destruction by the defendants of animals owned by the plaintiff,
the plaintiff appeals from an order of the Supreme Court, Suffolk County (Hand, J.), entered July 31,
1989, which denied its motion for summary judgment and for a hearing on the assessment of damages
Ordered that upon searching the record, the order is modified by adding thereto a provision granting the
defendants summary judgment dismissing the complaint; as so modified, the order is affirmed, with costs
to the defendants.
Agriculture and Markets Law § 374 (1) empowers any agent or officer of the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (hereinafter the ASPCA) to humanely destroy or cause to be humanely
destroyed "any animal found abandoned and not properly cared for, or any lost, strayed, homeless or
unwanted animal, if upon examination a licensed veterinary surgeon shall certify in writing, or if two
reputable citizens called by him to view the same in his presence find that the animal is so maimed,
diseased, disabled or infirm so as to be unfit for any useful purpose; or after such agent or officer has
obtained in writing from the owner of such animal his consent to such destruction" (Agriculture and
Markets Law § 374[1]).
By order dated October 29, 1984, the Supreme Court, Suffolk County (Gerard, J.), granted the
defendants' ex parte application to permit duly-licensed veterinarians and animal health technicians, as
well as any necessary support personnel, to enter the plaintiff's premises for the purposes of conducting
further examinations and seizing and/or euthanizing those animals which are, in the veterinarian's
discretion, "so maimed, diseased, disabled or infirm so as to be unfit for any useful purpose."
The defendants' conduct in entering the plaintiff's premises and humanely euthanizing numerous dogs,
cats and farm animals was clearly taken under authority of the order dated October 29, 1984. In light of
the affidavits of the veterinarians and animal health technicians who were present during the time in
question and the inhumane conditions depicted in the photographs submitted by the defendants, the
plaintiff's contention that all of the animals on its premises were wanted and that none were abandoned is
incredible. Accordingly, the plaintiff's action for compensatory and punitive damages for the wrongful
destruction of its property is dismissed, with prejudice. Thompson, J.P., Kunzeman, Lawrence and O'Brien,
JJ., concur.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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AnimalSheltersHumane Agencies in
New York State
On the following pages, we have provided a table of humane organizations in New York State. The
organizations are listed in alphabetic order by county.
Contact them for assistance when you are investigating animal cruelty cases. Some of them may have
animal cruelty investigators that can assist you with your investigation, but this is not something you
should expect. When calling for assistance, be sure to ask for the shelter director or manager.
Some of the organizations may be able to hold seized animals. The "facilities" section of the table contains
information about the type of animals each facility can accommodate. However, if you need help with
other types of animals, still consider calling the organization because though they may not be able to
accommodate you, they may know an organization that can. They may also be able to provide you with
names of people who are willing to fostercare animals.Keep in mind that this table is based on information
obtained in 1996 and is subject to change.
IMPORTANT: Before placing an animal at a facility or in fostercare, always inspect the facilities. Not all
shelters, unfortunately, are able to maintain high standards.
NEW YORK STATE ANIMAL SHELTERS
COUNTY ORGANIZATION ADDRESS TOWN ZIP TELEPHONE FACILITIES
ALBANY MOHAWKHUDSON RIVER HUMANE SOC OAKLAND AVE MENANDS 12204 5184348128 SMALL
ANIMALS
ALLEGANY ALLEGANY COUNTY SPCA PO BOX 381 WELLSVILLE 14895 7165932200 SMALL ANIMALS;
BOARDS OUT LARGE ANIMALS
BROOME BROOME CO HUMANE SOCIETY 2 JACKSON ST BINGHAMTON 13903 6077243709 SMALL
ANIMALS
BROOME BROOME CO DOG SHELTER 901 UPPER FRONT ST BINGHAMTON 13905 6077782493 SMALL
ANIMALS
CATTARAUGUS SPCA IN CATTARAUGUS CO 2944 OLEAN HINSDALE OLEAN 14760 7163728492 SMALL &
LARGE ANIMALS; VERY LIMITED SPACE
CAYUGA CAYUGA CO SPCA 75 YORK ST AUBURN 13021 3152535841 SMALL & LARGE ANIMALS
CHAUTAUQUA CHAUTAUQUA CO HUM SOC 1805 E ELMWOOD AVE FALCONER 14733 7166652209 SMALL
& LARGE ANIMALS
CHEMUNG CHEMUNG CO HUMANE SOC/SPCA PO BOX 3001 ELMIRA 14905 6077321827 SMALL ANIMALS;
FOSTERS OUT LARGE ANIMALS
CHENANGO CHENANGO CO SPCA RR 4 BOX 31 NORWICH 13815 6073349724 SMALL ANIMALS EAST
RIVER RD
CLINTON ELMORE SPCA BOX 906 PERU 12972 5186432451 SMALL ANIMALS
COLUMBIA COLUMBIAGREENE HUMANE SOC 125 HUMANE SOC RD HUDSON 12534 5188286044 SMALL &
LARGE ANIMALS
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CORTLAND CORTLAND CO SPCA 879 MC LEAN RD CORTLAND 13045 6077539386 SMALL ANIMALS;
LARGE ANIMALS BOARDED OUT
DELAWARE DELAWARE VALLEY HUM SOC PO BOX 182 SIDNEY 13838 6075637780 SMALL ANIMALS
DELAWARE HUM SOC OF CENTRAL DELAWARE CO RR 2 BOX 201D DELHI 13753 6077463080 SMALL
ANIMALS
DUTCHESS DUTCHESS CO SPCA 568 VIOLET AVE HYDE PARK 12538 9144521640 SMALL ANIMALS;
FOSTERS OUT 9144521654 LARGE ANIMALS
ERIE SPCA SERVING ERIE CO 205 ENSMINGER RD TONAWANDA 14150 7168757360 SMALL & LARGE
ANIMALS
ESSEX NORTH COUNTRY SPCA LAKE SHORE RD WESTPORT 12993 5189628604 SMALL & LARGE ANIMALS
FRANKLIN NO COUNTRY ANIMAL CARE CTR PO BOX 813 MALONE 12953 5184838079 SMALL ANIMALS;
FOSTERS OUT LARGE ANIMALS
FulTON FulTON CO SPCA PO BOX 661 BROADALBAN 12025 5188834009 LIMITED AMOUNT OF SPACE;
FOSTERS OUT SOME ANIMALS
FulTON JAMES A BRENNAN MEM HUM SOC RR 2 BOX 1141A GLOVERSVILLE 12078 5187250115 SMALL
ANIMALS
GREENE COLUMBIAGREENE HUM SOC 125 HUMANE SOC RD HUDSON 12534 5188286044 SMALL &
LARGE ANIMALS
HERKIMER HERKIMER COUNTY HUM SOC PO BOX 73 MOHAWK 13407 3158663255 SMALL ANIMALS
JEFFERSON JEFFERSON CO SPCA 25056 WATER ST WATERTOWN 13601 3157823260 SMALL ANIMALS
MADISON WANDERER'S REST BOX 535 CANASTOTA 13032 3156972796 SMALL ANIMALS
MONROE HUM SOC OF ROCHESTER/MONROE CO PO BOX 299 FAIRPORT 14450 7162231330 SMALL &
LARGE ANIMALS
MONTGOMERY MONTGOMERY CO SPCA RR 5S AMSTERDAM 12010 5188428050 SMALL ANIMALS;
FOSTERS OUT LARGE ANIMALS
NASSAU LEAGUE FOR ANIMAL PROT/SPCA PO BOX 261 ROCKVILLE CTR 11571 5167940831
NIAGARA NIAGARA CO SPCA PO BOX 200 LPO NIAGARA FALLS 14304 7167314368 SMALL ANIMALS
NYC ASPCA 424 E 92ND ST NEW YORK 10128 2128767700 SMALL ANIMALS; (COMPRISING NEW YORK,
QUEENS, CAN ARRANGE FOR LARGE KINGS, RICHMOND, BRONX COUNTIES) ANIMALS.
NYC CENTER FOR ANIMAL CARE/CONTROL 11 PARK PLACE NEW YORK 10007 212442-2059 SMALL
ANIMALS; (COMPRISING NEW YORK, QUEENS, (CENTRAL OFFICE) CAN ARRANGE FOR LARGE KINGS,
RICHMOND, BRONX COUNTIES) ANIMALS.
ONEIDA STEVENSSWAN HUMANE SOCIETY 5664 HORATIO ART'L UTICA 13502 3157384357 SMALL
ANIMALS; FOSTERS OUT LARGE ANIMALS
ONONDAGA CENTRAL NEW YORK SPCA 5878 E MOLLOY RD SYRACUSE 13211 3154544479 SMALL &
LARGE ANIMALS
ONTARIO ONTARIO CO SPCA 2976 CO RD 4 CANANDAIGUA 14424 7163964590 SMALL ANIMALS
ORANGE HUM SOC OF MIDDLETOWN RD 8 BOX 645 MIDDLETOWN 10940 9143611861 SMALL ANIMALS;
FOSTER OUT LARGE ANIMALS
ORANGE NEWBURGH SPCA 564 LITTLE BRITAIN NEW WINDSOR 12553 9145646810 SMALL ANIMALS
ORANGE HUM SOC OF WALDEN 2489 ALBANY POST RD WALDEN 12586 9147785115 SMALL ANIMALS
ORANGE WARWICK VALLEY HUM SOC PO BOX 61 WARWICH 10990 9149862473 SMALL & LARGE
ANIMALS
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ORANGE HUMANE SOCIETY OF MONROE PO BOX 675 MONROE 10950 9147833734 SMALL ANIMALS
ORANGE HUM SOC OF PORT JERVISDEER PK 199 RTE 209 PORT JERVIS 12771 9148563677 SMALL
ANIMALS; BOARDS OUT LARGE ANIMALS
OSWEGO OSWEGO CITY ANIMAL SHELTER PO BOX 885 OSWEGO 13126 3153431803 SMALL ANIMALS
OTSEGO OTSEGO CO/SUSQUEHANNA SPCA RD 3 BOX 64B COOPERSTOWN 13326 6075478111 SMALL
ANIMALS; FOSTERS OUT LARGE ANIMALS
PUTNAM HUM SOC OF PUTNAM CO BOX 297 CARMEL 10512 9142257777 SMALL ANIMALS
RENSSELAER ANIMAL CONTROL POLICE DEPT TROY 12180
ROCKLAND HITOR ANIMAL CARE CENTER PO BOX 270 POMONA 10970 9143547900 SMALL ANIMALS
ROCKLAND ROCKLAND CO SPCA 150 MC NAMARA RD SPRING VALLEY 10977 9143543124 SMALL
ANIMALS
SARATOGA SARATOGA CO ANIMAL WELFARE LGE BOX 142 SARATOGA SPR 12866 5185878530 FOSTERS
OUT ANIMALS
SARATOGA SARATOGA CO ANIMAL SHELTER 6010 COUNTY FARM RD BALLSTON SPA 12020 5188854113
SMALL ANIMALS
SCHENECTADY ANIMAL PROT FOUND/SCHENECTADY MAPLE AVE SCOTIA 12302 5183743944 SMALL
ANIMALS
SCHOHARIE ANIMAL SHELTER SCHOHARIE VALLEY RD 1A BOX A4 HOWES CAVE 12092 5182968390
SMALL ANIMALS
SCHUYLER ANIMAL CONTROLSHERIFF'S DEPT 106 10TH ST WATKINS GLEN 14891 607-535-8222 SMALL
ANIMALS
SENECA WATERLOO DOG CONTROL 50 E RIVER ST WATERLOO 13165 3155399357
BEVERLY ANIMAL SHELTER
ST LAWRENCE ST LAWRENCE CO SPCA PO BOX 594 OGDENSBURG 13669 3153935191 SMALL ANIMALS
STEUBEN HORNELL AREA HUMANE SOCIETY PO BOX 533 HORNELL 14843 6073241270 SMALL ANIMALS
STEUBEN FINGERLAKES HUMANE SOCIETY PO BOX 423 BATH 14810 6077763039 SMALL ANIMALS
SUFFOLK ASPCA 5164996969 2128767700
SulLIVAN SulLIVAN CO SPCA 25 ROCK HILL DR ROCK HILL 12775 9147963120 SMALL & LARGE ANIMALS
TIOGA STRAY HAVEN HUMANE SOCIETY 194 SHEPARD RD WAVERLY 14892 6075652859 SMALL
ANIMALS; FOSTERS OUT LARGE ANIMALS
TOMPKINS TOMPKINS CO SPCA 1640 HANSHAW RD ITHACA 14850 6072571822 SMALL ANIMALS
Ulster Ulster CO SPCA PO BOX 3124 KINGSTON 12402 9143315377 SMALL & LARGE ANIMALS
WASHINGTON WASHINGTON CO SPCA PO BOX 171 HUDSON FALLS 12839 5187473452 SMALL ANIMALS
WAYNE WAYNE CO HUMANE SOCIETY 1475 CO. HOUSE RD LYONS 14489 3159463389 SMALL ANIMALS
WESTCHESTER WESTCHESTER CO SPCA 590 NO STATE RD BRIARCLIFF 10510 9149412894 SMALL
ANIMALS
WESTCHESTER NEW ROCHELLE HUM SOC 1 HUMANE LANE NEW ROCHELLE 10805 9146322925 SMALL
ANIMALS
WYOMING WYOMING CO SPCA PO BOX 93 WARSAW 14569 7167865272 SMALL ANIMALS
YATES YATES COUNTY ANIMAL CONTROL CONTACT COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 315-536-4438
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Appendix III
Resource Agencies
The following agencies may be of interest to you during the course of investigating animal cruelty
complaints.
Some agencies can provide you with information and possibly assist in your cruelty investigation. Based
on the nature of the complaint, some agencies can bring their own charges agains the abuser. In the case
of the American Kennel Clubs, it can remove a breeder's accredidation.
American Humane Association
63 Inverness Drive West
Englewood, CO 80112
(800) 227-4645
Information about the national cruelty investigators training program
American Kennel Club
Investigations and Inspections Unit
51 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10010
(212)6968257
Inform the AKC about animal cruelty cases that involve dog breeders selling AKC registered dogs. The
AKC can remove the breeder's accredidation.
American Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA)
424 E. 92nd Street
New York, NY 10128
(212) 876-7700
Assistance with cruelty investigations in NYS. Can also provide legal guidance in cruelty cases.
· For guidance in cruelty investigations ask for "Humane Law Enforcement."
· For legal guidance ask for "Legal Department General Counsel."
Animal Legal Defense Fund
1363 Lincoln Avenue
San Rafael, CA 94901
(415) 4590885
Expertise in prosecution of animalrelated crime. The attorneys listed below can be of assistance in NY
state.

Mr. Todd Davis, Kings County District Attorney
Municipal Building, Brooklyn, NY 10024
(718) 250-2001
Ms. Jill Mariani, District Attorney, County of New York
8125 Surrey Place, Jamaica Estates, NY 11432
(212) 3359143
Animal Rescue League of Boston
PO Box 265
Boston, MA 02117
Humane Law Enforcement Unit (617) 4269170
Expertise in ritual and cultrelated crime. Will provide information and guidance in cases involving
cultrelated animal cruelty.
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County Health Departments
Contact your local county health department for assistance in animal cruelty cases that involve problems
that may endanger human health, such as vermin, ground water pollution, and suspected rabies.
Humane Society of the United States
2100 L Street, NW
Washington, DC
(202) 4521100
Can provide expert information on animal behavior and animal cruelty which can be used in cruelty
investigations. Call and ask to be directed to the person that has expertise in the desired area.
Humane Society of the United States
MidAtlantic Regional Office
Bartley Square 270 Route 206
Flanders, NJ 07836
(201) 9275611
Can provide guidance with cruelty investigations in New York State and can possibly provide an
investigator to assist.
NYS Department of Agriculture
Animal Industry
1 Winners Circle, Albany, NY 12235
(518) 4573502
Responsible for interpreting laws regarding animal cruelty, dog control, dog licensing; also conducts
inspections of animal shelters. Can provide you with the most uptodate copy of Article 26, containing the
animal cruelty laws.
NYS Dept of Environmental Conservation
Contact the regional office listed in your local telephone book for animal cruelty cases involving wildlife.
Also contact them in cases involving air pollution. See "Environmental Conservation Law, New York Code
of Rules and Regulations, Chapter III, Air Resources" in the "Various NYS State Laws Dealing With
Animals" section.
United States Department of Agriculture APHIS
Regulatory Enforcement & Animal Care
2568-A Riva Road ySuite 302
Annapolis, MD 21401
Dr. Mary Geib, Supervisory Animal Care specialist for New York area
410-962-7463

Contact the USDA when you have a cruelty case involving animal breeders,
animal dealers, etc. Such enterprises must be licensed by the USDA and
operated according the standards established by the Animal Welfare Act.
Document your case and contact them. Present them with your findings. See
"USDA Law and Animal Cruelty" in the "Various NYS Laws Dealing With
Animals" section.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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VETERINARIAN’S STATEMENT ANIMAL EVALUATION FORM
Animal belonging to: __________________________________________________________________________________
Animal found on the premises of_________________________________________________________________________
Located at (complete address) ___________________________________________________________________________
ID# assigned to animal _____________ Species_________________ Breed______________ Sex______ Weight________
Approx. age_____________ Description (color/markings)_____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

I, _________________________________________________, am a veterinarian licensed in the State of ______________.
(please print name)

I am responding to a request by (agency)_____________________________________________ to evaluate the above-identified
animal.
I hereby certify that this animal exhibits the following:

 presumed neutered/spayed
 unneutered/unspayed
 pregnant
 nursing
 in heat
 evidence of previous litters (enlarged nipples/vulva)
 emaciation
 dehydration
 excessive hair loss
 severe itching
 mange
 dermatitis
 flea dirt
 ticks

 multiple bite wounds
 tumors, other growths
 abscesses
 diarrhea
 urine scalding
 dental problems
 respiratory infection
 heartworm symptoms

 arthritis, other lameness
 overgrown nails/hooves
 earmites/infection
 eye infection
 generalized debility
 internal parasites
(Indicate type below)

Other (e.g., other afflictions, comments on weight, observations of behavior, etc.):__________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Check here if animal were euthanized:  I hereby certify that this animal is so maimed, diseased, disabled, or infirm as to require
euthanasia to be spared suffering. Euthanasia is appropriate for this animal, whose symptoms are as described above.
In a written instrument, any person who knowingly makes a false statement herein which such person does not believe to be true has
committed a crime under the laws of the State of New York punishable as a Class A Misdemeanor. (PL § 210.45)
______________________________________________________________________
_______________________
Signature of Veterinarian
Date
 Animal kept on premises
or
 Relocated to ______________________________________________________________ Date __________________
Form prepared by New York State Humane Association, PO Box 3068, Kingston, NY 12402 — 8/2000
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN LEAD ORGANIZATION AND ASSISTING ORGANIZATION
OR INDIVIDUAL PROVIDING FOR CARE OF ANIMALS SEIZED AS EVIDENCE
IN A CRUELTY CASE
Note: Fill out in duplicate. One copy is to be given to the person/organization taking custody of the
animals; the original should be retained by the agency organizing the rescue.
____________________________________________________________, (the Lead Organization) and
__________________________________________________________ (the Assisting Organization/Individual), in
consideration of the promises made herein agree as follows:
1. The animals identified in Paragraph 2 have been seized pursuant to a court-ordered inspection
of the premises of ________________________________________________________ located at
________________________________________________________________ and will be held as evidence in a
criminal case pending in the (city/county) of _________________________________________________________.
2. The Assisting Organization/Individual shall house the following _____ animals, identified by the following
numbers::
List species, sex, and ID #:
___________________
mf

___________________ ____________________ _________________ _________________
m f
m f
m f
mf

___________________
mf

___________________ ____________________ _________________ _________________
mf
mf
mf
mf

3. The Assisting Organization shall ensure that the above-identified animals are so housed that no breeding takes
place and risk of injury to the animals is minimized. Males and females must be housed separately, and any animals that are
incompatible with others must be housed singly.
4. The Assisting Organization/Individual shall assume all liability for property damage or personal injury caused by
any animal identified in this agreement. The Assisting Organization/Individual shall indemnify, defend, and hold the Lead
Organization, its officers, and employees harmless from and against any and all claims and liabilities arising out of any claims
or suits, or threats of suits, which may be brought or made against the Lead Organization arising from damage or injury caused
by any animal identified in this agreement.
5. The Assisting Organization/Individual further agrees to abide by any court order providing for the ultimate
disposition of the animals. The Assisting Organization/Individual acknowledges that such a court order will likely either:
a) allow the Assisting Organization/Individual to adopt out, or, as appropriate, euthanize the animals; or
b) require the Assisting Organization/Individual to return the animals to the defendant.
6. In the event that the Assisting Organization/Individual is permitted to adopt out the animals, it shall sterilize the
animals prior to adoption. If sterilization of the animals is not financially feasible for the Assisting Organization/Individual, it
shall notify the Lead Organization of its need for financial assistance.
7. In the event the Assisting Organization/Individual notifies the Lead Organization of it need for financial assistance,
the Lead Organization agrees to help locate sources of funding to defray reasonable costs of spaying and neutering animals
seized in connection with this case.
For the Lead Organization
_______________________________________/____________
Signed
Date
___________________________________________________
Title
___________________________________________________
Address

For the Assisting Organization/Individual
______________________________________/_________________
Signed
Date
________________________________________________________
Title
________________________________________________________
Address

Updated as of March 2004
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6. Animal Care Standards For Some Common Animals
We are providing a set of care guidelines for the various types of animals generally involved in cruelty
complaints. We have presented the minimum conditions that should be present to ensure that the
animals are receiving basic care. In addition, we have added recommendations that ideally should be
followed.
We also have described what to look for in terms of the appearance of the animals and the environmental
conditions that are symptoms of neglect and cruelty. If these are present, call a veterinarian to examine
the animal(s).
In some cases, the neglect and cruelty will be obvious even to an untrained eye. In others, it may be
more subtle, but if you become familiar with the following animal care standards, you will be better
prepared to recognize it.
Minimum care guidelines for the following animals are included:
Dogs
Cats
Horses
Cattle
Sheep
Goats
Pigs
Rabbits
Birds
Chickens/Ducks/Geese
Gerbils/Guinea Pigs/Hamsters/Mice/Rats
Dogs

Terminology
Female - Bitch
Male - Male
Basic Animal Care Standards
Fresh, clean water (in a spill proof container) should be accessible at all times.
Should be fed at least once a day with a good quality dog food, based on feeding instructions on
package.
Even if the dog is outside for short periods, it should have shelter available to protect it from the
elements.
Important with regard to being outside in winter weather, the breed of dog must be taken into
consideration. Short haired dogs (Dobermans, Dachshunds, Pitbulls, etc.) and thin haired dogs
(Russian Wolf Hounds, etc.) should not be left outside for extended periods in cold weather because
they were not bred to withstand the cold. They should only be let outside for a short time to relieve
themselves.
Keeping a dog outside NYSHA does NOT recommend that dogs be constantly kept outside alone
because dogs by nature are social "pack" animals and have a psychological need to be with their
human packs. However, if for some reason a dog is kept outside, the owner should provide a dog
house that meets the following standards:
The dog house should accommodate the size of the dog; that is, it should be large enough to
allow the dog or dogs to get inside and move about. However, it should not be too large
because in cold weather it must permit the dog's body heat to accumulate inside the
structure to provide some warmth. The dog's breed, physical condition and age must be
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considered when determining whether a dog house meets its needs. The structure should:
Be raised at least two inches off the ground to prevent it from sitting in pooled water.
Be shaded during the hot weather months; during the winter, the doorway should
have a flap of windproof material to cover it.
Contain sufficient bedding, such as straw or wood shavings that are changed often
enough to remain dry and clean.
To ensure that a dog's water does not spill, a water pail should be attached to the dog house
with an "O" ring screw and a double end snap.
Food should be increased during the winter months to provide the extra calories necessary
for warmth, and water must be offered frequently to counteract freezing.
Tethering (chaining) a dog any tethering should be done for brief periods of time to allow a dog
some exercise. The dog should have access to shade and protection from rain and snow.
Problems associated with constant tethering:
Abnormally restrictive and can result in behavior problems.
Chains can get tangled and result in the dog's being strangled or dangerously restricted.
Exposes dogs to attack by other dogs and wildlife
Owners forget to check dog collars and they often become imbedded in the dog's neck. (This
is a case of neglect and the owner can be charged with cruelty under Section 353 of Article
26 of the Agriculture and Markets Law.)
As an alternative to tethering, to provide exercise only: NYSHA recommends placing a long cable
between two trees or poles. A ring can be attached to the cable and the dog's chain or lead
attached (clipped) to the ring.
Additional recommendations
The dog should have yearly veterinary exams to ensure the proper health and to provide
preventative shots and medications (such as rabies shots, heartworm blood tests, medication,
etc.).
The dog should be spayed or neutered. This will prevent the birth of additional litters and improve
the health and behavior of the dog.
Signs of neglect/cruelty what to look for
Appearance of animal: dull hair coat; thin (ribs showing, sunken-in flanks); hair loss; diarrhea; chronic
cough; heavy flea infestation with hair loss and scabs; bare ear tips and other body areas, indicating
sarcoptic mange.
IMPORTANT:Remember to check for collar which is too tight, and for overgrown or ingrown nails,
especially dewclaws, i.e., the "thumb nails" on the first digit, which tend to overgrow since they don't
contact the ground.
Housing Conditions: overturned water bowl (water should be in spill proof container); no evidence that
dog has been fed; no shelter from elements; ground covered with fecal matter.
Behavior: listless; depressed the animal does not respond to attention; excessively fearful; aggressive;
shy; constant scratching, biting at body, indicating heavy flea infestation or sarcoptic mange.
If any of the elements above are present, call a veterinarian to examine animals.
Cats

Terminology
Female - Queen
Male - Tom
Basic Animal Care Standards
Fresh, clean water in a spill proof container should be accessible at all times.
Should be fed at least once a day with a good quality cat food, based on feeding instructions on
package.
Indoor cats must be provided with litter pans and litter material, cleaned daily to prevent urine and
fecal buildup and odor.
Additional recommendations
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Should have yearly veterinary exams to ensure health of cat and to provide any necessary
medications and vaccinations against feline distemper, rabies, and (optional) feline leukemia.
The cat should be spayed or neutered. This will prevent the birth of additional litters and improve
the health and behavior of the cat.
NYSHA believes that a primary responsibility of a cat owner is to protect cats from outdoor hazards
by keeping them inside; however, if a cat is let outside or kept outside, it should have access to
proper shelter, such as a barn, garage, etc. Feline leukemia testing and vaccinations are strongly
recommended for outside cats.
Signs of neglect/cruelty - what to look for
Appearance of animal: runny nose and eyes; congested breathing; ear mites; sores from fighting; thin
body; matted fur; vomiting; diarrhea; parasites or allergies; hair loss.
Housing Conditions: no clean litter boxes; no clean water; no food available; no shelter; overcrowding
overcrowding causes stress and infectious disease.
Behavior: excessively aggressive; fearful; listless; unresponsive; selfmutilation; constant scratching,
biting at self.
If any of the elements above are present, call a veterinarian to examine animals.
Horses

Terminology
Female - Mare
Young female - Filly
Male - Stallion
Young male - Colt
Castrated male - Gelding
Basic Animal Care Standards
Fresh, clean water should be available at all times.
Should be fed as follows:
A complete hay diet consisting of Good quality hay (a 1000 pound horse will eat between
1/2 and 3/4 bale of hay per day; (for pony or small breed, 1/3 bale):
OR
A partial hay diet consisting of a sufficient supply of good hay ( 1/6 to 1/3 bale), along with
either oats, sweet feed, or other grain;
OR
A "complete" grain type feed for those horses who cannot eat hay because of health
problems.
Hay and grain should not be thrown on ground which could lead to infection/reinfection from
parasites, but rather placed in manger or hay rack, or in case of grain, in a bucket or suitable
container. All feed should be kept dry to avoid mold.
Salt blocks always should be available either white salt or preferably trace mineralized salt (red
blocks).
Should be provided with shelter that affords them protection from heavy rain, snow, and high wind.
The shelter should also provide sufficient shade in the summer.
Stalls can be box stalls (that is minimum 10' by 10' per horse) or straight stalls (only permits the
horse to stay in a straight alignment, that is, it can stand and lie, but cannot turn around.) If
confined to a straight stall, daily turnout should be provided. Natural light should be available and
horses should not be overcrowded.
Additional recommendations
Should be wormed every three months ideally, but minimally in the spring and fall.
At a minimum, should be vaccinated for rabies and tetanus on an annual basis; other vaccinations
as recommended by veterinarian.
Should receive proper hoof care. Hooves require trimming approximately every 8 to 12 weeks. A
horse does not always require horse shoes. Shoeing depends on the condition of the horse's feet,
the type of work the horse does, the road surface it travels on, and how often it travels. Teeth
should be checked annually and floated (filed down) if necessary.
Need to "graze" (i.e. have access to grass or hay). Ideally, hay should always be available whether
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inside or outside. The total time devoted to grazing and chewing hay should amount to
approximately 18 hours a day. (This should minimize wood chewing.)
Signs of neglect/cruelty - what to look for
Appearance of animal: thin (ribs and vertebrae prominent); halter and other harness or saddle sores
(check to see if halter has grown into the horse's head); halter should not be kept on constantly;
excessive hoof length (possibly with tips of hooves turned up); a hoof which is spongy on the bottom side
and has a foul odor; bite wounds from constant fighting resulting from stallions pastured together or with
mares.
Housing Conditions: no fresh water or food available; no shelter; overcrowded; no place to lie down;
excessive manure and urine buildup; standing on muddy ground with no dry areas.
Behavior: head down and unresponsive; inactive; indifferent to surroundings and visitors; excessively
fearful; displays excessive aggression toward other horses; odd standing behavior, such as standing on
one forefoot while holding the other forefoot up so that only the toe touches the ground, lying on the
ground excessively, standing with weight on hind quarters, resting chin on fence rail to get weight off
forefeet.
If any of the elements above are present, call a veterinarian to examine animals.
Cattle

Terminology
Female - Cow
Young female - Heifer (has not yet had a calf; after two years considered cow
even if never had a calf)
Male - Bull
Castrated male - Steer
Young animal, either sex - Calf
Basic Animal Care Standards
Fresh, clean water should be available at all times.
Should have good quality hay available or be able to graze at all times. Grain should be provided if
the animal is growing, pregnant, being milked.
Hay (with the exception of big bales) and grain should not be dumped on the ground, but rather
placed in manger or hay rack, or in case of grain, in a bucket, or other container.
All feed should be kept dry to avoid mold.
Salt blocks always should be available either white salt or preferably trace mineralized salt (red
blocks).
Should be provided with shelter that affords them protection from heavy rain, snow, and sun.
Facilities should be well ventilated.
Calves cannot digest hay or grass until 3 months old; so must be on milk and/or "calf starter" grain
until then.
Should have dry bedding can be sand, sawdust, shredded paper, straw, packed manure (if DRY). In
the winter, there should be enough bedding to provide insulation from the cold floor/ground.
Additional recommendations
Hoof trimming is not necessary unless the hooves are excessively long.
Should be vaccinated annually for rabies and other diseases, and dewormed according to veterinary
advice.
Signs of neglect/cruelty - what to look for
Appearance of animal: note that dairy cows are by nature "bony" in the hip area; however, one sign of an
emaciated dairy cow may be a protruding back bone and sunken eyes; udder is red, swollen, hot, or dark
blue or grey; milk is clotted or chunky or tinged with blood; bubbly gas from teat indicates severe
infection; tears in teats or udder resulting from cow stepping on them when getting up which indicates
poor husbandry (poor surface resulting in poor footing, no bedding.)
Housing Conditions: no place to exercise for adult animals; no dry place to lie down; no water or food;
overcrowded; strong ammonia odors (not just a manure odor) from lack of ventilation.
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Behavior: weak; minimally responsive; note that cattle who receive minimal handling (i.e. beef cows) will
be naturally fearful of humans.
If any of the elements above are present, call a veterinarian to examine animals.
Sheep

Terminology
Female - Ewe
Male - Ram
Castrated male - Wether
Young sheep of either sex - Lamb
Basic Animal Care Standards
Fresh, clean water should be available at all times.
Should have good quality hay and/or be able to graze at all times. Grain should be provided if the
animal is growing, pregnant, being milked. Note: grain can be oats, corn, or various mixtures, but
the mixture must say SHEEP feed because cow feed mixes have too much copper, which is
poisonous to sheep.
White salt or "sheep salt" block should be available at all times. (Avoid red salt block because it
contains excess copper.)
Should be provided with shelter that affords them protection from heavy rain, snow, high wind, and
sun, and a dry place to rest.
Additional recommendations
Should be wormed about 2-4 times a year to prevent disease. Lambs may need routine worming
over the summer about every six weeks, based on veterinary advice.
Veterinary care should include being vaccinated for rabies, enterotoxemia (over eating disease),
and tetanus once a year.
Should have hooves trimmed once a year.
Should be sheared each spring to prevent matting and overheating in the summer.
Signs of neglect/cruelty - what to look for
Appearance of animal: thin - note that, with an unshorn (unclipped) sheep, you must feel the body of the
animal to determine if it is underweight; maggots in genital area of unshorn female sheep; excessive hoof
length look to see of sides of hoof have overgrown and curled under the bottom of hoof; limping; animal
"walking" on knees.
Housing Conditions: lack of food, water, and shelter; overcrowding (insufficient manger space for the
number of sheep, a condition which causes the weakest sheep to be excluded from the food source).
Behavior: dull, minimally responsive; drooping head; animals rubbing up against objects in an effort to
relieve itching from lice (wool on objects that sheep rub against). Note that sheep are naturally fearful of
strangers.
If any of the elements above are present, call a veterinarian to examine animals.
Goats

Terminology
Female - Doe
Male - Buck
Castrated male - Wether
Young animal, either sex - Kid
Basic Animal Care Standards
Fresh, clean water should be available at all times.
Should have good quality hay available and/or be able to graze at all times. Grain should be
provided if the animal is growing, pregnant, being milked.
Salt block always should be available either white salt or trace mineralized salt (red block).
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Should be provided with shelter that affords them protection from heavy rain, snow, sun, and
drafts. There should be enough air circulation to control humidity without being drafty.
Sanitary conditions should be maintained (that is, dry, clean bedding). Kids are especially
susceptible to unsanitary conditions.
Additional recommendations
Should have hooves trimmed at least once a year.
Should be vaccinated for rabies, tetanus, and other diseases once a year. Should be dewormed 2-4
times a year to prevent disease.
Signs of neglect/cruelty - what to look for
Appearance of animal: excessive hoof length (look to see of sides of hoof have overgrown and curled
under the bottom of hoof); limping; animal "walking" on knees; swollen, hot, red udder, or dark blue or
grey, if gangrenous; milk showing chunks or discoloration; very thin (normally should feel slight padding
over bony areas.
Housing Conditions: too many animals to permit free movement; lack of food, water, and shelter;
overcrowding (insufficient manger space for the number of goats, a condition which causes the weakest
goats to be excluded from the food source); filth.
Behavior: dull, minimally responsive, not interested in surroundings (wellcared for goats are very friendly
and curious); drooping head; biting at themselves, rubbing on objects to relieve itching from lice; if
overcrowded, and bucks are present, can butt each other.
If any of the elements above are present, call a veterinarian to examine animals.
Pigs

Terminology
Female - Sow
Young female - Gilt (female that has not yet given birth)
Male - Boar
Castrated male - Barrow
Young weaned pig, either sex - Shoat
Basic Animal Care Standards
Fresh, clean water should be available at all times.
Should be fed complete pig ration at least twice a day; many complete pig rations are available on
the market today. In addition, they can be fed table leftovers that are free of any plastic spoons,
wrappers, animal bones, etc. as well as vegetables and fruits. Area should be large enough to allow
all animals access to food.
Don't need a salt block as long as they get a minimum of 1 to 2 pounds daily of a complete swine
ration.
Should be provided with shelter that protects them from rain, snow, and drafts. Concrete, sloped
pens that can be hosed down, expanded metal or slotted floors, or a clean, bedded pen are
necessary for housing. If they are kept on concrete, they should be offered a forkful of sod once a
week to chew on. Straw should be used in cold weather to help keep them warm.
IMPORTANT:In the summer, shade is extremely important; if they are not provided with sufficient
shade, pigs may die of heat exhaustion. They should have some method to cool them in the heat:
a lawn sprinkler or some other cooling method. It is NOT acceptable to have them in the mud
constantly because of the parasite potential. An occasional mudbath is very enjoyable for them, but
pigs should have a dry area available to them.
Shelter should allow enough room so that the pigs are not overcrowded.
Hoof care is not needed.
Additional recommendations
Should be wormed twice a year and receive shots based on veterinarian's recommendations (including
rabies in endemic areas).
Signs of neglect/cruelty - what to look for
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Appearance of animal: droopy/straight tail can indicate ill health (happy, healthy, pigs have a tightly
curled tail); thinness; scratching (usually indicates presence of lice); limping. (If you see any of these
signs, contact a veterinarian to examine animals.)
Housing Conditions: filthy, muddy, sloppy, manure and trashladen pens; lack of ventilation; lack of light;
their sense of smell is extremely sensitive, so ammonia fumes causes discomfort; no dry areas for them
to be dry and clean; overcrowded leads to disease and sickness in pigs, and will prevent the weaker ones
from gaining access to food sources.
Behavior: dull, minimally responsive, listless, not interested in surroundings; drooping head. Note that
pigs are shy with strangers.
If any of the elements above are present, call a veterinarian to examine animals.
Rabbits

Terminology
Female - Doe
Male - Buck
Basic Animal Care Standards
Fresh, clean water should be accessible at all times. Water should be placed in water containers
especially made to hang on side of hutch. In the winter, if rabbits are outside, water should be
changed often to prevent freezing.
Should have constant access to food. Should be fed pelleted rabbit food, along with small quantities
of raw carrots, pieces of apple; alfalfa and other hay may also be provided.
They may be fed fresh grass, but too much fresh grass may cause rabbits to suffer from severe
diarrhea which could lead to death. Rabbit pellets must be stored to prevent exposure to moisture
and light which causes vitamin loss.
Must have access to pieces of hard wood or dog biscuits to gnaw on so that they can keep their
teeth worn down to a proper size to allow them to chew properly.
Should be provided with shelter that protects them from snow, rain, extreme cold, and wind.
Wintertime subfreezing temperatures can cause death by freezing. In the summertime, shade is
extremely important direct sun and heat can kill rabbits quickly.
Rabbit hutches should be cleaned daily. Hutch should have a box approximately 12" by 12" with
dry bedding. The rest of the hutch should have a wire mesh (1/2") floor. The hutch should be
raised off the floor to allow the feces to fall through. This is necessary because rabbits eat their
feces, and in captivity, parasite levels can become fatal.
To prevent overcrowding and further breeding, each hutch should only contain one adult rabbit, or
two adults of the same sex if they get along, or an adult female with her litter.
Veterinary care as needed to check for diseases, parasites, and intestinal impaction due to hairballs
or other foreign matter, also check for malalignment of teeth.
Signs of neglect/cruelty - what to look for
Appearance of animal: thin; fur in poor condition; sores from scratching; portions of ears missing because
of frostbite or because they were bitten off from overcrowding.
Housing Conditions: overcrowded conditions; must be sufficient space to permit all rabbits (including
smaller ones) access to food.
Behavior: dull, minimally responsive, not interested in surroundings, depressed. Most rabbits are naturally
shy of strangers.
If any of the elements above are present, call a veterinarian to examine animals.
Birds

Terminology
Female - hen
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Male - cock
Basic Animal Care Standards
Fresh, clean water should be available at all times.
Should have access to bird seed at all times. Seed container should be checked to ensure that it
really contains seed and is not filled with the empty seed shells. Bird seed must be supplemented
with calcium easiest way is to provide them with ground, dry dog food in addition to their seed.
Should have a perch to rest on.
Should have access to "cuttlebone" or some other type of material that allows the bird to sharpen
its beak.
Should be provided with a cage that allows them to move about freely. Cage should be placed in
area free from drafts. Room in which birds are kept should be temperate in temperature - not too
hot and not too cold.
Cage should be cleaned on a regular basis to prevent buildup of feces and to prevent diseases.
Additional recommendations
Veterinary care for routine beak trimming as needed; also to check for respiratory and intestinal
diseases.
Signs of neglect/cruelty - what to look for
Appearance of animal: feathers fluffed up (indicates fever, illness, or that room temperature is too low.);
hard to tell if emaciated, but best indicator is to feel the bird's breast bone to determine if it is too
prominent.
Housing Conditions: overcrowding (weaker birds bullied and pecked by dominant ones); filthy cage; no
fresh water or food.
Behavior: dull, minimally responsive, not interested in surroundings, depressed; drooping; "hunched" with
feathers fluffed.
If any of the elements above are present, call a veterinarian to examine animals.
Chickens/Ducks/Geese
Terminology
Chickens Ducks
Female - hen
Male -

rooster

Young - chick

Geese

duck

goose

drake

gander

duckling gosling

Basic Animal Care Standards
Fresh, clean water should be available at all times.
Should have commercial chicken/duck food available at all times. Should be provided with a source
of calcium, such as ground oyster shells, and a small amount of gravel.
Should be provided with shelter that protects them from snow, rain, extreme cold, and wind. In the
summertime, shade is extremely important chickens/ducks/geese can die of heat exhaustion.
Shelter should be properly ventilated to minimize ammonia odor; fans can be used to cool the
birds. In the wintertime, must be kept warm enough to prevent rooster's combs from becoming
frost bitten. This can be done with heat lamps to keep the temperature above 32 degrees it the
water doesn't freeze, the temperature is OK.
Shelter should provide the birds with a place to roost and should be cleaned on a regular basis.
Additional recommendations
Poultry raised on the ground need to be wormed at least once a year.
Veterinary care as needed. Look for respiratory diseases (eyes seem half shut, breathing sounds
raspy or rattling) and for diarrhea. Healthy birds should not have fecal matter matting the feathers
around their hind quarters.
Signs of neglect/cruelty what to look for
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Appearance of animal: thin (feel the breastbone to see if it is prominent); unkempt feathers (healthy
birds keep their feathers clean); frostbitten combs and wattles (red skin under chicken's chin); feather
picking; abrasions because of overcrowding.
Housing Conditions: overcrowding this can be fatal in chickens; too hot or too cold for safety of birds.
Behavior: dull, minimally responsive, not interested in surroundings, depressed; openmouth breathing if
respiratory diseases are present, if conditions are too hot, or when stressed.
If any of the elements above are present, call a veterinarian to examine animals.
Gerbils/Guinea Pigs/Hamsters/Mice/Rats

Terminology
Female - Sow
Male - Boar
Young - Piglets
Basic Animal Care Standards
Should have access to fresh, clean water at all times, preferably from water bottle hanging from
side of cage.
Should have a good quality food as appropriate for the species, usually a seed/pellet mixture.
Guinea pigs require a pelleted food fortified with Vitamin C. Rabbit food should not be used for any
of these small animals. Fresh vegetables are important in a guinea pig diet, but should be given in
very small amounts to others.
Should have an odor free, dry, commercially prepared absorbent bedding or shavings. If guinea
pigs are housed on wire mesh, it should not be larger than ½” x ½“ mesh.
Should have something to gnaw on, such as a piece of untreated wood or branches from fruit
(unsprayed), willow or maple trees.
Females should be kept separate from males, except for breeding purposes.
Additional recommendations
Should have a small box to hide in, especially guinea pigs.
Signs of neglect/cruelty what to look for
Appearance of animal: fur standing on end, or wet, or matted; runny eyes and nose; thin; wet rump;
evidence of fighting, such as bite marks around eyes, ears or rump; diarrhea.
Housing Conditions: filthy cage; wet bedding and strong odor; lack of water and food (look under
bedding, as all but guinea pigs may take food from dish and hoard it); overcrowded quarters; too hot a
location.
Note:after they are 3 months old, hamsters should be housed alone.
Behavior: unresponsive; animals fighting with each other.
If any of the elements above are present, call a veterinarian to examine animals.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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7. Various NYS Laws Dealing with Animals
In this section, we have included selected sections of laws from Agriculture and Markets Law,
Environmental Conservation Law, General Business Law, Penal Law, and Vehicle and Traffic Law that deal
with causing harm or suffering to animals. In the section entitled "NYSHA's notes," we offer insights
gained from practical experience in this field. We have also included a section of USDA law that may be
relevant when NYS laws are being violated.
Note that in charging a person with violations of Article 26 of the Agriculture and Markets law dealing with
animal cruelty, the number of charges you bring depends on the number of animals involved or the
number of individual acts of cruelty. Thus, if you have a violation of Section 353, failing to provide proper
sustenance, food or water, and you find 10 animals in that situation, then you have 10 violations of that
section, or if you determine that a dog has been beaten on five different occasions, you could have 5
violations of Section 353.
Where the violation of an animalrelated law in one area of law, such as Penal Law, indicates a violation of
an animal cruelty statute in Agriculture and Markets law, we have provided a reference to the additional
law that might be in violation. If your investigation indicates that to be the case, the additional violations
can be added to your original charge.
IMPORTANT NOTE: As we said at the beginning of this manual, in any case where the reader has a
question regarding the intent of the laws and/or legal proceeding discussed in this section or any other
section of this manual, or their legal rights and duties in the situations described in this section or any
other section of this manual, they should consult an attorney for advice BEFORE proceeding.
We have provided Article 26 of the Agriculture and Markets Law as well as other laws which
are current as of April 1996. We have annotated them with notes based on our experience and
provided cross references to other laws that may have been violated – in the belief that this
information will be of assistance to you.
However, laws may change each year. Thus, to stay current, with the animal cruelty laws and
dog control laws, you can order updated copies free of charge from the Agriculture and
Markets Department each year and keep them with this manual.

Contact: NYS Department of Agriculture
Animal Industries
1 Winners Circle, Albany, NY 12235
(518) 457-3502
New York laws regarding cruelty, dog control, licensing, inspections of
animal shelters.
New York State Laws Reference
New York State Agriculture & Markets Law
Article 7... LICENSING, IDENTIFICATION, AND CONTROL OF DOGS
New York State Agriculture & Markets Law
Article 25B... ABANDONED ANIMALS
New York State Agriculture & Markets Law
Article 26... ANIMALS
Environmental Conservation Law
Article 11... FISH AND WILDLIFE
Title 1 – Short Title, Definitions, General Provisions
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Environmental Conservation Law
Article 11... FISH AND WILDLIFE
Title 11 – Trapping
Environmental Conservation Law
NEW YORK CODE OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
Chapter III Air Resources
Part 211 General Prohibitions
General Business Law
Article 35D... SALE OF DOGS AND CATS
New York State Penal Law
Article 130... SEX OFFENSES
New York State Penal Law
Article 180... BRIBERY NOT INVOLVING PUBLIC SERVANTS AND RELATED OFFENSES
New York State Penal Law
Article 195... OFFICIAL MISCONDUCT AND OBSTRUCTION OF PUBLIC SERVANTS
GENERALLY
Vehicle and Traffic Law
Article 22... ACCIDENTS
Vehicle and Traffic Law
Article 26... RIGHT OF WAY
Regulations Relating to Movement and Transfer of Horses and Other Equidae
USDA Law and Animal Cruelty
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURE & MARKETS LAW
Article 7
LICENSING, IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL OF DOGS
Sec. 123. Dangerous Dogs
1. Any person who witnesses an attack or threatened attack, or in the case of a minor, an adult acting
on behalf of such minor, may make a complaint of an attack or threatened attack upon a person,
companion animal as defined in section three hundred fifty of this chapter, farm animal as defined
in such section three hundred fifty, or a domestic animal as defined in subdivision seven of section
one hundred eight of this article to a dog control officer or police officer of the appropriate
municipality. Such officer shall immediately inform the complainant of his or her right to commence
a proceeding as provided in subdivision two of this section and, if there is reason to believe the dog
is a dangerous dog, the officer shall forthwith commence such proceeding himself or herself.
2. Any person who witnesses an attack or threatened attack, or in the case of a minor, an adult acting
on behalf of such minor, may, and any dog control officer or police officer as provided in subdivision
one of this section shall, make a complaint under oath or affirmation to any municipal judge or
justice of such attack or threatened attack. Thereupon, the judge or justice shall immediately
determine if there is probable cause to believe the dog is a dangerous dog and, if so, shall issue an
order to any dog control officer, peace officer, acting pursuant to his or her special duties, or police
officer directing such officer to immediately seize such dog and hold the same pending judicial
determination as provided in this section. Whether or not the judge or justice finds there is
probable cause for such seizure, he or she shall, within five days and upon written notice of not
less than two days to the owner of the dog, hold a hearing on the complaint. The petitioner shall
have the burden at such hearing to prove the dog is a "dangerous dog" by clear and convincing
evidence. If satisfied that the dog is a dangerous dog, the judge or justice shall then order
neutering or spaying of the dog, microchipping of the dog and one or more of the following as
deemed appropriate under the circumstances and as deemed necessary for the protection of the
public:
(a) evaluation of the dog by a certified applied behaviorist, a board certified veterinary behaviorist,
or another recognized expert in the field and completion of training or other treatment as deemed
appropriate by such expert. The owner of the dog shall be responsible for all costs associated with
evaluations and training ordered under this section;
(b) secure, humane confinement of the dog for a period of time and in a manner deemed
appropriate by the court but in all instances in a manner designed to: (1) prevent escape of the
dog, (2) protect the public from unauthorized contact with the dog, and (3) to protect the dog from
the elements pursuant to section three hundred fifty-three-b of this chapter. Such confinement
shall not include lengthy periods of tying or chaining;
(c) restraint of the dog on a leash by an adult of at least twenty-one years of age whenever the
dog is on public premises;
(d) muzzling the dog whenever it is on public premises in a manner that will prevent it from biting
any person or animal, but that shall not injure the dog or interfere with its vision or respiration; or
(e) maintenance of a liability insurance policy in an amount determined by the court, but in no
event in excess of one hundred thousand dollars for personal injury or death resulting from an
attack by such dangerous dog.
3. Upon a finding that a dog is dangerous, the judge or justice may order humane euthanasia or
permanent confinement of the dog if one of the following aggravating circumstances is established
at the judicial hearing held pursuant to subdivision two of this section:
(a) the dog, without justification, attacked a person causing serious physical injury or death; or
(b) the dog has a known vicious propensity as evidenced by a previous unjustified attack on a
person, which caused serious physical injury or death; or
(c) the dog, without justification, caused serious physical injury or death to a companion animal,
farm animal or domestic animal, and has, in the past two years, caused unjustified physical injury
or death to a companion or farm animal as evidenced by a "dangerous dog" finding pursuant to the
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4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.
11.

12.

provisions of this section. An order of humane euthanasia shall not be carried out until expiration of
the thirty day period provided for in subdivision five of this section for filing a notice of appeal,
unless the owner of the dog has indicated to the judge in writing, his or her intention to waive his
or her right to appeal. Upon filing of a notice of appeal, the order shall be automatically stayed
pending the outcome of the appeal.
A dog shall not be declared dangerous if the court determines the conduct of the dog (a) was
justified because the threat, injury or damage was sustained by a person who at the time was
committing a crime or offense upon the owner or custodian of the dog or upon the property of the
owner or custodian of the dog; (b) was justified because the injured, threatened or killed person
was tormenting, abusing, assaulting or physically threatening the dog or its offspring, or has in the
past tormented, abused, assaulted or physically threatened the dog or its offspring; (c) was
justified because the dog was responding to pain or injury, or was protecting itself, its owner,
custodian, or a member of its household, its kennels or its offspring; or was justified because the
injured, threatened or killed companion animal, farm animal or domestic animal was attacking or
threatening to attack the dog or its offspring. Testimony of a certified applied behaviorist, a board
certified veterinary behaviorist, or another recognized expert shall be relevant to the court's
determination as to whether the dog's behavior was justified pursuant to the provisions of this
subdivision.
(a) The owner of a dog found to be a "dangerous dog" pursuant to this section may appeal such
determination, and/or the court's order concerning disposition of the dog to the court having
jurisdiction to hear civil appeals in the county where the "dangerous dog" finding was made. The
owner shall commence such appeal by filing a notice of appeal with the appropriate court within
thirty days of the final order pursuant to this section. Court rules governing civil appeals in the
appropriate jurisdiction shall govern the appeal of a determination under this section.
(b) Upon filing a notice of appeal from an order of humane euthanasia pursuant to this section,
such order shall be automatically stayed pending final determination of any appeal. In all other
circumstances, the owner of the dog may make application to the court to issue a stay of
disposition pending determination of the appeal.
The owner of a dog who, through any act or omission, negligently permits his or her dog to bite a
person, service dog, guide dog or hearing dog causing physical injury shall be subject to a civil
penalty not to exceed four hundred dollars in addition to any other applicable penalties.
The owner of a dog who, through any act or omission, negligently permits his or her dog to bite a
person causing serious physical injury shall be subject to a civil penalty not to exceed one thousand
five hundred dollars in addition to any other applicable penalties. Any such penalty may be reduced
by any amount which is paid as restitution by the owner of the dog to the person or persons
suffering serious physical injury as compensation for unreimbursed medical expenses, lost earnings
and other damages resulting from such injury.
The owner of a dog who, through any act or omission, negligently permits his or her dog, which
had previously been determined to be dangerous pursuant to this article, to bite a person causing
serious physical injury, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not more than
three thousand dollars, or by a period of imprisonment not to exceed ninety days, or by both such
fine and imprisonment in addition to any other applicable penalties. Any such fine may be reduced
by any amount which is paid as restitution by the owner of the dog to the person or persons
suffering serious physical injury as compensation for unreimbursed medical expenses, lost earnings
and other damages resulting from such injury.
If any dog, which had previously been determined by a judge or justice to be a dangerous dog, as
defined in section one hundred eight of this article, shall without justification kill or cause the death
of any person who is peaceably conducting himself or herself in any place where he or she may
lawfully be, regardless of whether such dog escapes without fault of the owner, the owner shall be
guilty of a class A misdemeanor in addition to any other penalties.
The owner or lawful custodian of a dangerous dog shall, except in the circumstances enumerated in
subdivisions four and eleven of this section, be strictly liable for medical costs resulting from injury
caused by such dog to a person, companion animal, farm animal or domestic animal.
The owner shall not be liable pursuant to subdivision six, seven, eight, nine or ten of this section if
the dog was coming to the aid or defense of a person during the commission or attempted
commission of a murder, robbery, burglary, arson, rape in the first degree as defined in subdivision
one or two of section 130.35 of the penal law, criminal sexual act in the first degree as defined in
subdivision one or two of section 130.50 of the penal law or kidnapping within the dwelling or upon
the real property of the owner of the dog and the dog injured or killed the person committing such
criminal activity.
Nothing contained in this section shall limit or abrogate any claim or cause of action any person
who is injured by a dog with a vicious disposition or a vicious propensity may have under common
law or by statute. The provisions of this section shall be in addition to such common law and
statutory remedies.
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13. Nothing contained in this section shall restrict the rights and powers derived from the provisions of
title four of article twenty-one of the public health law relating to rabies and any rule and
regulation adopted pursuant thereto.
14. Persons owning, possessing or harboring dangerous dogs shall report the presence of such
dangerous dogs pursuant to section two hundred nine-cc of the general municipal law.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURE & MARKETS LAW
Article 25B
ABANDONED ANIMALS
Sec. 331. Abandonment of certain animals.
Sec. 332. Disposition.
331. Abandonment of certain animals.
An animal is deemed to be abandoned when it is placed in the custody of a veterinarian, veterinary
hospital, boarding kennel owner or operator, stable owner or operator, or any other person for treatment,
board or care and:
1. Having been placed in such custody for a specified period of time the animal is not removed at the
end of such specified period and a notice to remove the animal within ten days thereafter has been
given to the person who placed the animal in such custody, by means of registered letter mailed to
the last known address of such person; or
2. Having been placed in such custody for an unspecified period of time the animal is not removed
within twenty days after notice to remove the animal has been given to the person who placed the
animal in such custody, by means of a registered letter mailed to the last known address of such
person.
3. The giving of notice as prescribed in this section shall be deemed a waiver of any lien on the animal
for the treatment, board or care of the animal but shall not relieve the owner of the animal
removed of his contractual liability for such treatment, board or care furnished.
332. Disposition.
Any person having in his care, custody or control any abandoned animal, as defined in section three
hundred thirty-one of this article, may deliver such animal to any duly incorporated society for the
prevention of cruelty to animals or any duly incorporated humane society having facilities for the care and
eventual disposition of such animals, or, in the case of dogs, cats and other small animals, to any pound
maintained by or under contract or agreement with any county, city, town or village within which such
animal was abandoned. The person with whom the animal was abandoned shall, however, on the day of
divesting himself of possession thereof, notify the person who had placed such animal in his custody of
the name and address of the animal society or pound to which the animal has been delivered, such notice
to be by registered letter mailed to the last known address of the person intended to be so notified. If an
animal is not claimed by its owner within five daysafter being so delivered to such duly incorporated
society for the prevention of cruelty to animals, or duly incorporated humane society, or pound, such
animal may at any time thereafter be placed for adoption in a suitable home or euthanized in accordance
with the provisions of section three hundred seventy four of this chapter. In no event, however, shall the
use of a decompression chamber or decompression device of any kind be used for the purpose of
destroying or disposing of such animal. (emphasis added)

NYSHA's notes on Article 25B, Sections 331 and 332
If an owner has placed an animal in one of the aforementioned facilities
(custody of veterinarian, veterinary hospital, boarding kennel owner or
operator, stable owner or operator, or any other person for treatment, board
or care) for a specified period of time, the owner must remove the animal
from the facility within ten days from the time that he receives a notice by
means of registered mail.
If the animals was placed in one of the aforementioned facilities for an
unspecified period of time, the owner has twenty days to remove the animal
after being given notice by registered mail.
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If the owner does not redeem his animal within the specified period of time,
the owner/operator of the boarding facility may deliver the animal to any
humane society or SPCA having facilities to care for the animals, or in the
case of dogs or cats, to a facility within such town or village where the
animal was abandoned. The owner/operator of the boarding facility shall
then notify the animal's owner as to where the animal was placed.
Additional laws to consider:
See Article 26 Section 355, which deals with animals being abandoned in a
public place by the animal's owner or other person in charge of the animal.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURE & MARKETS LAW
Article 26
ANIMALS
Section
350. Definitions
351. Prohibition of animal fighting
353. Overdriving, torturing and injuring animals; failing to provide proper sustenance
353a. Aggravated cruelty to animals
353b. Appropriate shelter for dogs left outdoors
353c. Electrocution of fur-bearing animals prohibited
353d. Confinement of companion animals in vehicles: extreme temperatures
353e. Companion animal grooming facilities; prohibited practices
353f. Companion animal piercing and tattooing prohibited
354. Sale of baby chicks and baby rabbits
355. Abandonment of animals
356. Failing to provide proper food and drink to impounded animal
357. Selling or offering to sell or exposing diseased animal
358. Selling disabled horses
358a. Live animals as prizes prohibited
359. Carrying animal in a cruel manner
359a. Transportation of horses
360. Poisoning or attempting to poison animals
361. Interference with or injury to certain domestic animals
362. Throwing substance injurious to animals in public place
363. Unauthorized possession of dogs presumptive evidence of larceny
364. Running horses on highway
365. Clipping or cutting the ears of dogs
366. Dog stealing
366a. Removing, seizing or transporting dogs for research purposes
367. Leaving state to avoid provisions of this article
368. Operating upon tails of horses unlawful
369. Interference with officers
370. Protection of the public from attack by wild animals and reptiles
371. Powers of peace officers
372. Issuance of warrants upon complaint
373. Seizure of animals lost, strayed, homeless, abandoned or improperly confined or kept
374. Humane destruction or other disposition of animals lost, strayed, homeless, abandoned or
improperly confined or kept
375. Officer may take possession of animals or implements used in fights among animals
376. Disposition of animals or implements used in fights among animals
377. Disposal of dead animals
377a. Spaying and neutering of dogs and cats
378. Unlawful tampering with animal research
379. Prohibition of the selling of fur, hair, skin or flesh of a dog or cat
350. Definitions
1. "Animal" as used in this article, includes every living creature except a human being.
2. "Torture" or "cruelty" includes every act, omission, or neglect, whereby unjustifiable physical pain,
suffering or death is caused or permitted.
3. "Adoption" means the delivery to any natural person eighteen years of age or older, for the limited
purpose of harboring a pet, of any dog or cat, seized or surrendered.
4. "Farm animal," as used in this article, means any ungulate, poultry, species of cattle, sheep, swine,
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goats, llamas, horses or furbearing animals, as defined in section 111907 of the Environmental
Conservation Law, which are raised for commercial or subsistence purposes. Furbearing animals
shall not include dogs or cats.
5. "Companion animal" or "pet," means any dog or cat, and shall also mean any other domesticated
animal normally maintained in or near the household of the owner or person who cares for such
other domesticated animal. "Pet" or "companion animal " shall not include a "farm animal," as
defined in this section.
351. Prohibition of animal fighting
1. For purposes of this section, the term "animal fighting" shall mean any fight between cocks or other
birds, or between dogs, bulls, bears or any other animals, or between any such animal and a
person or persons, except in exhibitions of a kind commonly featured at rodeos.
2. Any person who engages in any of the following conduct is guilty of a felony punishable by
imprisonment for a period not to exceed four years, or by a fine not to exceed twenty-five
thousand dollars, or by both such fine and imprisonment:
a. For amusement or gain, causes any animal to engage in animal fighting; or
b. Trains any animal under circumstances evincing an intent that such animal engage in animal
fighting for amusement or gain; or
c. Breeds, sells or offers for sale any animal under circumstances evincing an intent that such
animal engage in animal fighting; or
d. Permits any act described in paragraph (a), (b) or (c) of this subdivision to occur on
premises under his control; or
e. Owns, possesses or keeps any animal trained to engage in animal fighting on premises
where an exhibition of animal fighting is being conducted under circumstances evincing an
intent that such animal engage in animal fighting.
3. (a) Any person who engages in conduct specified in paragraph (b) of this subdivision is guilty of a
misdemeanor and is punishable by imprisonment for a period not to exceed one year, or by a fine
not to exceed fifteen thousand dollars, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
(b) The owning, possessing or keeping of any animal under circumstances evincing an intent that
such animal engage in animal fighting.
4. (a) Any person who engages in conduct specified in paragraph (b) hereof is guilty of a
misdemeanor and is punishable by imprisonment for a period not to exceed one year, or by a fine
not to exceed one thousand dollars, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
(b) The knowing presence as a spectator having paid an admission fee or having made a wager at
any place where an exhibition of animal fighting is being conducted.
5. (a) Any person who engages in the conduct specified in paragraph (b) of this subdivision is guilty of
a class B misdemeanor punishable by imprisonment for a period not to exceed three months, or by
a fine not to exceed five hundred dollars, or by both such fine and imprisonment. Any person who
engages in the conduct specified in paragraph (b) of this subdivision after having been convicted
within the previous five years of a violation of this subdivision or subdivision four of this section is
guilty of a misdemeanor and is punishable by imprisonment for a period not to exceed one year, or
by a fine not to exceed one thousand dollars, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
(b) The knowing presence as a spectator at any place where an exhibition of animal fighting is
being conducted.
6. (a) Any person who intentionally owns, possesses, sells, transfers or manufactures animal fighting
paraphernalia with the intent to engage in or otherwise promote or facilitate animal fighting as
defined in subdivision one of this section is guilty of a class B misdemeanor punishable by
imprisonment for a period of up to ninety days, or by a fine not to exceed five hundred dollars, or
by both such fine and imprisonment. Any person who engages in the conduct specified in this
subdivision after having been convicted within the previous five years of a violation of this
subdivision is guilty of a misdemeanor and is punishable by imprisonment for a period not to
exceed one year, or by a fine not to exceed one thousand dollars, or by both such fine and
imprisonment.
(b) For purposes of this section, animal fighting paraphernalia shall mean equipment, products, or
materials of any kind that are used, intended for use, or designed for use in the training,
preparation, conditioning or furtherance of animal fighting. Animal fighting paraphernalia includes
the following:
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i. A breaking stick, which means a device designed for insertion behind the molars of a dog for
the purpose of breaking the dog's grip on another animal or object;
ii. A cat mill, which means a device that rotates around a central support with one arm
designed to secure a dog and one arm designed to secure a cat, rabbit, or other small
animal beyond the grasp of the dog;
iii. A treadmill, which means an exercise device consisting of an endless belt on which the
animal walks or runs without changing places;
iv. A springpole, which means a biting surface attached to a stretchable device, suspended at a
height sufficient to prevent a dog from reaching the biting surface while touching the
ground;
v. A fighting pit, which means a walled area, or otherwise defined area, designed to contain an
animal fight;
vi. Any other instrument commonly used in the furtherance of pitting an animal against another
animal.

NYSHA's notes on Section 351
It is a Class E Felony for a person to engage in the promotion of animal
fighting.
Or cause any animal to engage in animal fighting.
Or train any animal with the intent that the animal engage in
fighting.
Or permit animals to be fought or trained for fighting on his
premises (the person doesn't have to be involved in the training or
fighting to be guilty of the felony).
Or own, possess or keep any animal trained to engage in fighting
on premises where fighting is being conducted and where it is
clear that the person intends to engage the animal in fighting (a
person doesn't have to be caught actually fighting the animal.)
It is a Class A Misdemeanor for a person to own, possess or keep any
animal that he intends to engage in fighting (the person doesn't have to
actually be fighting the animal or be present at the location where the
animals are being fought).
It is also a Class A Misdemeanor to be a spectator who has paid an
admission fee or made a wager.
Additional laws to consider:
See Article-26 Section 353 which deals with causing and permitting suffering
of animals. Persons engaging in 351, 2a-2d can be charged with a violation
of Section 353 for causing animal suffering. Also, persons who are present at
a dog fight can additionally be charged under Section 353 for permitting
animal suffering.
353. Overdriving, torturing and injuring animals; failure to provide proper sustenance
A person who overdrives, overloads, tortures or cruelly beats or unjustifiably injures, maims, mutilates or
kills any animal, whether wild or tame, and whether belonging to himself or to another, or deprives any
animal of necessary sustenance, food or drink, or neglects or refuses to furnish it such sustenance or
drink, or causes, procures or permits any animal to be overdriven, overloaded, tortured, cruelly beaten, or
unjustifiably injured, maimed, mutilated or killed, or to be deprived of necessary food or drink, or who
willfully sets on foot, instigates, engages in, or in any way furthers any act of cruelty to any animal, or
any act tending to produce such cruelty, is guilty of a class (A) misdemeanor and for purposes of
paragraph (b) of subdivision one of section 160.10 of the criminal procedure law, shall be treated as a
misdemenor defined in the penal law.

NYSHA's notes on Section 353
The majority of cruelty cases that you will investigate will most likely fall
under this section which applies to all animals, whether tame or wild.
Although this section is not specific about any one type of cruelty, it may be
used for a dog being locked in a hot car, beating or unjustifiably killing an
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animal, or failure to provide proper sustenance, such as food, water, shelter
and veterinary care.
When considering whether to bring cruelty charges, keep in mind the
following with regard to ownership of the animal:
The person(s) who have charge, control or custody of an animal at the time
the cruelty is committed can be held liable on a cruelty charge. Those
persons may or may not include the owner. The following are examples:
Example 1:
A person boards his horse at a boarding stable and agrees to pay a set fee
per month for food. After a couple months, the owner states he cannot pay
the full fee and tells the boarding stable to cut down on the horse food, and
the stable owner complies. As a result, the horse becomes very thin and is
starving. In this case, both the boarding stable owner and the owner of the
horse are liable for the condition of the animal and subsequent cruelty
charges. Despite the fact that the boarding stable owner was not getting
paid, under the law, the stable owner as well as the owner of the horse is
responsible for the horse, and that means taking proper care of the horse.
Ownership alone does not place the person in actual control of the animal for
example, - a person who places his animal in a kennel relinquishes control
temporarily. If, however, the owner is aware of the poor condition of his
animals and fails to take appropriate action to prevent the cruel
circumstances from continuing, he will be liable. Any person in charge of an
animal, regardless of whether or not he is the owner of said animal, cannot
permit an animal to suffer. If he does, he is liable to be charged with a
violation of Section 353. (People v. Arcidicono, 1974, 79 Misc. 2d 242, 360
N.Y.S 2d 156. See the "Appendix of Case Law" section of this manual.)
Example 2:
A person calls to report that the birds in a pet shop are not receiving proper
care. The water container is filled with bird excrement, the cage is dirty, and
the birds appear thin.
Find out who is responsible for the care of the birds. Perhaps both the owner
of the shop and employee should be charged. The person(s) responsible for
the state of the birds is violating Section by virtue of the conditions. The
owner, employee, or both are guilty of depriving the birds of necessary
sustenance, food or drink.
Additional laws to consider:
If you have a situation where the quality of the air is being impacted as a
result of the conditions of the animals, consider contacting the Department of
Environmental Conservation. (See the New York Code of Rules and
Regulations, Chapter III Air Resources, relevant to air quality in the
Environmental Conservation laws in this section.)
Also, contact the Environmental Conservation Department if any wildlife is
involved in the case.
Case Law relevant to Section 353:
Deprivation of necessary sustenance Mudge v. State, 1944, 45 N.Y.S. 2d 896.
See Appendix I, "Selected Case Law Related to Animals" section of this
manual.
Overloading or Overdriving/Malicious Acts/Neglect People v. O'Rourke and
Robert Greene, 1975, 83 Misc.2d 175, 369 N.Y.S. 2d 335, motion denied 83
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Misc.2d 51, 371 N.Y.S. 2d 603. See Appendix I, "Selected Case Law Related
to Animals" section of this manual.
Torture (formerly under Penal Law) People v. Koogan, 1939, 256 App.Div.
1078, 11 N.Y.S. 2d 49. See Appendix I, "Selected Case Law Related to
Animals" section of this manual.
Constitutionality of Section 353 People v. Bunt, 1983, 118 Misc.2d 904. See
Appendix I, "Selected Case Law Related to Animals" section of this manual.
353a. Aggravated cruelty to animals
1. A person is guilty of aggravated cruelty to animals when, with no justifiable purpose, he or she
intentionally kills or intentionally causes serious physical injury to a companion animal with
aggravated cruelty. For purposed of this section, "aggravated cruelty " shall mean conduct which:
i. is intended to cause extreme physical pain; or
ii. is done or carried out in an especially depraved or sadistic manner.
2. Nothing contained in this section shall be construed to prohibit or interfere in any way with anyone
lawfully engaged in hunting, trapping, or fishing, as provided in article eleven of the environmental
conservation law, the dispatch of rabid or diseased animals, as provided in article twenty-one of
the public health law, or the dispatch of animals posing a threat to human safety or other animals
where such action is otherwise legally authorized, or any properly conducted scientific tests,
experiments, or investigations involving the use of living animals, performed or conducted in
laboratories or institutions approved for such purposes by the commissioner of health pursuant to
section three hundred fifty-three of this article.
3. aggravated cruelty to animals is a felony. A defendant convicted of this offense shall be sentenced
pursuant to paragraph (b) of subdivision one of section 55.10 of the penal law provided, however,
that any term of imprisonment imposed for violation of this section shall be definite sentence,
which may not exceed two years.
353b. Appropriate shelter for dogs left outdoors
1. For purposes of this section:
a. "Physical Condition " shall include any special medical needs of a dog due to disease, illness,
injury, age or breed about which the owner or person with custody or control of the dog
should reasonably be aware.
b. "Inclement weather " shall mean weather conditions that are likely to adversely affect the
health or safety of the dog, including but not limited to rain, sleet, ice, snow, wind, or
extreme heat and cold.
c. "Dogs that are left outdoors " shall mean dogs that are outdoors in inclement weather
without ready access to, or the ability to enter, a house, apartment building, office building,
or any other permanent structure that complies with the standards enumerated in paragraph
(b) of subdivision three of this section.
2. (a) Any person who owns or has custody or control of a dog that is left outdoors shall provide it
with shelter appropriate to its breed, physical condition and the climate. Any person who knowingly
violates the provisions of this section shall be guilty of a violation, punishable by a fine of not less
than fifty dollars nor more than one hundred dollars for a first offense, and a fine of not less than
one hundred dollars nor more than two hundred fifty dollars for a second and subsequent offenses.
Beginning seventy-two hours after a charge of violating this section, each day that a defendant
fails to correct the deficiencies in the dog shelter for a dog that he or she owns or that is in his or
her custody or control and that is left outdoors, so as to bring it into compliance with the provisions
of this section shall constitute a separate offense.
(b) The court may, in its discretion, reduce the amount of any fine imposed for a violation of this
section by the amount which the defendant proves he or she has spent providing a dog shelter or
repairing an existing dog shelter so that it complies with the requirements of this section. Nothing
in this paragraph shall prevent the seizure of a dog for a violation of this section pursuant to the
authority granted in this article.
3. Minimum standards for determining whether shelter is appropriate to a dog's breed, physical
condition and the climate shall include:
a. For dogs that are restrained in any manner outdoors, shade by natural or artificial means to
protect the dog from direct sunlight at all times when exposure to sunlight is likely to
threaten the health of the dog.
b. For all dogs that are left outdoors in inclement weather, a housing facility, which must: (1)
have a waterproof roof; (2) be structurally sound with insulation appropriate to local climatic
conditions and sufficient to protect the dog from inclement weather; (3) be constructed to
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allow each dog adequate freedom of movement to make normal postural adjustments,
including the ability to stand up, turn around and lie down with its limbs outstretched; and
(4) allow for effective removal of excretions, other waste material; dirt and trash. The
housing facility and the area immediately surrounding it shall be regularly cleaned to
maintain a healthy and sanitary environment and to minimize health hazards.
4. Inadquate shelter may be indicated by the appearance of the housing facility itself, including but
not limited to, size, structural soundness, evidence of crowding within the housing facility, healthful
environment in the area immediately surrounding such facility, or by the appearance or physical
condition of the dog.
5. Upon a finding of any violation of this section, any dog or dogs seized pursuant to the provisions of
this article that have not been voluntarily surrendered by the owner or custodian or forfeited
pursuant to court order shall be returnd to the owner or custodian only upon proof that appropriate
shelter as required by this section is being provided.
6. Nothing in this section shall be construed to affect any protections afforded to dogs or other
animals under any other provisions of this article.
353c. Electrocution of fur-bearing animals prohibited
1. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no person shall intentionally kill, or stun to facilitate
the killing of, a fur-bearing animal by means of an electrical current. For the purpose of this
section, "fur-bearing animal" means arctic fox, red fox, silver fox, chinchilla, mink, pine marten,
muskrat, and those fur-bearing animals included within the provisions of section 11-1907 of the
environmental conservation law.
2. A violation of subdivsion one of this section is a class (A) misdemeanor.
353d. Confinement of companion animals in vehicles: extreme temperatures
1. A person shall not confine a companion animal in a motor vehicle in extreme heat or cold without
proper ventilation or other protection from such extreme temperatures where such confinement
places the companion animal in imminent danger of death or serious physical injury due to
exposure to such extreme heat or cold.
2. Where the operator of such a vehicle cannot be promptly located, a police officer, peace officer, or
peace officer acting as an agent of a duly incorporated humane society may take necessary steps
to remove the animal or animals from the vehicle.
3. Police officers, peace officers or peace officers acting as agents of a duly incorporated humane
society removing an animal or animals from a vehicle pursuant to this section shall place a written
notice on or in the vehicle, bearing the name of the officer or agent, and the department or agency
and address where the animal or animals will be taken.
4. An animal or animals removed from a vehicle pursuant to this section shall, after receipt of any
necessary emergency veterinary treatment, be delivered to the duly incorporated humane society
or society for the prevention of cruelty to animals, or designated agent thereof, in the jurisdiction
where the animal or animals were seized.
5. Any person who knowingly violates the provisions of subdivision one of this section shall be guilty of
a violation, punishable by a fine of not less than fifty dollars nor more than one hundred dollars for
a first offense, and a fine of not less than one hundred dollars nor more than two hundred and fifty
dollars for a second and subsequent offenses.
6. Officers shall not be held criminally or civilly liable for actions taken reasonably and in good faith in
carrying out the provisions of this section.
7. Nothing contained in this section shall be construed to affect any other protections afforded to
companion animals under any other provisions of this article.
353e. Companion animal grooming facilities; prohibited practices
1. 1. As used in this section:
(a) "Cage and box dryer" means a product that is attached to or near a cage or box for the
purpose of drying or aiding in the drying of a companion animal contained in a cage or box, and
which is capable of functioning without a person manually holding a dryer.
(b) "Companion animal grooming facility" means an establishment where a companion animal may
be bathed, brushed, clipped or styled for a fee.
2. No person shall use a cage or box dryer which contains a heating element with the heating element
turned on for the purpose of drying or aiding in the drying of a companion animal.
3. Any violation of this section shall be punishable by a civil penalty of not less than two hundred fifty
dollars nor more than five hundred dollars for each violation.
4. Nothing contained in this section shall limit or abrogate any claim or cause of action any person
may have under common law or by statute. The provisions of this section shall be in addition to any
such common law and statutory remedies.
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*353f. Companion animal piercing and tattooing prohibited
1. No person shall pierce or cause to have pierced a companion animal unless such piercing provides
a medical benefit to the companion animal. Such piercing shall be performed by a licensed
veterinarian or under the supervision of a licensed veterinarian. Nothing in this section shall be
construed to apply to ear tags on rabbits and cavies.
2. No person shall tattoo or cause to have tattooed a companion animal unless such tattoo:
(a) is done in conjunction with a medical procedure for the benefit of the companion animal and to
indicate that such medical procedure has been done, provided that such tattoo is not for design
purposes; or
(b) is done for the purpose of identification of the companion animal and not for design purposes,
and such tattoo includes only such numbers and/or letters allotted by a corporation that, in the
regular course of its business, maintains an animal tattoo identification registry.
3. For the purposes of this section, "tattoo" shall mean a mark on the body made with indelible ink or
pigments injected beneath the outer layer of the skin.
4. Tattooing done in conjunction with a medical procedure for the benefit of a companion animal that
indicates that such medical procedure has been done shall be performed by a licensed veterinarian
or under the supervision of a licensed veterinarian.
5. Any person who knowingly violates the provisions of this section shall be guilty of a violation
punishable pursuant to the penal law.
* NB Effective April 14, 2015
354. Sale of baby chicks and baby rabbits
1. No person shall sell, offer for sale, barter or give away living baby chicks, ducklings or other fowl or
baby rabbits unless such person provides proper brooder facilities where appropriate for the care of
such baby chicks, ducklings or other fowl or baby rabbits during the time they are in the possession
of such person. For the purposes of this section, a baby rabbit shall be a rabbit of less than two
months of age.
2. No person shall sell, offer for sale, barter or display living baby chicks, ducklings or other fowl or
baby rabbits which have been dyed, colored or otherwise treated so as to impart to them an
artificial color.
a. No provision of subdivision two shall be interpreted or applied to prevent or restrict teachers
and qualified instructors of youth under the guidance and supervision of the New York state
cooperative extension service from using eggs for nonprofit educational purposes or from
observing fowl hatched from such eggs for nonprofit educational purposes.
3. No person shall sell, offer for sale, barter or give away living baby chicks, ducklings or other fowl or
baby rabbits under two months of age in any quantity less than six.
4. A violation of the provisions of this section is a misdemeanor, punishable by imprisonment for not
more than one year, or by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars, or by both.

NYSHA's notes on Section 354
The purpose of Section 354 is to prevent animals from being purchased as
novelty items.
Section 1 implies that no person can sell, offer for sale, barter or give away
living baby chicks, ducklings or other fowl or rabbits (rabbits that are less
than two months of age) in any quantity unless such person acquiring the
animals can provide proper brooder facilities.
Section 2 and 2a are self explanatory.
Section 3 states that none of the above mentioned animals under two months
of age can be given away, sold or bartered, in any quantity less than six.
Thus, even if a person has proper brooder facilities, he cannot purchase or
have given to him any of the aforementioned animals in a quantity of less
than six.
355. Abandonment of animals
A person being the owner or possessor, or having charge or custody of an animal, who abandons such
animal, or leaves it to die in a street, road or public place, or who allows such animal, if it becomes
disabled, to lie in a public street, road or public place more than three hours after he receives notice that
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it is left disabled, is guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by imprisonment for not more than one year, or
by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars, or by both.

NYSHA's notes on Section 355
A person who either owns an animal, or is in charge of the animal for
whatever reason (for example, the animal has been placed in the care of a
kennel operator), cannot abandon that animal, or that person is guilty of a
misdemeanor.
Additional laws to consider:
See Article 26-Section 353 which deals with causing and permitting suffering
of animals. If a person causes an animal to be subject to the conditions
specified in Section 355, he can also be considered as causing or permitting
animal suffering which is prohibited by Section 353.
356. Failure to provide proper food and drink to impounded animal
A person who having impounded or confined any animal, refuses or neglects to supply to such animal
during its confinement a sufficient supply of good and wholesome air, food, shelter and water is guilty of
a misdemeanor, punishable by imprisonment for not more than one year, or by a fine of not more than
one thousand dollars, or by both. In case any animal shall be at any time impounded as aforesaid, and
shall continue to be without necessary food and water for more than twelve successive hours, it shall be
lawful for any person, from time to time, and as often as it shall be necessary, to enter into and upon any
pound in which any such animal shall be so confined, and to supply it with necessary food and water, so
long as it shall remain so confined; such person shall not be liable to any action for such entry, and the
reasonable cost of such food and water may be collected by him or the owner of such animal, and the
said animal shall not be exempt from levy and sale upon execution issued upon a judgement therefor.

NYSHA's notes on Section 356
This section pertains to someone other than the owner, who has impounded
an animal and refuses to supply it with necessary food, water and shelter.
(Refer to the Chenango County Humane Society v. Polmatier, 1919, 188
App.Div. 410, 177 N.Y.S. 101.) See Appendix I, "Selected Case Law Related
to Animals" section of this manual.
Situations which apply to the owner of the animal should be handled under
Section 353.
357. Selling or offering to sell or exposing diseased animal
A person who willfully sells or offers to sell, uses, exposes, or causes or permits to be sold, offered for
sale, used or exposed, any horse or other animal having the disease known as glanders or farcy, or other
contagious or infectious disease dangerous to the life or health of human beings, or animals, or which is
diseased past recovery, or who refuses upon demand to deprive of life an animal affected with any such
disease, is guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by imprisonment for not more than one year, or by a fine
of not more than one thousand dollars or by both.

NYSHA's notes on Section 357
This section applies to a person who permits an animal - that has any
contagious or infectious disease dangerous to humans or other animals - to
be sold, offered for sale, used OR exposed. Exposed means to put an infected
animal in contact with other animals or people and thus expose them to
infection; used can mean "working" an animal such as having a horse pull a
wagon, etc., that would put the animal in contact with other animals or
people that could become infected.
Additional laws to consider:
Also, for purposes of Civil Law, there is a Pet Lemon Law in New York State
General Business Law, Article 35B in this section.
358. Selling disabled horses
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It shall be unlawful for any person holding an auctioneer's license knowingly to receive or offer for sale or
to sell at public auction, other than at a sheriff's or judicial sale under a court order, any horse which by
reason of debility, disease or lameness, or for any other cause, could not be worked in this state without
violating the law against cruelty to animals. Any person violating any provision of this section shall be
punishable by a fine of not less than five dollars nor more than one hundred dollars, or by imprisonment
for not more than six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment.

NYSHA's notes on Section 358
An auctioneer cannot RECEIVE or offer to sell a horse which could not be
worked (pulling wagon, carriage, used as trail horse, etc.) without violating
the animal cruelty laws unless a court order has been issued for a sheriff's
judicial sale.
358a. Live animals as prizes prohibited
1. For the purposes of this section "livestock" shall mean any domesticated sheep, goat, horse, cattle
or swine.
2. No person shall give or offer to give away as a prize or exchange or offer to exchange for nominal
consideration, any live animal other than purebred livestock or fish as a prize in any game,
drawing, contest, sweepstakes or other promotion, except when any live animal is given away by
individuals or organizations operating in conjunction with a cooperative extension education
program or agricultural vocational program sanctioned by the state education department.
3. The commissioner shall promulgate rules and regulations which provide guidelines, conditions and
requirements when any live animal is given away under the exceptions provided for in subdivision
two of this section.
4. Any person who violates the provisions of this section shall be subject to civil penalty of not more
than two hundred fifty dollars or in lieu thereof shall be guilty of a violation punishable solely by a
fine of not more than two hundred and fifty dollars.

NYSHA's notes on Section 358a
No person shall give away or offer to give away ANY animal OTHER THAN
purebred livestock or fish as a "prize" unless they are given away through
cooperative extension or agricultural vocational programs sanctioned by the
Commissioner.
359. Carrying animal in a cruel manner
1. A person who carries or causes to be carried in or upon any vessel or vehicle or otherwise, any
animal in a cruel or inhumane manner, or so as to produce torture, is guilty of a misdemeanor,
punishable by imprisonment for not more than one year, or by a fine of not more than one
thousand dollars, or by both.
2. A railway corporation, or an owner, agent, consignee, or person in charge of any horses, sheep,
cattle, or swine, in the course of, or for transportation, who confines, or causes or suffers the same
to be confined, in cars for a longer period than twenty-eight consecutive hours, or thirty-six
consecutive hours where consent is given in the manner hereinafter provided, without unloading for
rest, water and feeding, during five consecutive hours, unless prevented by storm or inevitable
accident, is guilty of a misdemeanor. The consent which will extend the period from twenty-eight
to thirty-six hours shall be given by the owner, or by person in custody of a particular shipment, by
a writing separate and apart from any printed bill of lading, or other railroad form. In estimating
such confinement, the time during which the animals have been confined without rest, on
connecting roads from which they are received, must be computed. If the owner, agent, consignee
or other person in charge of any such animals refuses or neglects upon demand to pay for the care
or feed of the animals while so unloaded or rested, the railway company, or other carriers thereof,
may charge the expense thereof to the owner or consignee and shall have a lien thereon for such
expense.

NYSHA's notes on Section 359
Subdivision 1 refers to ANY animal being carried on ANY vehicle. Subdivision
2 refers to horses, sheep, cattle or swine ONLY, being carried in railroad
cars.
359a. Transportation of horses
1. Every vehicle utilized for the transportation of more than six horses shall meet the following
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2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

requirements:
a. The interiors of compartments containing horses shall be constructed of smooth materials,
containing no sharp objects or protrusions which are hazardous;
b. The floors shall be of such construction or covered with abrasive materials so as to prevent
horses from skidding or sliding;
c. There shall be sufficient apertures to insure adequate ventilation;
d. There shall be sufficient insulation or coverings to maintain an adequate temperature in the
compartment containing horses;
e. Partitions of sturdy construction shall be placed a maximum of ten feet apart in vehicles
which do not have stalls;
f. Doorways shall be of sufficient height to allow safe ingress and egress of each horse
contained in the compartment;
g. Each compartment containing horses shall be of such height so as to allow sufficient
clearance above the poll and withers of each horse in the compartment;
h. Ramps sufficient for loading and unloading horses shall be provided if the vertical distance
from the floor of the compartment containing horses to the ground is greater than fifteen
inches; and
i. There shall be at least two doorways for ingress and egress, which shall not be on the same
side.
Every vehicle utilized for the transportation of more than six horses over a highway shall have no
more than one tier holding animals in the compartment containing horses.
a. Transporting a horse in violation of this section shall be a violation punishable by a fine of
not more than two hundred fifty dollars.
b. Any subsequent violation of this section on a date following a conviction under the provisions
of this section shall be a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not more than five hundred
dollars or imprisonment for not more than one year, or both.
The commissioner shall promulgate rules and regulations, including size specifications, and
establish guidelines in order to facilitate compliance with the provisions of this section.
a. The term " horse " as used through out this section shall apply to the entire family equidae.
b. The term "vehicle" as used throughout this section shall apply to every device in, upon, or by
which any person or property is or may be transported or drawn upon a highway, except
devices moved by human power or used exclusively upon stationary rails or tracks.
The court in which a conviction under the provisions of this section is obtained, shall, within thirty
days of such conviction, transmit a copy of the record of conviction for the purpose of identifying
subsequent violations of this section.

NYSHA's notes on Section 359
For the purposes of this section, for information to help determine a horse's
condition, see the "Animal Care Standards for Some Common Animals"
section. A diagram of a horse is provided below as you need to understand
where a horse's poll and withers are located for purposes of Subdivision 1 g.
Additional laws to consider:
See Article 26-Section 353 which deals with causing and permitting suffering
of animals. If any of the animals were injured or suffering, or not provided
with proper food or water you can charge the transporter with a violation of
Section 353 for causing animal suffering.
360. Poisoning or attempting to poison animals
A person who unjustifiably administers any poisonous or noxious drug or substance to a horse, mule, or
domestic cattle or unjustifiably exposes any such drug or substance with intent that the same shall be
taken by horse, mule or by domestic cattle, whether such horse, mule or domestic cattle be the property
of himself or another, is guilty of a felony. A person who unjustifiably administers any poisonous or
noxious drug or substance to an animal, other than a horse, mule or domestic cattle, or unjustifiably
exposes any such drug of substance with intent that the same shall be taken by an animal other than a
horse, mule or domestic cattle, whether such animal be the property of himself or another is guilty of a
misdemeanor, punishable by imprisonment for not more than one year, or by a fine of not more than one
thousand dollars, or by both.

NYSHA's notes on Section 360
It is a Class E Felony for a person, whether it be the owner or another, to
unjustifiably administer or expose a horse, mule or cattle to any poisonous or
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noxious substance.
The animal doesn't actually have to ingest any of the substance for a person
to be guilty of breaking the law in this section.
It is a misdemeanor to unjustifiably subject ANY animal to a poisonous or
noxious substance.
Additional laws to consider:
See Penal Law, Section 180.50 and 180.51 in this section which deals with
tampering with a sports contest. If a person administered a poisonous or
noxious substance in order to tamper with a sports contest (e.g. racing,
jumping, etc.) you can also charge the person with a violation of the penal
law.
361. Interference with or injury to certain domestic animals
A person who willfully or unjustifiably interferes with, injures, destroys or tampers with or who willfully
sets on foot, instigates, engages in or in any way furthers any act by which any horse, mule, dog or any
other domestic animal used for the purposes of racing, breeding, or competitive exhibition of skill, breed
or stamina, is interfered with, injured, destroyed or tampered with, or any act tending to produce such
interference, injury, destruction or tampering, whether such horse, mule, dog or other domestic animal
be the property of himself or another, is guilty of a felony.

NYSHA's notes on Section 361
The phrase "willfully sets on foot" means to initiate the act that caused the
animal to be harmed.
Additional laws to consider:
See Penal Law, Section 180.50 and 180.51 in this section which deals with
tampering with a sports contest. If a person interferes with or injures an
animal with the intent to tamper with a sports contest, you can also charge
the person with a violation of the penal law.
362. Throwing substance injurious to animals in public place
A person who willfully throws, drops or places, or causes to be thrown, dropped or placed upon any road,
highway, street or public place, any glass, nails, pieces of metal, or other substance which might wound,
disable or injure any animal is guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by imprisonment for not more than
one year, or by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars, or by both.

NYSHA's notes on Section 362
A person needs only to willfully throw, drop or place a substance on any
road, street or public place. It is not necessary for the person to INTEND to
injure an animal in order to be guilty of breaking this law.
363. Unauthorized possession of dogs presumptive evidence of larceny
The unauthorized possession of a dog or dogs, by any person not the true owner, for a period exceeding
ten days, without notifying either the owner, the local police authorities, or the superintendent of the
state police at Albany, New York, of such possession, shall be presumptive evidence of larceny.
364. Running horses on highway
A person driving any vehicle upon any plank road, turnpike or public highway, who unjustifiably runs the
horses drawing the same, or causes or permits them to run, is guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by
imprisonment for not more than one year, or by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars, or by both.

NYSHA's notes on Section 364
This section only refers to a person who is driving a vehicle drawn by a
horse, not to a person who is riding a saddle horse.
365. Clipping or cutting the ears of dogs
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1. Whoever clips or cuts off or causes or procures another to clip or cut off the whole or any part of
an ear of any dog unless an anesthetic shall have been given to the dog and the operation
performed by a licensed veterinarian, is guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by imprisonment for
not more than one year, or a fine of not more than one thousand dollars, or by both.
2. The provisions of this section shall not apply to any dog or person who is the owner or possessor of
any dog whose ear or a part thereof has been clipped or cut off prior to September first, nineteen
hundred twenty-nine.
3. Each applicant for a dog license must state on such application whether any ear of the dog for
which he applies for such license has been cut off wholly or in part.
4. Nothing herein contained shall be construed as preventing any dog whose ear or ears shall have
been clipped or cut off wholly or in part, not in violation of this section, from being imported into
the state exclusively for breeding purposes.

NYSHA's notes on Section 365
Ear clipping must be done by a veterinarian, AND, an anesthetic must be
used; there are no exceptions. Breeders are not allowed by law to do ear
cropping, whether it is to their own pets or to someone else's.
For the purposes of subdivision 2, there are no dogs currently in existence
that were born prior to 1929.
Additional laws to consider:
See Article 26 Section 353 which deals with causing and permitting suffering
of animals. If a person causes a dog's ears to be clipped, he can also be
considered as causing or permitting animal suffering which is prohibited by
Section 353.
366. Dog stealing
1. To remove or cause to be removed the collar, identification tag or any other identification by which
the owner may be ascertained from any dog, cat or any other domestic animal as defined in
subdivision seven of section one hundred eight of this chapter, or to entice any identified dog, cat
or other such domestic animal into or out of any house or enclosure for the purpose of removing its
collar, tag or any other identification, except with the owner's permission.
2. To entice, seize or molest any dog, while it is being held or led by any person or while it is properly
muzzled or wearing a collar with an identification tag attached, except where such action is
incidental to the enforcement of some law or regulation.
3. To transport any dog, not lawfully in his possession, for the purpose of killing or selling such dog.
Any person violating any of the provisions of this section, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by a
fine not exceeding two hundred dollars, or by imprisonment not to exceed six months, or by both.

NYSHA's notes on Section 366
Although Section 366 is referred to as "Dog Stealing," subsection 366(1) also
applies to CATS.
With regard to the reference to "other domestic animal" above, Article 7,
Section 108 (Definitions), Subsection 7, reads as follows, "Domestic animal"
means any domesticated sheep, horse, cattle, fallow deer, red deer, sika
deer, whitetail deer which is raised under license from the department of
environmental conservation, llama, goat swine, fowl, duck, goose, swan,
turkey, confined domestic hare or rabbit, pheasant or other bird which is
raised in confinement under license from the state department of
environmental conservation before release from captivity, except that the
varieties of fowl commonly used for cock fights shall not be considered
domestic animals for the purposes of this article.
366a. Removing, seizing or transporting dogs for research purposes
It shall be unlawful for any person:
1. To remove, seize or transport or cause to remove, seize or transport any dog which belongs to or
is licensed to another for the purpose of sale, barter or to give away said dog to a laboratory,
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hospital, research institute, medical school or any agency or organization engaged in research
activity, without the express written permission of the owner or licensee.
2. Any person who violates the provision of this section, upon conviction thereof, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor, and is punishable by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars or by
imprisonment for not more than six months, or by both.
367. Leaving state to avoid provisions of this article
A person who leaves this state with intent to elude any of the provisions of this article or to commit any
act out of this state which is prohibited by them or who, being a resident of this state, does any act
without this state, pursuant to such intent, which would be punishable under such provisions, if
committed within this state, is punishable in the same manner as if such act had been committed within
this state.

NYSHA's notes on Section 367
A person would be guilty under this section if, being a resident of New York
State, he was to take a dog outside of the state for the purposes of having its
ears cropped by someone other than a veterinarian. Or, for the purposes of
Section 368, a person, being a resident of NYS, would be guilty if he took a
horse out of this state, for the purposes of having its tail cut.
Additional laws to consider:
See Article 26- Section 353 which deals with causing and permitting
suffering of animals. If a person causes a dog's ears to be clipped or a
horse's tail to be cut, he can also be considered as causing or permitting
animal suffering which is prohibited by Section 353.
368. Operating upon tails of horses unlawful
1. Any person who cuts the bone, tissues, muscles or tendons of the tail of any horse, mare or
gelding, or otherwise operates upon it in any manner for the purpose or with the effect of docking,
setting, or otherwise altering the natural carriage of the tail, or who knowingly permits the same to
be done upon premises of which he is the owner, lessee, proprietor or user, or who assists in or is
voluntarily present at such cutting, is guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by imprisonment for not
more than one year, or by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars or by both. If a horse is
found with the bone, tissues, muscles or tendons of its tail cut as aforesaid and with the wound
resulting therefrom unhealed, upon the premises or in the charge and custody for any person, such
fact shall be prima facie evidence of a violation of this section by the owner of user of such
premises or the person having such charge or custody, respectively.
2. Any person who shows or exhibits at any horse show or other like exhibition in this state a horse,
mare or gelding, the tail of which has been cut or operated upon in the manner referred to in
section one hereof is guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by imprisonment for not more than one
year, or by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars, or by both; provided that the provisions of
this section shall not apply with respect to an animal the tail of which has been so cut or operated
upon, if the owner thereof furnishes to the manager or other official having charge of the horse
show or exhibition at which such animal is shown or exhibited an affidavit by the owner, or a
licensed veterinarian, in a form approved by the state department of agriculture and markets,
stating either that the tail of such horse was so cut prior to June first, nineteen hundred sixty-four,
or that it was so cut in a state wherein such cutting was not then specifically prohibited by the laws
thereof. Said affidavit shall, to the best of the affiant's knowledge, information and belief, identify
the animal with respect to sex, age, markings, sire and dam, and state either that the cutting was
done prior to June first nineteen hundred sixty-four, or the time and place of such cutting and the
name and address of the person by whom performed. The affidavit shall be subject to inspection at
all reasonable times by any peace office, acting pursuant to his special duties, or police officer of
this state, or by a designated representative of the commissioner. In lieu of furnishing such
affidavit to the manager or other official having charge of such horse show or exhibition, the owner
of such horse may specify on the entry blank for the horse show or exhibition the name and
address of a central registry office designated by the state department of agriculture and markets
where such an affidavit has already been filed and is available for inspection.

NYSHA's notes on Section 368
NO PERSON, INCLUDING VETERINARIANS, MAY CUT, or PERMIT, to be cut,
the bones, or tissues of a horses tail, for the purposes of altering the natural
carriage of the tail. (Illegal tail cutting and/or breaking is typically done to
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Animal Saddle Breeds and Western Pleasure horses for show purposes.)
Additional laws to consider:
See Article 26-Section 353 which deals with causing and permitting suffering
of animals. If a person causes or allows a horse's tail to be cut, he can also
be considered as causing or permitting animal suffering which is prohibited
by Section 353.
369. Interference with officers
Any person who shall interfere with or obstruct any constable or police officer or agent of any duly
incorporated society for the prevention of cruelty to animals in the discharge of his duty to enforce the
laws relating to animals shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by imprisonment for not more than
one year, or by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars, or by both.
370. Protection of the public from attack by wild animals and reptiles
Any person owning, possessing or harboring a wild animal or reptile capable of inflicting bodily harm upon
a human being, who shall fail to exercise due care in safeguarding the public from attack by such wild
animal or reptile, is guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by imprisonment for not more than one year, or
by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars, or by both. "Wild animal" within the meaning of this
section, shall not include a dog or cat or other domestic animal.
Previous attacks upon a human being by such wild animal or reptile, or knowledge of the vicious
propensities of such wild animal or reptile, on the part of the possessor or harborer thereof, shall not be
required to be proven by the people upon a prosecution hereunder; and neither the fact that such wild
animal or reptile has not previously attacked a human being, nor lack of knowledge of the vicious
propensities of such wild animal or reptile on the part of the owner, possessor or harborer thereof shall
constitute a defense to a prosecution hereunder.
371. Powers of peace officers
A constable or police officer must, and any agent or officer of any duly incorporated society for the
prevention of cruelty to animals may issue an appearance ticket pursuant to section 150.20 of the
criminal procedure law; summon or arrest, and bring before a court or magistrate having jurisdiction, any
person offending against any of the provisions of article twenty-six of the agriculture and markets law.
Any officer or agent of any of said societies may lawfully interfere to prevent the perpetration of any act
of cruelty upon any animal in his presence. Any of said societies may prefer a complaint before any court,
tribunal or magistrate having jurisdiction, for the violation of any law relating to or affecting animals and
may aid in presenting the law and facts before such court, tribunal or magistrate in any proceeding taken.

NYSHA's notes on Section 371
Section 371 provides you with the authority to bring an animal relief in a
situation which is defined as "Exigent circumstances". If a law enforcement
or peace officer has reasonable cause to believe that an animal is in danger
of dying, he may act to remove that animal from that circumstance
immediately.
372. Issuance of warrants upon complaint
Upon complaint under oath or affirmation to any magistrate authorized to issue warrants in criminal
cases, that the complainant has just and reasonable cause to suspect that any of the provisions of law
relating to or in any wise affecting animals are being or about to be violated in any particular building or
place, such magistrate shall immediately issue and deliver a warrant to any person authorized by law to
make arrests for such offenses, authorizing him to enter and search such building or place, and to arrest
any person there present found violating any of said laws, and to bring such person before the nearest
magistrate of competent jurisdiction, to be dealt with according to law.
373. Seizure of animals lost, strayed, homeless, abandoned or improperly confined or kept
1. Any police officer or agent or officer of the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals, or any duly incorporated society for the prevention of cruelty to animals, may lawfully
take possession of any lost, strayed, homeless or abandoned animal found in any street, road or
other public place.
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a. Any police officer in Lewis County may lawfully take possession of any lost, strayed, homeless or
abandoned domestic animal, as defined in section one hundred eight of this chapter, found in any
street, road or other public place.
2. Any such police officer or agent or officer may also lawfully take possession of any animal in or
upon any premises other than a street, road or other public place, which for more than twelve
successive hours has been confined or kept in a crowded or unhealthy condition or in unhealthful or
unsanitary surroundings or not properly cared for or without necessary sustenance, food or drink,
provided that a complaint stating just and reasonable grounds is made under oath or affirmation to
any magistrate authorized to issue warrants in criminal cases, and that such warrant authorizing
entry and search is issued and delivered by such magistrate; if just and reasonable cause is shown,
the magistrate shall immediately issue such warrant.
3. Any such police officer or agent or officer may also lawfully take possession of any unwanted
animal from the person in possession or custody thereof.
4. When any person arrested is, at the time of such arrest, in charge of any animal or of any vehicle
drawn by or containing any animal, any agent or officer of said society or societies or any police
officer may take charge of such animal and of such vehicle and its contents, and deposit the same
in a safe place or custody, or deliver the same into the possession of the police or sheriff of the
county or place wherein such arrest was made, who shall thereupon assume the custody thereof;
and all necessary expenses incurred in taking charge of such property shall be a charge thereon.
5. Nothing herein contained shall restrict the rights and powers derived from section one hundred
seventeen of this chapter relating to seizure of unlicensed dogs and the dispositions to be made of
animals so seized or taken, not those derived from any other general or special law relating to the
seizure or other taking of dogs and other animals by a society for the prevention of cruelty to
animals.
6.
a. If any animal is seized and impounded pursuant to the provisions of this section, section
three hundred fifty-three-D of this article or section three hundred seventy-five of this
article, for any violation of this article, upon arraignment of charges or within a reasonable
time thereafter, the duly incorporated society for the prevention of cruelty to animals,
humane society, pound, animal shelter or any authorized agents thereof, hereinafter referred
to for the purposes of this section as the "impounding organization", may file a petition with
the court requesting that the person from whom an animal is seized or the owner of the
animal be ordered to post a security. The district attorney prosecuting the charges may file
and obtain the requested relief on behalf of the impounding organization if requested to do
so by the impounding organization. The security shall be in an amount sufficient to secure
payment for all reasonable expenses expected to be incurred by the impounding organization
in caring and providing for the animal pending disposition of the charges. Reasonable
expenses shall include, but not be limited to, estimated medical care and boarding of the
animal for at least thirty days. The amount of the security, if any, shall be determined by the
court after taking into consideration all of the facts and circumstances of the case including,
but not limited to the recommendation of the impounding organization having custody and
care of the seized animal and the cost of caring of the animal. If a security has been posted
in accordance with this section, the impounding organization may draw from the security the
actual reasonable costs to be incurred by such organization in caring for the seized animal.
b.
1. Upon receipt of a petition pursuant to paragraph a of this subdivision the court shall
set a hearing on the petition to be conducted within ten business days of the filing of
such petition. The petitioner shall serve a true copy of the petition upon the defendant
and the district attorney if the district attorney has not filed the petition on behalf of
the petitioner. The petitioner shall also serve a true copy of the petition on any
interested person. For purposes of this subdivision, interested person shall mean an
individual, partnership, firm, joint stock company, corporation, association, trust,
estate or other legal entity who the court determines may have a pecuniary interest in
the animal which is the subject of the petition. The petitioner, or the district attorney
on behalf of the petitioner, shall have the burden of proving by a preponderance of
the evidence that the person from whom the animal was seized violated a provision of
this article. The court may waive for good cause shown the posting of security.
2. If the court orders the posting of a security, the security shall be posed with the clerk
of the court within five business days of the hearing provided for in subparagraph one
of this paragraph. The court may order the immediate forfeiture of the seized animal
to the impounding organization if the person ordered to post the security fails to do
so. Any animal forfeited shall be made available for adoption or euthanized subject to
subdivision seven-a of section one hundred eighteen of this chapter or section three
hundred seventy-four of this article.
3. In the case of animal other than a companion animal or pet, if a person ordered to
post security fails to do so, the court many, in addition to the forfeiture of a duly
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incorporated society for the prevention of cruelty to animals, humane society, pound,
animal shelter or any authorized agents thereof, and subject to the restrictions of
sections three hundred fifty-four, three hundred fifty-seven and three hundred
seventy-four of this article, order the animal which was the basis of the order to be
sold, provided that all interested persons shall first be provided the opportunity to
redeem their interest in the animals and to purchase the interest of the person
ordered to post security, subject to such conditions as the court deems appropriate to
assure proper care and treatment of the animal. The court may reimburse the person
ordered to post security and any interested persons any money earned by the sale of
the animal less any costs including, but not limited to, veterinary and custodial care.
Any animal determined by the court to be maimed, diseased, disabled or infirm so as
to be unfit for sale or any useful purpose shall be forfeited to a duly incorporated
society for the prevention of cruelty to animals or a duly incorporated humane society
or authorized agent thereof, and be available for adoption or shall be euthanized
subject to section three hundred seventy-four of this article.
4. Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit or restrict in any way the rights of a
secured party having a security interest in any animal described in this section. This
section expressly does not impair or subordinate the rights of such a secured lender
having a security interest in the animal or in the proceeds from the sale of such
animal.
c. In no event shall the security prevent the impounding organization having custody and care
of the animal from disposing of the animal pursuant to section three hundred seventy-four
of this article prior to the expiration of the thirty day period covered by the security if the
court makes a determination of the charges against the person from whom the animal was
seized prior thereto. Upon receipt of a petition from the impounding organization, the court
may order the person from whom the animal was sized or the owner of the animal to post
an additional security with the clerk of the court to secure payment of reasonable expenses
for an additional period of time pending a determination by the court of the charges against
the person from whom the animal was seized. The person who posted the security shall be
entitled to a refund of the security in whole or part for any expenses not insured by such
impounding organization upon adjudication of the charges. The person who posted the
security shall be entitled to a full refund of the security, including reimbursement by the
impounding organization of any amount allowed by the court to be expended, and the return
of the animal seized and impounded upon acquittal or dismissal of the charges, except where
the dismissal is based upon an adjournment in contemplation of dismissal pursuant to section
215.30 of the criminal procedure law. The court order directing such refund and
reimbursement shall provide for payment to be made within a reasonable time from the
acquittal or dismissal of charges.
7. Notwithstanding any other provision of this section to the contrary, the court may order a person
charged with any violation of this article to provide necessary food, water, shelter and care for any
animal which is the basis of the charge, without the removal of the animal from its existing
location, until the charges against the person are adjudicated. Until a final determination of the
charges is made, any law enforcement officer, officer of a duly incorporated society for the
prevention of cruelty to animals, or its authorized agents, may be authorized by an order of the
court to make regular visits to where the animal is being kept to ascertain if the animal is receiving
necessary food, water, shelter and care. Nothing shall prevent any law enforcement office, officer
of a duly incorporated society for the prevention of cruelty to animals, or its authorized agents,
from applying for a warrant pursuant to this section to seize any animal being held by the person
charged pending the adjudication of the charges if it is determined that the animal is not receiving
the necessary food, water, shelter or care.

NYSHA's notes on Section 373
1. Subdivision 1 of this section refers to police officers and only to agents
or officers of the ASPCA or SPCA. The term "animal" refers to any
animal.
2. Subdivision 1a of this section refers ONLY to police officers in Lewis
County, and it only refers to DOMESTIC animals. Article 7, Section 108
(Definitions), Subsection 7, reads as follows, "Domestic animal" means
any domesticated sheep, horse, cattle, fallow deer, red deer, sika deer,
whitetail deer which is raised under license from the department of
environmental conservation, llama, goat swine, fowl, duck, goose,
swan, turkey, confined domestic hare or rabbit, pheasant or other bird
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which is raised in confinement under license from the state department
of environmental conservation before release from captivity, except
that the varieties of fowl commonly used for cock fights shall not be
considered domestic animals for the purposes of this described in
Section 108 of the Agriculture and Markets Law. They are as follows:
any domesticated sheep, horse, cattle, goat, swine, fowl (except
fighting cocks), duck, goose, swan, turkey, confined domestic rabbit,
pheasant or other bird raised in confinement under license from the
Department of Environmental Conservation.
3. Subdivision 4 applies to any police officer as well as any cruelty agent.
What this section implies is that anytime a person is being arrested
(not only on charges of animal cruelty), and the person being arrested
is in charge of any animal, the police or cruelty agent or officer may
take charge of the animal(s) and deposit them in a safe place.
4. Note that anytime the police seize animals, whether because of a
cruelty situation, an arrest or abandonment, and the owner either loses
or gives up control of the animals, the adoption of the animals must be
done through a duly incorporated humane society or any municipal
pound.
374. Humane destruction or other disposition of animals lost, strayed, homeless, abandoned or
improperly confined or kept
1. Any agent or officer of any duly incorporated humane society, a duly incorporated society for the
prevention of cruelty to animals, any dog control officer, or any police officer, may lawfully cause to
be humanely destroyed (by means provided for in paragraph a of subdivision three of this section)
any animal found abandoned and not properly cared for, or any lost, strayed, homeless or
unwanted animal, if upon examination a licensed veterinarian shall certify in writing, or if two
reputable citizens called upon by such agent, officer or police officer to view the same in his or her
presence find that the animal is so maimed, diseased, disabled, or infirm so as to be unfit for any
useful purpose and that humane euthanasia is warranted; or after such agent, officer or police
officer has obtained in writing from the owner of such animal his or her consent to such
destruction.
2. In the absence of such findings or certification, a duly incorporated humane society, a duly
incorporated society for the prevention of cruelty to animals, or any pound maintained by or under
contract or agreement with any county, city, town or village may after five days make available for
adoption or have humanely destroyed in accordance with the provisions of this section and subject
to subdivisions six, eight and nine of section one hundred eighteen of this chapter, any animal of
which possession is taken as provided for in the preceding section, unless the same is earlier
redeemed by its owner.
3. a. Except as provided in subdivision four of this section, euthanasia of animals pursuant to this
section shall be accomplished solely by means of injection of sodium pentobarbital or sodium
pentobarbital solution administered by a certified euthanasia technician, a licensed veterinarian or
a licensed veterinary technician. Euthanasia by intracardiac injection of sodium pentobarbital or
sodium pentobarbital solution shall be performed only upon animals that are heavily sedated,
anesthetized, or comatose. However, only a licensed veterinarian may perform euthanasia by
intracardiac injection of sodium pentobarbital or sodium pentobarbital solution upon animals that
are not heavily sedated, anesthetized or comatose and only when such licensed veterinarian
determines that such intracardiac injection is the most humane option available. Whenever a
cardiac injection of sodium pentobarbital or sodium pentobarbital solution is administered by a
licensed veterinarian upon an animal that is not heavily sedated, anesthetized or comatose, such
veterinarian must document, in writing, the administration of such injection and the reason for its
administration. Such documentation shall be retained for at least three years. Under no
circumstances shall intracardiac injection be performed on animals that are not heavily sedated,
anesthetized or comatose where such animals are under the care of any duly incorporated society
for the prevention of cruelty to animals, animal shelter, humane society or pound.
b. No animal shall be left unattended between the time that the euthanasia procedure begins and
the time when death is confirmed. The body of a euthanized animal shall not be disposed of in any
manner until death is confirmed by a licensed veterinarian, a certified euthanasia technician or a
licensed veterinary technician. Violations of this paragraph shall be punishable by a civil penalty of
not more than five hundred dollars. The department of health shall promulgate regulations deemed
necessary for implementation of the provisions of this subdivision, including regulations governing
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the training and certification of certified euthanasia technicians.
4. a. Any method of euthanasia other than that provided for in subdivision three of this section is
prohibited except that euthanasia of an animal by gunshot is permissible as an emergency measure
for an animal that is posing an imminent threat of serious physical injury to a person or to another
animal as provided in section one hundred twenty-one-a of this chapter and where the use of a
humane method of euthanasia prescribed in this section is rendered impossible or where a severely
injured animal is suffering and cannot otherwise be aided.
b. Within ninety days of the effective date of this subdivision, any chamber used to induce hypoxia
by means of a lethal gas shall be dismantled, rendered inoperable and beyond repair, and removed
from the premises. Violations of this paragraph shall be punishable by a civil penalty of not more
than five hundred dollars.
5. No person shall release any dog or cat from the custody or control of any pound, shelter, society
for the prevention of cruelty to animals, humane society, dog protective association, dog control
officer, peace officer or any agent thereof, for any purpose except adoption or redemption by its
owner, provided, however, that after the time for redemption has expired, release may be made to
another such pound, duly incorporated society for the prevention of cruelty to animals, duly
incorporated humane society or duly incorporated animal protective association for the sole purpose
of placing such animal in an adoptive home when such action is reasonably believed to improve the
opportunity for adoption. Notwithstanding the penalties set forth in paragraph b of subdivision three
of this section and paragraph b of subdivision four of this section, any violation of this subdivision,
subdivision two, three or four of this section, shall constitute a misdemeanor and shall be
punishable by imprisonment for not more than one year, or by a fine of not more than one
thousand dollars, or by both.
6. In lieu of such destruction, redemption or other disposition pursuant to this section, such pound,
shelter, or society may in its discretion lawfully and without liability deliver such animal for
adoption to an individual other than the owner after the time for redemption has expired.
7. Prior to such destruction or other disposition, the owner of the animal may redeem the same upon
proving title to the satisfaction of such society and paying such society such amount, approved by
a magistrate, as may have been reasonably expended by such society in connection with the care
and maintenance thereof.
8. a. In addition to any other penalty provided by law, upon conviction for any violation of section
three hundred fifty-one, three hundred fifty-three, three hundred fifty-three-a, three hundred fiftythree-b, three hundred fifty-five, three hundred fifty-six, three hundred fifty-nine, three hundred
sixty, three hundred sixty-one, three hundred sixty-five or three hundred sixty-eight of this article,
the convicted person may, after a duly held hearing pursuant to paragraph f of this subdivision, be
ordered by the court to forfeit, to a duly incorporated society for the prevention of cruelty to
animals or a duly incorporated humane society or authorized agents thereof, the animal or animals
which are the basis of the conviction. Upon such an order of forfeiture, the convicted person shall
be deemed to have relinquished all rights to the animals which are the basis of the conviction,
except those granted in paragraph d of this subdivision.
b. Pursuant to the provisions of subdivisions two, three, four and five of this section, no animal in
the custody of a duly incorporated society for the prevention of cruelty to animals, a duly
incorporated humane society, duly incorporated animal protective association, pound or its
authorized agents thereof, shall be sold, transferred or otherwise made available to any person for
the purpose of research, experimentation or testing. No authorized agent of a duly incorporated
society for the prevention of cruelty to animals, nor of a duly incorporated humane society, duly
incorporated animal protective association or pound shall use any animal placed in its custody by
the duly incorporated society for the prevention of cruelty to animals or duly incorporated humane
society for the purpose of research, experimentation or testing.
c. The court may additionally order that the convicted person or any person dwelling in the same
household who conspired, aided or abetted in the unlawful act which was the basis of the
conviction, or who knew or should have known of the unlawful act, shall not own, harbor, or have
custody or control of any other animals, other than farm animals, for a period of time which the
court deems reasonable.
d. In the case of farm animals, the court may, in addition to the forfeiture to a duly incorporated
society for the prevention of cruelty to animals or a duly incorporated humane society or
authorized agents thereof, and subject to the restrictions of sections three hundred fifty-four and
three hundred fifty-seven of this article, order the farm animals which were the basis of the
conviction to be sold. In no case shall farm animals which are the basis of the conviction be
redeemed by the convicted person who is the subject of the order of forfeiture or by any person
dwelling in the same household who conspired, aided or abetted in the unlawful act which was the
basis of the conviction, or who knew or should have known of the unlawful act. The court shall
reimburse the convicted person and any duly determined interested persons, pursuant to paragraph
f of this subdivision, any money earned by the sale of the farm animals less any costs including, but
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not limited to, veterinary and custodial care, and any fines or penalties imposed by the court. The
court may order that the subject animals be provided with appropriate care and treatment pending
the hearing and the disposition of the charges. Any farm animal ordered forfeited but not sold shall
be remanded to the custody and charge of a duly incorporated society for the prevention of cruelty
to animals or duly incorporated humane society or its authorized agent thereof and disposed of
pursuant to paragraph e of this subdivision.
e. A duly incorporated society for the prevention of cruelty to animals or a duly incorporated
humane society in charge of animals forfeited pursuant to paragraph a of this subdivision may, in
its discretion, lawfully and without liability, adopt them to individuals other than the convicted
person or person dwelling in the same household who conspired, aided or abetted in the unlawful
act which was the basis of the conviction, or who knew or should have known of the unlawful act,
or humanely dispose of them according to the provisions of subdivisions two, three, four and five
of this section.
f. (1) Prior to an order of forfeiture of farm animals, a hearing shall be held within thirty days of
conviction, to determine the pecuniary interests of any other person in the farm animals which
were the basis of the conviction. Written notice shall be served at least five days prior to the
hearing upon all interested persons. In addition, notice shall be made by publication in a local
newspaper at least seven days prior to the hearing. For the purposes of this subdivision, interested
persons shall mean any individual, partnership, firm, joint stock company, corporation, association,
trust, estate, or other legal entity who the court determines may have a pecuniary interest in the
farm animals which are the subject of the forfeiture action.
(2) All interested persons shall be provided an opportunity at the hearing to redeem their interest
as determined by the court in the subject farm animals and to purchase the interest of the
convicted person. The convicted person shall be entitled to be reimbursed his interest in the farm
animals, less any costs, fines or penalties imposed by the court, as specified under paragraph d of
this subdivision. In no case shall the court award custody or control of the animals to any interested
person who conspired, aided or abetted in the unlawful act which was the basis of the conviction,
or who knew or should have known of the unlawful act.
g. Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit or restrict in any way the rights of a secured
party having a security interest in any farm animal described in this section. This section expressly
does not impair or subordinate the rights of such a secured lender having a security interest in
farm animals or in the proceeds from the sale of such farm animals.

NYSHA's notes on Section 374
1. Subdivision 1 means that any properly sanctioned cruelty investigator,
any dog control officer, as well as ANY police officer can humanely
destroy or cause to be humanely destroyed ANY animal that he finds
abandoned and not properly cared for, as well as any lost, strayed,
homeless or unwanted animal if:
A veterinarian certifies in writing that the animal is so maimed,
diseased, disabled or infirm as to be unfit for any useful purpose
and should be destroyed; or
Two reputable citizens must agree that the animal is so maimed,
diseased, disabled or inform as to be unfit for any useful purpose
and should be destroyed; or
The owner may give written permission to allow the animal to be
destroyed.
NOTE: In a situation where animals are deemed to be in a deplorable
state, and the humane alternative is to euthanize them, the concept of
"constructive abandonment" is operative. This means that for all
intents and purposes, the animal has been abandoned by its owner
(because it has not received proper food or veterinary care) even
though it is still on the owner's property. This construct allows the
veterinarian to proceed with euthanizing the animal if that is the best
thing to do. (See Chernik v. Department of Health, 69 Misc 2d, 710 and
Hampton Animal Shelter v. American Society for Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals, 169 Appellate Division Reports, 2d Series 702 in Appendix I,
"Selected Case Law Related to Animals."
2. When considering abandonment, sometimes animals can be deemed to
be abandoned even though they are in the possession of a shelter or
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

owner. The concept is known as "constructive abandonment;" thus, in
effect being "abandoned" though actually being owned. (See Chernik v.
Department of Health, 1972, 69 Misc 2d, 710 and Hampton Animal
Shelter, Inc. v. American Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals,
1989, 169 Appellate Division Reports, 2d Series 702, in Appendix I,
"Selected Case Law Related to Animals."
Subdivision 2 gives any duly incorporated humane society, a duly
incorporated society for the prevention of cruelty to animals, or any
pound maintained by or under contract with any municipality the
authority to humanely destroy any animal of which possession is taken
as provided for in the preceding section, unless the animal is redeemed
by its owner within five days. This section does not state that a person
who has been arrested for animal cruelty may within five days redeem
animals that are seized under a court order. Subdivision 2 explains that
in lieu of destruction or redemption, the aforementioned organizations
may adopt an animal to an individual other than the owner.
Subdivisions 3 and 4 explain how animals may or may not be
destroyed; note that dogs or cats cannot be killed by gunshot except as
an emergency procedure for a dangerous animal or a severely injured
animal.
Subdivision 4 gives the aforementioned agencies the authority to
recover funds which were spent on the care and maintenance, prior to
returning an animal over to its owner. The animal shelter that cared for
the animals is entitled to restitution for such amount as approved by a
magistrate.
Subdivision 5 explains that dogs and cats can only be released from
shelters or pounds, etc., for the purposes of being adopted or returned
to their owners. (This section protects those animals from being sent to
research laboratories.)
Subdivision 8 provides that if an individual is convicted of animal
cruelty, the judge can order that all animals seized as part of the cruelty
charges be forfeited to the local humane agency and not returned to the
owner. In the case of farm animals, the judge can order that they be
forfeited to the local humane agency, or that they be sold with the
stipulation that the local humane society be reimbursed for all costs
involved with the board and care of the animals.

375. Officer may take possession of animals or implements used in fights among animals
Any officer authorized by law to make arrests may lawfully take possession of any animals, or
implements, or other property used or employed, or about to be used or employed, in the violation of any
provision of law relating to fights among animals. He shall state to the person in charge thereof, at the
time of such taking, his name and residence, and also, the time and place at which the application
provided for by the next section will be made.
376. Disposition of animals or implements used in fights among animals
The officer, after taking possession of such animals, or implements, or other property, pursuant to the
preceding section, shall apply to the magistrate before whom complaint is made against the offender
violating such provision of law, for the order next hereinafter mentioned and shall make and file an
affidavit with such magistrate, setting therein the name of the offender charged in such complaint, the
time, place and description of the animals, implements or other property so taken, together with the
name of the party who claims the same, if known, and that the affiant has reason to believe and does
believe, stating the grounds of such belief, that the same were used or employed, or were about to be
used or employed, in such violation, and will establish the truth thereof upon the trial of such offender. He
shall then deliver such animals, implements, or other property, to such magistrate, who shall thereupon,
by order in writing, place the same in the custody of an officer or other proper person in such order
named and designated, to be by him kept until the trial or final discharge of the offender, and shall send
a copy of such order, without delay, to the district attorney of the county. The officer or person so named
and designated in such order, shall immediately thereupon assume such custody, and shall retain the
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same for the purpose of evidence upon such trial, subject to the order of the court before which such
offender may be required to appear, until his final discharge or conviction. Upon the conviction of such
offender, the animals, implements, or other property, shall be adjudged by the court to be forfeited. In
the event of the acquittal or final discharge, without conviction, of such offender, such court shall, on
demand, direct the delivery of the property so held in custody to the owner thereof.

NYSHA notes on Section 375 and 376
Sections 375 and 376 refer to animal fighting. Also refer to Sections 351 and
353.
377. Disposal of dead animals
1. The carcasses of large domestic animals, including but not limited to horses, cows, sheep, swine,
goats and mules, which have died otherwise than by slaughter, shall be buried at least three feet
below the surface of the ground or otherwise disposed of in a sanitary manner by the owner of
such animals, whether the carcasses are located on the premises of such owner or elsewhere. Such
disposal shall be completed within seventy-two hours after the owner is directed to do so by any
peace officer, acting pursuant to his special duties, police officer, or by a designated representative
of the commissioner.
2. Notwithstanding section forty-one of this chapter, any violation of this section shall constitute a
violation. This section shall not apply to animal carcasses used for experimental or teaching
purposes.

NYSHA's notes on Section 377
The animals need to be buried as stated within 72 hours, ONLY after the
owner is directed to do so by a police officer, a peace officer or a designated
representative of the commissioner of Agriculture and Markets.
377a. Spaying and neutering of dogs and cats
1. The legislature finds that the uncontrolled breeding of dogs and cats in the state results in an
overabundance of puppies and kittens. More puppies and kittens are produced than responsible
homes for them can be provided. This leads to many of such animals becoming stray and suffering
privation and death, being impounded and destroyed at great expense to the community and
constituting a public nuisance and health hazard. It is therefore declared to be the public policy of
the New York State that every feasible humane means of reducing the production of unwanted
puppies and kittens be encouraged.
2. No animal shelter, pound, dog control officer, humane society, dog or cat protective association, or
duly incorporated society for the prevention of cruelty to animals shall release any dog or cat for
adoption to any person unless prior thereto:
a. the dog or cat has been spayed or neutered; or
b. the person intending to adopt the dog or cat shall have executed a written agreement with
the animal shelter, pound, dog control officer, humane society, dog or cat protective
association or duly incorporated society for the prevention of cruelty to animals to have the
dog or cat spayed or altered within thirty days from the adoption date, or in the case of a
dog or cat which has not yet reached sexual maturity, within thirty days of the dog or cat
reaching six months of age. The person intending to adopt the dog or cat shall deposit with
the animal shelter, pound, dog control officer, humane society, dog or cat protective
association, or duly incorporated society for the prevention of cruelty to animals, an amount
of not less than thirty-five dollars. Not more than every two years, the commissioner, after
holding a public hearing, may raise the amount to be deposited to reflect rising costs; or
c. the person intending to adopt the dog or cat shall have executed written agreement with the
animal shelter, pound, dog control officer, humane society, dog or cat protective association
or society for the prevention of cruelty to animals to have the dog or cat spayed or neutered
within thirty days from the adoption date, or in the case of a dog or cat which has not yet
reached sexual maturity, within thirty days of the dog or cat reaching six months of age. The
person intending to adopt the dog or cat shall have paid an adoption fee which includes the
cost of the spay or neuter procedure. The written agreement shall require that the animal
shelter, pound, dog control officer, humane society, dog or cat protective association or
society for the prevention of cruelty to animals from which the dog or cat is adopted bear
the cost of the spay or neuter procedure.
3. For the purposes of this section, the age of the animal at the time of adoption shall be determined
by the animal shelter, pound, dog control officer, humane society, dog or cat protective association
or duly incorporated society for the prevention of cruelty to animals that releases the animal for
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adoption and such age shall be clearly written on the written agreement by the animal shelter,
pound, dog control officer, humane society, dog or cat protective association or duly incorporated
society for the prevention of cruelty to animals prior to the agreement being executed by the
person adopting the animals.
4. Any deposit collected pursuant to paragraph (b) of subdivision two of this section that is not
claimed within ninety days of its collection or if the deposit is for an animal under six months of
age within sixty days after the animal has reached six months of age, shall be deposited in the
animal population control fund established pursuant to section ninety-seven-xx of the state finance
law. Depositions collected pursuant to paragraph (b) of subdivision two of this section shall be
refunded to the adopter upon presentation to the animal shelter, pound, dog control officer,
humane society, dog and cat protective association, or duly incorporated society for the prevention
of cruelty to animals of written documentation from a licensed veterinarian that the dog or cat has
been spayed or neutered, provided that the animal has been spayed or neutered within the time
specified in the written agreement, or that because of old age or other health reasons, as certified
by a licensed veterinarian examining the dog or cat, spaying or neutering would endanger the
animal's life.
5. Nothing contained in this section shall prevent any town, city, village or county in New York State
from enacting a local law or ordinance requiring that animal shelters, pounds,dog control officers,
humane societies, dog or cat protective associations and duly incorporated societies for the
prevention of cruelty to animals within such town, city, village or county spay or altered dogs and
cats prior to releasing such animals for adoption, provided that such local law or ordinance may
require spaying or neutering at an age earlier, but in no event later than that required in this
section, except where because of advanced age or other health reasons, as certified by a licensed
veterinarian who has examined the dog or cat, spaying or neutering would endanger the life of the
animal. A town, city, village or county in New York State that enacts such a local law or ordinance
shall be exempt from the provisions of this section.
378. Unlawful tampering with animal research
1. Definitions. For the purposes of this section, the following terms shall have the following meanings:
a. “Infectious agents” shall be limited to those organisms that cause serious physical injury or
death to humans.
b. “Animal” means any warm or cold-blooded animal or insect which is being used in food or
fiber production, agriculture, research, testing, or education, however, shall not include any
animal held primarily as a pet.
c. “Facility” means any building, structure, laboratory, vehicle, pasture, paddock, pond,
impoundment or premises where any scientific research, test, experiment, production,
education, or investigation involving the use of any animals is carried out, conducted or
attempted or where records or documents relating to an animals or animals research, tests,
experiments, production, education or investigation are maintained.
d. “Release” means to intentionally set free from any facility an animal without any right, title,
or claim thereto.
e. “Abandonment” means the intentional relinquishment or forsaking of possession or control of
any animal released from a facility.
f. “Person” means any individual, firm, organization, partnership, association, or corporation.
g. “Secret scientific material” means a sample, culture, microorganism, specimen, record,
recording, document, drawing or any other article, material, device or substance which
constitutes, represents, evidences, reflects, or records a scientific or technical process,
invention or formula or any part or phase thereof which is stored, tested, studied or
examined in any facility, and which is not, and not intended to be, available to anyone other
than the person or persons rightfully in possession thereof or selected persons having access
thereto with his or their consent, and when it accords or may accord such rightful possessors
an advantage over competitors or other persons who do not have knowledge or the benefit
thereof.
h. Notice” means to provide information in such detail to make a reasonable person aware of
the presence in a facility of infectious agents or secret scientific material.
2. Notice. Any person who, after notice has been given by:
a. actual notice in writing or orally to the person: or
b. prominently posting written notice upon or immediately adjacent to the facility: or
c. notice that is announced upon entry to the facility by any person:
i. knowingly or intentionally releases an animal from a facility or causes the
abandonment of an animal knowing that such animal was exposed to infectious agents
prior to such release or abandonment and was capable of transmitting such infectious
agents to humans; or
ii. with intent to do so, causes loss or damage to secret scientific material, and having
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no right to do so nor any reasonable ground to believe that he has such right, causes
loss of or damage to any secret scientific material in an amount in excess of two
hundred fifty dollars at a facility, shall be guilty of unlawful tampering with animal
research. Unlawful tampering with animal research is a class E felony punishable in
accordance with the penal law.
3. Private right of action. Any person who violates any provision of this section shall be liable in any
court of competent jurisdiction, including small claims court, in an amount equal to:
a. Damages sustained as a result of such violation or fifty dollars, whichever is greater, for each
violation;
b. Such additional punitive damages as the court may allow;
c. Attorney’s fees and costs: and
d. Cost of duplicating any experiment which was damaged by the unlawful tampering with animal
research, if applicable.
In any action brought by an person to enforce this section, the court may, subject to its jurisdiction, issue
an injunction to restrain or prevent any violation of this section or any continuance of such violation.
379. Prohibition of the selling of fur, hair, skin or flesh of a dog or cat
1. It shall be unlawful for any person, firm, partnership or corporation to knowingly import, sell, offer
for sale, manufacture, distribute, transport or otherwise market or trade in the fur, hair, skin or
flesh of a domesticated dog (canis familiaris) or domesticated cat (felis catus or domesticus),
whether domestically raised or imported for another country , or any product or item containing or
comprised of the fur, hair, skin or flesh of a do or cat. As used in this section the term
“domesticated dog or cat” shall not mean or include coyote (ranis latrans), fox (vulpes volpes,
vulpes cinereoargenteus), lyn (felis lynx) or bobcat (felis rufus).
2. Manufacturers or suppliers shall provide certification to each retailer that any fur, hair, skin or flesh
contained in such items is not derived from domesticated dog or domesticated cat.
3. The commissioner shall establish a standard for the certification required by the provisions of
subdivision two of this section on the effective date of this section.
4. A violation of this section shall be punishable by a civil penalty of up to one thousand dollars for an
individual and up to five thousand dollars for a corporation for the first violation. Any subsequent
violation shall be punishable by a civil penalty of up to twenty-five thousand dollars.
5. Any civil penalties collected pursuant to this section of law are payable to the animal population
control fund established pursuant to section ninety-seven-xx of the state finance law.
6.
a. No provision of this section shall be construed to prohibit or interfere with any properly
conducted scientific tests, experiments or investigations involving the use of dog or car fur or
flesh, performed or conducted in laboratories or institutions, which are approved for these
purposes by the site commissioner of health in accordance with section three hundred fiftythree of this article.
b. No provision of this section shall be construed to prohibit any person, firm, partnership or
corporation from importing, selling, offering for sale, manufacturing, distributing,
transporting, or otherwise marketing or trading in the fur, hair, skin, or flesh of a
domesticated dog or cat for the purposes of conducting scientific tests, experiments or
investigations that are to be performed or conducted in laboratories or institutions, which are
approved for these purposes by the state commissioner of health in accordance with section
three hundred fifty-three of this article.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Article 26-A
CARE OF ANIMALS BY PET DEALERS
Section
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405. Inspection of Pet Dealers
406. Violations.
407. Construction with Other Laws.
400. Definitions. As Used in This Article:
1. "Animal" means a dog or a cat.
2. "Consumer" means any individual purchasing an animal from a pet dealer. A pet dealer shall not be
considered a consumer.
3. "Person" means any individual, corporation, partnership, association, municipality, or other legal
entity.
4. "Pet dealer" means any person, firm, partnership, corporation, or other association which engages
in the sale of more than nine animals per year for profit to the public. Such definition shall include
breeders who sell animals; provided that a breeder who sells directly to the consumer fewer than
twenty-five animals per year that are born and raised on the breeders residential premises shall
not be considered a pet dealer as a result of the sale of such animals. Such definition shall further
not include duly incorporated humane societies dedicated to the care of unwanted animals which
make such animals available for adoption whether or not a fee for such adoption is charged.
400-A. Preemption of Local Laws.
The provisions of this article shall apply to all municipalities, including cities with a population of one
million or more, and shall supersede any local law, rule, regulation, or ordinance regulating or licensing
pet dealers as defied in this article. Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit or restrict any
municipality from enforcing any local law, rule, regulation or ordinance of general application to
businesses governing public health, safety or the rights of consumers.
401. Minimum Standards of Animal Care.
Pet dealers shall comply with the following minimum standards of care for every animal in their custody or
possession.
1. Housing.
a. Animals shall be housed in primary enclosures or cages, which shall be constructed so as to
be structurally sound. Such enclosures shall be maintained in good repair to contain the
animal housed inside and protect it from injury. Surfaces shall have an impervious surface
so as not to permit the absorption of fluids and which can be thoroughly and repeatedly
cleaned and disinfected without retaining odors.
b. Primary enclosures or cages housing the animals shall provide sufficient space to allow each
animal adequate freedom of movement to make normal postural adjustments, including the
ability to stand up, turn around, and lie down with its limbs outstretched. If the flooring is
constructed of metal strands, such strands must either be greater than one-eight inch in
diameter (nine gauge wire) or shall be coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass,
and shall be constructed so as not to allow passage of the animal's feet through an opening
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2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

in the floor or the enclosure. Such flooring shall not sag or bend substantially between
structural supports.
c. Housing facilities shall be adequately ventilated at all times to provide for the health and
well-being of the animal. Ventilation shall be provided by natural or mechanical means, such
as windows, vents, fans, or air conditioners. Ventilation shall be established to minimize
drafts, odors, and moisture condensation.
d. The temperature surrounding the animal shall be compatible with the health and well-being
of the animal. Temperature shall be regulated by heating and cooling to sufficiently protect
each animal from extremes of temperature and shall not be permitted to fall below or rise
above ranges which would pose a health hazard to the animal. This shall include supplying
shade from sunlight by natural or artificial means.
e. The indoor facilities housing the animals shall be provided with adequate lighting sufficient to
permit routine inspection and cleaning and be arranged so that each animal is protected
from excessive illumination which poses a health hazard to the animals.
f. The indoor and outdoor facilities housing the animals, including the primary enclosure or
cage, shall be designed to allow for the efficient elimination of animal waste and water in
order to keep the animal dry and prevent the animal from coming into contact with these
substances. If drains are used they shall be constructed in a manner to minimize foul odors
and backup of sewage. If a drainage system is used it shall comply with federal, state, and
local laws relating to pollution control.
g. In the event that a pet dealer has a pregnant or nursing dog on his or her premises, the pet
dealer shall provide a whelping box for such dog.
Sanitation.
Housing facilities, including primary enclosures and cages, shall be kept in a clean condition in order
to maintain a healthy environment for the animal. This shall include removing and destroying any
agents injurious to the health of the animal and periodic cleanings. The primary enclosure or cage
shall be constructed as to eliminate excess water, excretions, and waste material. Under no
circumstances shall the animal remain inside the primary enclosure or cage while it is being
cleaned with sterilizing agents or agents toxic to animals or cleaned in a manner likely to threaten
the health and safety of the animal. Trash and waste products on the premises shall be properly
contained and disposed of so as to minimize the risks of disease, contamination, and vermin.
Feeding and watering.
a. Animals shall be provided with wholesome and palatable food, free from contamination and
of nutritional value sufficient to maintain each animal in good health.
b. Animals shall be adequately fed at intervals not to exceed twelve hours or at least twice in
any twenty-four hour period in quantities appropriate for the animal species and age, unless
determined otherwise by and under the direction of a duly licensed veterinarian.
c. Food receptacles shall be provided in sufficient number, of adequate size, and so located as
to enable each animal in the primary enclosure or cage to be supplied with an adequate
amount of food.
d. Animals shall be provided with regular access to clean, fresh water, supplied in a sanitary
manner sufficient for its needs, except when there are instructions from a duly licensed
veterinarian to withhold water for medical reasons.
Handling. Each animal shall be handled in a humane manner so as not to cause the animal physical
injury or harm.
Veterinary care.
a. All animals shall be inoculated as required by state or local law. Veterinary care appropriate
to the species shall be provided without undue delay when necessary. Each animal shall be
observed each day by the pet dealer or by a person working under the pet dealer's
supervision.
b. Within five business days of receipt, but prior to sale of any dog, the pet dealer shall have a
duly licensed veterinarian conduct an examination and tests appropriate to the age and
breed to determine if the animal has any medical conditions apparent at the time of the
examination that adversely affect the health of the animal. For animals eighteen months of
age or older, such examination shall include a diagnosis of any congenital conditions that
adversely affect the health of the animal. Any animal found to be afflicted with a contagious
disease shall be treated and caged separately form healthy animals.
c. If an animal suffers from a congenital or hereditary condition, disease, or illness which, in
the professional opinion of the pet dealer's veterinarian, requires euthanasia, the
veterinarian shall humanely euthanize such animal without undue delay.
d. In the event an animal is returned to a pet dealer due to a congenital or hereditary
condition, illness, or disease requiring veterinary care, the pet dealer shall, without undue
delay, provide the animal with proper veterinary care.
Humane euthanasia. Humane euthanasia of an animal shall be carried out in accordance with
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section three hundred seventy-four of this chapter.
402. Records of Purchase and Sale.
Each pet dealer shall keep and maintain records for each animal purchased, acquired, held, sold, or
otherwise disposed of. The records shall include the following:
1. The name and address of the person form whom each animal was acquired. If the person from
whom the animal was obtained is a dealer licensed by the United States Department of Agriculture,
the person's name, address, and federal dealer identification number. In the case of cats, if a cat is
placed in the custody or possession of the pet dealer and the source of origin is unknown, the pet
dealer shall state the source of origin as unknown, accompanied by the date, time, and location of
receipt. Notwithstanding the provisions of this subdivision, no pet dealer shall knowingly buy, sell,
exhibit, transport, or offer for sale, exhibition, or transportation any stolen animal. No pet dealer
shall knowingly sell any cat or dog younger than eight weeks of age.
2. The original source of each animal if different than the person recorded in subdivision one of this
section.
3. The date each animal was acquired.
4. A description of each animal showing age, color, markings, sex, breed, and any inoculation,
worming, or other veterinary treatment or medication information available. Records shall also
include any other significant identification, if known, for each animal, including any official tag
number, tattoo, or implant.
5. The name and address of the person to whom any animal is sold, given, or bartered or to whom it
is otherwise transferred or delivered. The records shall indicate the date and method of disposition.
6. Records for each animal shall be maintained for a period of two years from the date of sale or
transfer, whichever occurs later. During normal business hours, the records shall be made available
to persons authorized by law to enforce the provisions of this article.
403. Licenses.
1. No person shall operate as a pet dealer unless such person holds a license issued therefor by the
commissioner. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a pet dealer, in operation on or before the effective
date of this section, who has filed an application for an initial license under this article shall be
authorized to operate without such license until the commissioner grants or, after notice and
opportunity to be heard, declines to grant such license. Each application for a license shall be made
on a form supplied by the department and shall contain such information as may be required by
the department. Renewal applications shall be submitted to the commissioner at least thirty days
prior to the commencement of the next license year.
2. The commissioner may delegate his or her authority pursuant to this section to issue pet dealer
licenses to the county or city where the pet dealer seeking licensure is located. Such delegation
shall be pursuant to an agreement entered into by the commissioner and such city or county.
3. Each application for a license shall be accompanied by a non refundable fee of one hundred dollars,
except that those pet dealers who engage in the sale of less than twenty-five animals in a year,
shall pay a nonrefundable fee of twenty-five dollars.
4. The moneys received by the commissioner pursuant to this section shall be deposited in the "pet
dealer licensing fund " established pursuant to section ninety-seven-rr of the state finance law.
5. Where the authority to issue pet dealer licenses is delegated to the county or city pursuant to
subdivision two of this section, that county or city shall, on or before the fifth day of each month,
remit to the appropriate municipal financial officer one hundred percent of all license fees collected
during the preceding month. The remittance shall be accompanied by a report of license sales made
during such month. A copy of such report shall simultaneously be sent to the commissioner. All
license fees so remitted shall be the property of the municipality, and shall be used solely for the
purpose of carrying out and enforcing the provisions of this article and of article thirty-five-D of the
general business law.
6. Inspection in accordance with section four hundred five of this article, the results of which establish
compliance with the provisions of this article and with the provisions of article thirty-five-D of the
general business law regarding record keeping and consumer disclosure requirements for pet
dealers, shall precede issuance of a license or renewal thereof under this section
7. Upon validation by the commissioner or the county or city authorized under this section to issue
pet dealer licenses, the application shall become the license of the pet dealer.
8. The commissioner shall provide a copy of the license to the pet dealer. The commissioner shall also
retain a copy of the license. In those counties where the commissioner has delegated the licensing
authority to the county or city that county or city shall, provide a copy of the license to the pet
dealer and a copy to the commissioner. The county or city shall also retain a copy of the license in
its own records.
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9. No pet dealer shall publish or advertise the sale or availability of any dog or cat unless the
publication or advertisement is accompanied by the pet dealer's license number. Notwithstanding
the foregoing, a pet dealer, in operation on or before the effective date of this section, who has
filed an application for an initial license under this article may publish or advertise the sale or
availability of any dog or cat without the publication or advertisement being accompanied by the
pet dealer's license number until the commissioner grants or, after notice and opportunity to be
heard, declines to grant such license.
10. Such license shall be renewable annually, together with the payment of a nonrefundable fee of one
hundred dollars, or upon payment of a nonrefundable fee of twenty-five dollars for those pet
dealers who engage in the sale of less than twenty-five animals in a year.
11. Pet dealers shall conspicuously display their license on the premises where the animals are kept for
sale so that they may be readily seen by potential consumers.
404. License Refusal, Suspension, or Revocation.
The commissioner may decline to grant or renew or may suspend or revoke a pet dealer license, on any
one of the following grounds:
1. Material misstatement in the license application.
2. Material misstatement in or falsification of records required to be kept pursuant to this article, or
under any regulation promulgated thereunder, or failure to allow the commissioner or his or her
authorized agents to inspect records or pet dealer facilities.
3. Violation of any provision of this article or conviction of a violation of any provision of article
twenty-six of this chapter or regulations promulgated thereunder pertaining to humane treatment
of animals, cruelty to animals, endangering the life or health of an animal, or violation of any
federal, state, or local law pertaining to the care, treatment, sale, possession, or handling of
animals or any regulation or rule promulgated pursuant thereto relating to the endangerment of the
life or health of an animal.
4. Before any license shall be suspended or revoked, the commissioner, or any hearing officer he or
she may designate, shall hold a hearing, upon due notice to the licensee, in accordance with any
regulations promulgated by the department and in accordance with articles three and four of the
state administrative procedure act.
5. Any action of the commissioner shall be subject to judicial review in a proceeding under article
seventy-eight of the civil practice law and rules.
405. Inspection of Pet Dealers
1. The commissioner or his or her authorized agents shall, at a minimum, make yearly inspections of
pet dealers' facilities to ensure compliance with the provisions of this article and with the provisions
of article thirty-five-D of the general business law, except for those pet dealers who engage in the
sale of less than twenty-five animals in a year, in which case inspections shall be made whenever in
the discretion of the commissioner or his or her authorized agents, a compliant warrants such
investigation.
2. The commissioner may, pursuant to an agreement entered into with a county or city delegate the
authority to conduct inspections of pet dealers and to respond to complaints concerning pet dealers
to such county or city where the pet dealer is located; provided however such delegation of
inspection authority shall only be permitted where the commissioner has delegated his or her
authority to issue licenses pursuant to section four hundred three of this article.
3. Any person conducting an inspection of a pet dealer or responding to a complaint concerning a pet
dealer shall be specifically trained in the proper care of cats and dogs and in the investigation and
identification of cruelty to animals.
406. Violations.
1. In addition to the penalties provided for elsewhere in this section, a pet dealer who violates any
provisions of this article may be subject to denial, revocation, suspension, or refusal or renewal of
his or her license in accordance with the provisions of section four hundred four of this article.
2. Violation of any provision of this article is a civil offense, for which a penalty of not less than fifty
dollars and not more than one thousand dollars for each violation may be imposed.
3. The provisions of this article may be enforced concurrently by the department and by the county or
city to which the commissioner has delegated his or her licensing and inspection authority pursuant
to section four hundred three and four hundred five of this article, and all moneys collected
thereunder shall be retained by such municipality or local government.
407. Construction with Other Laws.
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Nothing in this article shall be construed to limit or restrict agents or officers of societies for the
prevention of cruelty to animals or the police from enforcing other provisions of article twenty-six of this
chapter or any other law relating to the humane treatment of or cruelty to animals.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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AGREEMENT FOR SURRENDERING ANIMALS TO HUMANE SOCIETY
I, ___________________________________________________, of (city, state) _______________________________
relinquish the following animals to __________________________________________________________________.
List animals and identification numbers of animals to be relinquished with brief description:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
I understand that (agency) _______________________________________________ will make an effort to find suitable homes
for my animals following its normal adoption procedures, with certain exceptions, e. g., those that must be euthanized upon
recommendation of a licensed veterinarian. I hereby give up all right, title, and interest to the above-referenced animals
voluntarily and without coercion or threats of any kind.
_____________________________________________________
___________________________
Signature
Date

______________________________________________________
____________________________
Witness
Date
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AGREEMENT FOR AUTHORIZING EUTHANASIA
I, __________________________________________________ , of (city, state) _________________________________
authorize the euthanasia, by a veterinarian licensed in the State of New York, of any of my (species)
________________________________________ that test positive for (disease) ________________________________ ,
or that, in the professional opinion of a veterinarian, are so maimed, diseased, or debilitated as to require euthanasia to be
spared undue suffering. I will hold harmless the veterinarian, law enforcement agency, and humane organization that
causes my (species) ______________________________________________ to be humanely destroyed.
_________________________________________________________ _________________
Signature
Date

_________________________________________________________
___________________
Witness
Date
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EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES LIST FOR ANIMAL RESCUE OPERATIONS
SUPPLIES
 Pocket tape recorder and extra tapes
 Collars that can be written on (to record ID numbers and sexes of animals), preferably cardboard encased in plastic
(sturdier collars and tags must be applied later)
 Leashes
 Muzzles
 Catch poles
 Gurneys
 Scale
 Gloves (both rubber and bite-prevention)
 Flashlights
 Folding tables (for veterinary exams)
 Airline carriers (or other strong but lightweight cages for transporting animals)
 Blankets, towels for various uses including covering cages to reduce stress in animals
 Resealable bags for gathering evidence (food samples, etc)
 Emergency medical supplies (from veterinarians)
 First-aid kit for humans
 Surgical/dust masks
 Tubes of mentholated ointment, extract of clove, or extract of spearmint (which can be applied to rescuers' surgical
masks or around their nostrils to make strong odors less bothersome)
 Body bags for dead animals found on-site or for those who may have to be euthanized on-site
 Plain, carbon, and lined paper
 Clip boards (and plastic coverings in case of rain)
 Large supply of pens and thick felt-tip markers
 Adhesive tape to use for labeling evidence, marking on carriers, etc.
 Camcorder, Polaroid camera, 35mm camera, and film (200 asa speed works well in most lighting conditions for
35mm cameras)
 Portable lights
 Back-up camera lights, batteries
FORMS AND OTHER ESSENTIALS
 Search warrant or other form authorizing your presence on the property of the person being charged
 ID badges, especially for non-uniformed rescue workers
 Lined pad (or prepared form) for ID listing. Information recorded for each animal should include medical condition,
brief description, ID number assigned at time of rescue, and destination (for those situations where many animals
are being sent to various shelters or other holding facilities until a legal determination about the animals can be
made.)
 Agreement form for those responsible for foster care
 Veterinarian evaluation form to record each animal's condition
 Euthanasia authorizations
-For veterinarian's signature
-For animal owner's signature (for use in those rare cases in which owner voluntarily gives permission for
euthanasia of some of his or her animals)
 List of important phone numbers

Reprinted with permission from HSUS's Shelter Sense magazine, July 1994
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Appendix V
Fact Sheets
&
Handouts
This section contains fact sheets and handouts on various types of animals and how to care for them.
They are written in a concise, informative manner and can be used as educational tools.
Consider making copies of them to distribute when you investigate animalrelated complaints.
HSUS Rabies Fact Sheet
How to Avoid Getting Bitten by a Dog
What You Don´t Know About Outside Dogs..
Forlorn Forgotten
Keep Cats Indoors!
A Quick Guide to Rabbit Care..
Horse Care Information
The Realities of Backyard Horse Abuse
Adopting An Abused Animal - What You Should Know
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 1 - Neglected Pets: Lack of Shelter
The Complaint
A complainant called a local humane agency during the summer and reported that a neighbor's dog was
outside constantly regardless of the weather. It had no shelter and was chained to a stake. The caller was
afraid to sign a complaint.
The caller informed the investigator that another neighbor had called the dog control officer because of
the dog's barking at night.
The Response
1. The investigator observed the dog in plain view from the complainant's yard and verified that the
animal had no shelter.
2. The investigator then went to the residence and spoke to the owner's wife about the complaint and
asked to see the dog. With the exception of the lack of shelter, the dog appeared to be in good
health, although wildacting because of being constantly tethered.
3. The investigator advised the woman about the negatives of keeping a dog outside constantly, but
said that if the dog was going to be kept outside, it needed a proper dog house. He stated that he
would return in a week to ensure that it had been obtained. He also told her to move the dog to a
shadier area, and she did.
4. Within a week, the investigator returned. A dog house stood in the front yard, but it had not been
moved to the backyard for the dog. The investigator told the woman that the dog house had to be
in the backyard for use by the dog by the next day (with the entry way facing south); the
investigator then asked to see the dog; the woman refused. The investigator said he would return
the next day.
5. The investigator then viewed the dog from the complainant's lot and determined that the dog was
in the shade and appeared to be in good condition, but still in need of a dog house.
6. When the investigator returned the next day, the husband was at home and stated that the dog
house had been placed out back. The investigator accompanied the husband out back to ensure the
dog house was in place and the dog had water available and was satisfied that the cause of the
complaint had been corrected.
Charges Brought
None, because the individuals involved had cooperated.
Supporting Documents Follow
N/A
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 2 - Neglected Pets: Lack of Food and Shelter
The Complaint
A complainant called the local humane agency and reported that two dogs had been tied to a fence at a
residence and not been fed for at least a week.
The Response
1. The investigator went to the residence and found two emaciated dogs chained to a fence, with no
food or water available. The chains were held with heavy padlocks.
2. The investigator took photographs which he would later use for evidence.
3. He applied for an "Order to Seize Dog" from the local judge.
4. He returned to the property, used bolt cutters to cut the chains, seized the dogs, and removed
them to the animal shelter. He left a copy of the "Order to Seize Dog" at the residence.
5. The investigator returned to the residence later and issued the owner an Appearance Ticket.
Charges Brought
The individual involved was charged with 2 counts of violating Section 353 of the NYS Agriculture and
Markets Law.
Supporting Documents Follow
Order to Seize Dog
Appearance Ticket
Information
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 3 - Neglected Pets: Starving Mother and Puppies
The Complaint
A complainant called the local humane agency and reported that she had gone to a residence to buy a
puppy. The complainant stated that she was shocked at the condition of the mother and four puppies at
the residence and believed they were starving.
The Response
1. The investigator went to the residence and asked to see the mother dog and puppies. She then
established that the persons answering the door were the owners.
2. The investigator determined that both the mother dog and her puppies were emaciated. The
investigator asked the owners how the animals got that way. They stated that the "bitch was thin"
when they acquired her and did not see anything wrong with the condition of the animals.
3. The investigator advised them that the animals appeared to be starving and that it was against the
law to starve an animal. After discussing it with the investigator, they decided to surrender the
animals to the humane agency.
4. The investigator removed the animals to the animal shelter and took photographs of them.
Note: If the owners had not been cooperative, the investigator could have seized the animals based on
exigent circumstances and charged the owners with a violation of Section 353 of the Agriculture and
Markets Law.
Charges Brought
None were brought because the owners agreed to surrender the animals, and the investigators felt the
individuals acted from ignorance rather than intent.
Supporting Documents Follow
N/A
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 4 - Starving Dog
The Complaint
A dog warden called the local humane agency and reported that he saw a very thin looking dog in a
person's yard and asked that they check on it.
The owner was known to the humane agency because he had been asked to surrender a dog before.
The Response
1. The humane agency investigator went to the residence. In the yard, she saw an emaciated dog tied
to a picnic table. There was no food or water available.
2. The investigator asked the two people there if the dog belonged to them. They said the dog's
owner was out of town and would return the next day.
3. The investigator seized the dog based on exigent circumstances and removed it to the shelter
where she took photographs of it.
4. In the morning, the investigator returned to the residence and asked if the owner was there. The
woman who answered the door denied any knowledge of the owner.
5. The investigator advised the woman that if the owner was not identified, each person in the
household could be charged with a violation of Section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets Law.
6. Later that day, the investigator received a call from the owner who agreed to come to the humane
society. He was issued an Appearance Ticket and charged with a violation of Section 353 of the
Agriculture and Markets Law. He was also persuaded to surrender the dog. The investigator told
him that she would inform the ADA assigned to the case that he had surrendered the dog.
Charges Brought
The individual involved was charged with a violation of Section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets Law.
Supporting Documents Follow
Information
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 5 - Neglected Pets: Multiple Animals
The Complaint
A complainant called the State Police and reported that several animals (dogs and cats) were not being
fed, watered or taken care of properly at a residence. The owner had moved away several months before
and left the animals behind and periodically returned to the property. Since he moved, the condition of
the property and animals had deteriorated and animals were dying. It was winter weather.
The Response
1. Two officers investigated and corroborated the statements of the complainant.
2. Based on the complaint and their own knowledge, they obtained a search warrant to enter the
premises.
3. In addition, the officers did the following:
a. Contacted the local dog control and humane agency to be present when the warrant was
executed to remove and hold the animals.
b. Contacted a veterinarian to be present to examine the animals and provide a sworn
statement as to their condition.
4. On the day the warrant was executed, the team entered the property, removed the animals, and
took them to the local shelter. (A dead animal was also seized for evidence.)
5. The officers took photographs of the animals and their surroundings at the scene. They obtained
signed statements from the veterinarian as to the state of each animal.
6. The officers then obtained an arrest warrant for the owner.
Charges Brought
The individual involved was arrested and charged with 6 counts of violating Section 353 of the Agriculture
and Markets Law.
Supporting Documents Follow
Application for Search Warrant
Sworn Statement of Complainant
Search Warrant
Statement from Judge that State Police were to retain property
Search and Seizure Receipt and Inventory
Arrest Warrant
Information
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 5 - Neglected Pets: Starving Animals in Apartment
The Complaint
A complainant called the local humane society and reported that her mother and brother had too many
animals and were not taking care of them properly. The daughter signed a sworn statement.
The Response
1. The investigator went to the residence and knocked on the door. No one answered. He heard
several dogs barking at the time.
2. The investigator left a "Notice to Comply" requesting the owner to call. The owner did not respond.
3. The investigator returned the next day, knocked again and no one answered. He left another
"Notice to Comply" requesting the owner to call.
4. On the following day, because he had not heard from the animals' owner, the investigator applied
for a search warrant to enter the property.
5. A police officer and the investigator went to the property to execute the warrant. As they knocked
on the door, it opened ajar. Inside they saw a great number of cats and 4 dogs. Most of the cats
were emaciated and suffering from upper respiratory disease. Several dead kittens were observed
in the residence.
6. The investigator took photographs of the animals and the surroundings.
7. The investigator called the humane society and county animal control for assistance. 65 cats and 4
dogs were taken to the shelter.
8. The police officer and investigator secured the residence before leaving.
9. Upon further investigation, the investigator discovered that the woman who owned the animals was
in the hospital; he went to the court clerk and had a criminal summons mailed to her house. He
later found the son in a bar and gave him an appearance ticket.
Charges Brought
The individuals involved were charged with 69 counts of violating Section 353 of the NYS Agriculture and
Markets Law.
Supporting Documents Follow
Application for Search Warrant
Search Warrant
Summons
Information
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 7 - Neglected Large Animals: Starving Horses
The Complaint
A complainant called the local humane agency and reported that numerous horses on the property of a
resident were not being fed and appeared to be starving.
The humane agency had been to the same property in the recent past to investigate a complaint that the
horses were not being fed. The owners had been told to worm the horses and increase their feed. The
owner had agreed to cooperate at that time.
The Response
1. Based on an interview of the complainant and the past knowledge of the cruelty investigator, the
humane agency applied for a search warrant and contacted the sheriff's department. A local
veterinarian was contacted to be present when the warrant was executed.
2. The sheriff's department entered the property to execute the warrant, along with the humane
society and the veterinarian.
3. They found emaciated horses as well as two dead horses and a dead foal. There was no food or
water available.
4. The humane agency and sheriff's deputies took photographs of the animals and their surroundings.
5. The emaciated horses were seized and taken to the animal shelter.
6. The veterinarian examined the animals and provided a signed statement as to their condition.
7. The owner was ordered to bury the dead horses based on Section 377 of the Agriculture and
Markets Law.
Charges Brought
The individual involved was charged with 5 counts of violating Section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets
Law.
Supporting Documents Follow
Deposition
Veterinarian's Statement
Application for Search Warrant
Search Warrant
Search and Seizure Inventory
Sheriff's Department Report
Information
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 8 - Neglected Large Animals: Starving Horses Running Loose
The Complaint
A complainant called the State Police and reported that 5 horses belonging to a neighbor were running
loose near the complainant's property. They appeared very thin and were trying to eat tree branches.
The Response
1. An officer went to the owner's house, interviewed him, and examined the horses. They were very
thin with ribs visible under the skin. Virtually no food was available.
2. The officer interviewed the neighbor who stated that she was an experienced horse person and had
been invited by the owner to stop by and see the horses. On the day she did, the owner was not
home, but she saw that the horses were starving and living in deplorable conditions. She signed a
sworn statement to that effect.
3. Based on his own observations and the signed statement of the neighbor, the officer applied for a
search warrant to seize the horses. In addition, the officer did the following:
a. Contacted the local humane agency to be present when the warrant was executed to remove
and board the animals.
b. Contacted a veterinarian to be present to examine the horses and provide a sworn
statement as to their condition.
4. The officer entered the property to execute the warrant, along with the humane agency and the
veterinarian.
5. The team photographed the animals and their surroundings, and removed the animals to the local
shelter.
Charges Brought
The individual involved was charged with 6 counts of violating Section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets
Law.
Supporting Documents Follow
Application for Search Warrant
Sworn Statement of Witness
Sworn Statement of Veterinarian
Search Warrant
Information
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 9 - Transporting Animals in a Cruel Manner
The Complaint
City police officers on routine patrol came across a man selling baby calves from the back of his hatch
back to people on a street. Upon seeing the police, the man shoved the calf he had in his arms back into
the hatch back and closed the hatch door shut.
The Response
1. The police told the man to open the hatch door, and there they discovered three young calves
stuffed under a cloth hatch cover.
2. The animals were struggling to get free. The sun was hot, and the animals in addition to being
cruelly stuffed into the small area were not getting any air. The young calves looked dazed.
3. Police called the local humane agency for assistance to remove the calves.
4. They arrested the man.
Charges Brought
The individual involved was charged with violations of Section 353 and 359 of the Agriculture and Markets
Law.
Supporting Documents Follow
Information 1
Information 2
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 10 - Animal in Hot Car
The Complaint
A store employee called the local humane agency and reported that 2 dogs were in a car in a store
parking lot in hot sun. He said he had seen the car there several times before with the dogs in it.
The Response
1. The investigator responded and found the car in the hot sun with 2 dogs inside. The windows were
up, and the dogs were panting very heavily. Their behavior indicated that they were in immediate
danger of dying (exigent circumstances).
2. He took photographs of the dogs in the car.
3. He tried the door and found it to be unlocked. With the store keeper as a witness, he secured the
dogs using leashes and removed them from the car. (He would have broken the windows had the
doors been locked.)
4. He moved them to a shaded area and had the store keeper bring water to cool the animals. He
poured some of the water over the dogs and gave them some to drink.
5. The owners returned and expressed great concern for the dogs. They said that the family had lost
their home and were currently living out of the car, but planned to get an apartment.
Charges Brought
Because of the extenuating circumstances and the concern of the owners, the investigator chose not to
charge them, but instead worked out an agreement whereby the owners agreed to leave the dogs in the
care of the humane society until they found an apartment.
Supporting Documents Follow
N/A
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 11 - Physical Abuse
The Complaint
A complainant called the local humane agency and reported that an individual who lived nearby had
kicked a neighborhood cat. The complainant added that this was not the first time this individual had
kicked the cat.
The Response
1. The investigator investigated the complaint and interviewed the complainant who stated that he
saw the individual kick a cat from his (the individual's) front porch. The cat landed on the sidewalk.
The complainant stated that he had told the individual not to do this. The individual responded by
saying that the cat's owners should keep the cat at home and that the complainant could call
someone if he wanted to. The complainant signed a statement relating these facts to the
investigator.
2. Based on signed complaint, the investigator went to the individual's house and issued him an
appearance ticket.
Charges Brought
The individual involved was charged with a violation of Section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets Law.
Supporting Documents Follow
Deposition
Appearance Ticket
Information
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 12 - Abandoned Animals: Animal Abandoned in Apartment
The Complaint
A landlord called the local humane society and reported that a tenant had moved away approximately a
month before. The tenant had left her dog in the apartment, but had been coming back to feed it. Now,
however, the tenant had not returned for ten days.
The Response
1. The investigator went to the premises and looked through a window and did not see any signs of
food or water. In addition, the furnishings of the apartment were torn up and feces and urine were
all over. It was clear that the dog had been left for some time.
2. Based on exigent circumstances, the investigator asked the landlord for permission to enter the
apartment. It was granted, and the investigator and staff from the animal rescue unit of the
humane society entered the apartment and removed the dog.
3. The investigator took photographs of the dog and the conditions in the apartment.
4. A notice was left on the door informing the former tenant of the seizure and how to contact the
humane society.
5. The dog was taken to the humane society and examined by a veterinarian.
6. The former tenant called the humane society about the dog and met with the investigator who
issued her a Summons to Appear. After discussing the state of the animal, the tenant agreed to
surrender the animal.
Charges Brought
The individual involved was charged with a violation of Section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets Law.
(The individual could have been charged with 355 (Abandonment) as well.)
Supporting Documents Follow
Report of complaint investigation
Information (which contains a Summons portion)
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 13 - Abandoned Animals: Animal Abandoned in Rented House
The Complaint
A landlord called the local humane agency and reported that a tenant had moved three days before and
left a dog in the basement of the building. No one had come to feed it.
The Response
1. The investigator interviewed the landloard and took photographs of the dog and the conditions in
the basement.
2. Because of his observations and the landlord's statements, the investigator removed the dog to the
animal shelter.
3. The landlord gave the investigator the tenant's new address.
4. The investigator located the individual and interviewed him. The individual stated that he had
moved a few days before. When asked who was responsible for feeding the dog, the individual said
" no one."
5. The investigator issued the individual an appearance ticket.
Charges Brought
The individual involved was charged with a violation of Section 355 of the Agriculture and Markets Law.
Supporting Documents Follow
Investigator's Deposition
Evidence Sheet
Appearance Ticket
Information
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 14 - Abandoned Animals: Animal Abandoned in Owned Trailer
The Complaint
A complainant called the local humane agency during the winter and reported that an animal was
abandoned in a house trailer.
The Response
1. The investigator went to the premises and saw a dog inside the trailer. It appeared as though no
one had been on the premises for some time. There were no tire tracks or foot prints in the snow.
2. The investigator left a card in the door so if the door were opened, the card would fall out. The
card instructed the owner to call the humane society.
3. The investigator returned the next day. The card had not been removed, nor were there any other
foot prints in the snow.
4. Based on the circumstances, the investigator applied for a search warrant, citing Violations of
Sections 353 and 355 of the Agriculture and Markets Law.
5. The county sheriff's department executed the warrant, and humane society investigators removed
the dog to the animal shelter.
Charges Brought
The individual responsible was not found.
Supporting Documents Follow
Complaint
Deposition of Investigator
Application for Search Warrant
Search Warrant
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 15 - Abandoned Animals: Inside and Outside
The Complaint
A complainant called the local humane society during the winter and stated that two dogs at a house
trailer appeared to be abandoned. One was inside the trailer and the other was tied to a dog house on the
property.
The Response
1. The investigator went to the residence and found a grey, matted Chow tied to a dog house, with
no food in sight and frozen water in a bucket. The other dog was in the trailer.
2. The investigator interviewed a neighbor who stated that the owner had not been around in three
weeks and that the owner's children came there on occasion but did not care for the animals.
3. The investigator placed a business card in the door in such a way that it would fall out if anyone
opened the door. The investigator provided the outside dog with some food and water.
4. The investigator returned the following day, and the card had not been moved.
5. Based on the fact that it appeared that no one had returned to feed or water the animals in a 24
hour period, the investigator applied for a search warrant to seize the animals.
6. The search warrant was issued. The county sheriff's department executed the search warrant, and
along with the humane society entered the property and seized the animals.
7. The humane society investigators took photographs of the animals and their surroundings and kept
them as evidence for the court case.
Charges Brought
The individual involved was not found.
Supporting Documents Follow
Complaint
Investigator's Deposition
Application for Search Warrant
Search Warrant
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Appendix IV
Forms &
Supplies List
Following are examples of forms we have found to be useful during the course of animal cruelty
investigations. Make the appropriate number of copies that you need to accommodate the number of
animals you estimate are involved in a case.
Also in this section is a list of supplies that you will need when dealing with cases that involve large
numbers of animals.
All forms are in pdf format and require Adobe Acrobat Reader ®,which is available at no charge from
Adobe.
Veterinarian's Statement Animal Evaluation Form
Agreement Between Lead Organization and Assisting Organization Providing for Care of Animals
Seized as Evidence in a Cruelty Case
Agreement for Surrendering Animals to Humane Society
Agreement for Authorizing Euthanasia
Equipment and Supplies List for Animal Rescue Operations
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 16 - Animal Collector
The Complaint
A complainant called the State Police and stated that the animals at a private shelter were suffering from
health problems and were being denied medical care. In addition, the shelter operator would not allow
volunteers or employees to take animals who needed to be euthanized to a veterinarian.
The complaint was corroborated by a veterinarian who had visited the shelter and noticed that the
animals were suffering from various maladies and in need of medical care.
The Response
1. An officer visited the premises and verified the statements of the two complainants.
2. The officer discussed the situation with the District Attorney's office and applied for a search
warrant to enter the premises. In addition, he did the following:
Contacted several veterinarians in the area to assist at the scene when the search warrant
was executed.
Contacted various humane societies in the area and arranged for them to be present with
vans to remove the salvageable animals.
3. On the day the warrant was executed, the officers assembled the various humane societies at the
edge of the property for a briefing and assignments.
4. The officer presented the owner of the shelter with a copy of the search warrant. The officer then
arrested the owner and had her removed from the property. The owner was not allowed to return
while the rescue effort was going on.
5. The animals were identified and treated.
6. The animals who were deemed not saveable were euthanized by a veterinarian; the others were
removed to the humane societies involved in the effort. The destination of each animal was
documented.
Charges Brought
The owner was charged with 100 counts of violating Section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets law.
Supporting Documents Follow
Application for Search Warrant
Search Warrant
Arrest Warrant
Information
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 17 - Animal Collector: Extremely Large Number of Animals
The Complaint
A complainant sent a local humane agency a welldocumented, written complaint that a large number of
animals being kept at a private "shelter" in a farm setting were living in deplorable conditions. The
complainant stated that hundreds of animals of various types were harbored at the farm, including dogs,
cats, sheep, goats, horses, pigs, chickens, ducks, and peacocks. The complainant further stated that the
animals were starving, as well as suffering from mange and other ailments.
There had been complaints about the "shelter" in the past, but the investigations were unsuccessful.
The Response
1. Based on the well documented complaint and a phone conversation with the complainant, the
humane agency contacted the sheriff's department, and both agencies contacted the district
attorney's office.
2. Because of the history of complaints about the "shelter," the district attorney's office assigned an
undercover investigator to work there.
3. The investigator's report corroborated the statements made in the complaint.
4. Based on the investigator's report and the sworn statement from the complainant, the humane
society applied for a search warrant and contacted the sheriff's department. A date was agreed
upon to execute the warrant.
5. The humane society made arrangements with various animal organizations, veterinarians, and
volunteers to be present on the day the search warrant was to be executed.
6. On the agreed upon day, the sheriff's department assembled the various humane societies at the
edge of the property.
7. The sheriff's department entered the property. The officers issued the owner an appearance ticket,
and he was required to stay away from the property while the rescue team entered the property.
8. The humane society, a team of veterinarians, the animal organizations and volunteers entered the
property to minister to the animals.
9. The animals were identified and photographed. See the "Executing the Search Warrant In An
Animal Collector Case" discussion in the "Overview" for this section and the "Photographic
Evidence" discussion in the "Be Prepared Ahead of Time," section.
10. The animals who were deemed to be not saveable were euthanized; the others were provided with
veterinary treatment.
11. It took several days to tend to all the animals. When the humane society staff, veterinarians, and
volunteers left in the evening, sheriff's deputies remained on the property overnight, so the chain
of evidence would not be broken.
12. Though numerous animals had to be euthanized, a large number of animals remained on the
property because there were no quarters large enough to hold them. The humane society and the
sheriff's department met with the DA to decide how to care for the animals. Because it was decided
that the owner had the funds to pay for feed and veterinary care, the decision was made to
impound the animals on the property.
13. The court instructed the owner to provide food and veterinary care. The court charged the humane
society with the responsibility of closely monitoring the condition of the animals to ensure that they
were cared for until the case was adjudicated.
14. The humane agency monitored the feeding of the animals and hired its own veterinarian to
administer the various treatments the animals needed to regain their health.
15. The humane agency also hired a security firm to monitor the property at night to prevent the
unauthorized removal of animals from the premises. (After the decision was made to impound the
animals on the property, and the humane agency was put in charge of monitoring the animals, the
sheriff's department no longer remained on the property.)
16. A plea bargain was agreed to in the criminal case, and the humane agency was granted custody of
the animals. In addition, the Attorney General brought a civil action which stripped the "shelter" of
its nonprofit status and resulted in its closure.
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Charges Brought
Because of the numbers of animals involved, and the inability to find an impartial jury in the township
where the case occurred, the case went to a grand jury which indicted the farm owner on numerous
counts of violating Section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets law.
Supporting Documents Follow
Application for Search Warrant
Veterinarian's Deposition
Search Warrant
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 18 - Unorganized Dog Fighting (Street Fighting)
The Complaint
A humane agency cruelty investigator encountered two individuals fighting their dogs on a city street.
The Response
1. The investigator arrested the two people and took them to the police station.
2. He carefully documented that the dogs were fighting and the owners were making no effort to
break up the fight.
3. He took the seized dogs to the animal shelter and had them examined by a veterinarian. The
veterinarian provided a signed statement indicating that the wounds on the dogs indicated that
they had been fighting.
4. He took photographs of the two dogs indicating the wounds they had sustained.
Charges Brought (cite sections of law)
The individuals involved were charged with Felony dog fighting, a violation of Section 351 of the
Agriculture and Markets law.
Supporting Documents Follow
Not available because Felony Indictment.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 19 - Training Dogs for Fighting
The Complaint
A complainant called the State Police and reported that she saw six pit bulls chained to dog houses on the
property across from her residence. At various times, she also saw the dogs hanging by their teeth from a
rope tied to a tree. Other reports from neighbors verified what the complainant had said.
The Response
1. Based on the information contained in the complaints, a State Police investigator was sent
undercover to investigate the situation. His observations confirmed that dogs were being training
for dog fighting.
2. The state police applied for a search warrant.
3. They contacted humane agencies to see which could house dangerous fighting dogs for them.
4. The state police, along with the humane agencies, went to the property.
5. The state police executed the search warrant. They seized the animals, took photographs of the
scene and the individual animals, and arrested the individuals involved.
6. The humane agencies removed the animals from the premises.
7. They were later examined by a veterinarian who provided a signed statement as to their condition.
Charges Brought
The individuals involved were charged with Training Animals to Fight, a violation of Section 351,
Subdivision 2a, of the Agriculture and Markets law.
Supporting Documents Follow
Application for Search Warrant
Search Warrant
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 20 - Cock Fighting
The Complaint
An informant notified a city humane society about a large cock fighting ring that held regularly scheduled
fights involving approximately 100 fighting cocks.
The Response
1. The humane society did surveillance and used an undercover investigator to attend a fight.
2. After verifying that fights were being held, the humane society applied for a search warrant.
3. On the night of a scheduled fight, the humane society investigators along with officers from the
police department, raided the fight. Video footage as well as still photographs were used to
document the scene.
4. The humane society provided vehicles to remove the birds.
5. Ninety six people were arrested; twelve were charged with felony cock fighting, the rest were
charged with misdemeanors.
6. The birds that were not euthanized were held for evidence.
Charges Brought
The individuals involved were charged with Training Animals to Fight, a (felony) violation of Section 351
of Agriculture and Markets law subsections 2a and 4a.
Supporting Documents Follow
Application for Search Warrant
Search Warrant
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 21 - Cult Related Animal Crime
The Complaint
An animal control officer called a city police department in Massachusetts and reported that an individual
had killed a woman's cat. The police responded and arrested the individual.
The Response
1. The Animal Rescue League received a call from the city animal control officer who had reported the
crime to the police. He suspected that occult activity was involved in the death of the cat.
2. The ARL investigator went to the scene and observed various occult indicators as well as the body
of the dead cat. They interviewed the owner of the cat.
3. Based on the information that had been obtained from the owner, a representative of the ARL with
experience in cultrelated crime went to police headquarters to interview the individual accused of
killing the cat.
4. During the conversation, the suspect admitted that he killed the cat as part of his cultrelated beliefs
and practices.
Charges Brought
The individual was charged with a felony for violating a section of Massachusetts law that deals with
killing and mutilating animals.
In New York State, anyone harming or torturing an animal can be charged with violating
Section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets law.
Supporting Documents Follow
Report and Arrest Information from Animal Rescue League of Boston
Evidence in the case

31. Cat hung in bathroom

32. Cards laid out on floor with picture and satanic pentagram

New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 22 - Irresponsible Breeders
The Complaint
A complainant wrote a detailed letter to a local humane society stating that 13 purebred dogs kept on a
neighbor's property were not being fed or watered properly. The dog owner/breeder no longer lived on
the property and only periodically returned.
Because it was winter, it was critical that the dogs be given proper food and water. In addition, some of
the dogs were chained to plastic dog carriers which
The Response
1. The investigator had the complainant complete a deposition stating exactly what he had seen and
when.
2. The investigator then observed the dogs and their conditions from the roadway. In addition, the
investigator observed the conditions of the dogs from the window of the complainant's home which
was adjacent to the breeder's property.
3. Based on his observations and the signed statement of the complainant, the investigator applied
for a search warrant and an arrest warrant.
4. The investigator coordinated the rescue effort with the State Police responsible for the area.
5. He also secured the services of a local veterinarian to assist in the rescue effort.
6. On the day of the rescue, the state police executed the search warrant and entered the property
along with staff of the humane society. Photographs were taken of each dog and its living
conditions.
7. The dogs were transported to the shelter.
8. The state police found the breeder and arrested him.
9. The veterinarian examined each dog and completed a "Veterinarian's Statement" form, specifying
the condition of each animal.
Charges Brought
The individual involved was charged with violations of Section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets law.
Supporting Documents Follow
Application for Search Warrant
Depositions of Complainant and Investigator
Diagram of Dog Locations
Search Warrant
Arrest Warrant
Search and Seizure Inventory and Receipt
Veterinarian's Animal Assessment Statement
Misdemeanor Complaint (Information)
Letter to American Kennel Club
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 23 - Puppy Mills
The Complaint
A complainant called a local humane society and reported that she went to a breeder to buy a puppy. The
person was appalled by the conditions that she witnessed at the premises and described them in a signed
affidavit to the humane society.
The Response
1. The humane society sent two investigators to the property on the premise of looking to buy a
puppy.
2. They were not allowed into the kennel areas; instead the puppies were brought out to the porch of
the house. In addition to looking lethargic, the puppies had a bad/dirty smell.
3. They asked to see the parents of the puppies and the owner refused.
4. Based on the condition of the animals, the owner's behavior, and the original complaint, the
investigators applied for a search warrant to enter the premises.
5. The investigators contacted other area shelters to assist in a rescue effort. They also contacted a
local veterinarian and volunteers from other humane agencies.
6. On an agreed upon date, the Sheriff's department executed the search warrant and entered the
property along with the humane society and the veterinarian.
7. The owner and caretaker of the kennels were given an appearance ticket and removed from the
property.
8. The team entered the property. Each animal was photographed and given an identification number.
In addition to numerous dogs, 4 cats, 1 goose, 1 duck, and 5 doves in poor condition, were on the
premises. Animals were assigned to the various shelters and removed. Their locations were
documented.
9. The situation was complicated by the fact that there were two individuals involved, each of whom
technically owned numerous of the animals. Thus, the investigators had to determine which
animals technically belonged to whom, identify them, and specify the "Informations" accordingly.
10. The humane society kept an accounting of the paperwork and presented it to the District Attorney's
office.
Charges Brought
The owner of the kennels was charged with 86 violations of Section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets
law.
The caretaker of the kennels was charged with 47 violations of Section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets
law.
Supporting Documents Follow
Application for Search Warrant and Receipt for Property Taken
Deposition of Complainant and Investigator
Search Warrant
Informations
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Example 24 - Pet Store Complaint
The Complaint
A landlord contacted the animal control officer and reported that foul smells were emanating from a pet
store which recently had rented space in his building, but had not yet opened for business. The landlord
reported that in addition to regular pet store animals, wildlife, such as baby foxes and a raccoon, were
also housed in the pet store. The landlord stated that the pet store owner had not been at the premises in
days and the rent was in arrears. Because of the foul smells, the landlord was worried about the fate of
the animals and the state of his property.
The animal control officer notified the police. The landlord was willing to sign a statement.
The Response
1. Based on the information provided by the landlord, the police applied for a search warrant to enter
the property.
2. The police called the animal control officer as well as the Department of Environmental
Conservation (DEC) because of the wildlife involved, a veterinarian, and the humane agency to
form a team to deal with the situation.
3. The veterinarian and the humane society informed the police that there had been past complaints
against the pet store when it was located at other sites. The Department of Environmental
Conservation informed the police that the pet store owner had a license to keep specific wildlife for
educational purposes, but the animals had to be kept in prescribed conditions.
4. The search warrant was granted, and the police and the team entered the property.
5. All the animals were examined and individually identified. The animals and conditions were
photographed.
6. The DEC called a wildlife rehabilitator to the scene to remove the foxes, flying squirrel, etc. to his
facility.
7. The balance of the animals were removed to the veterinarian's office and the animal shelter.
8. Records were created to document the location of the animals and the persons responsible for their
care.
Charges Brought
The police charged each of the three partners (owners) of the pet shop with 153 counts of violating
Section 353 of the Agriculture and Markets Law.
In addition, they were charged by the DEC with violating Section 211.2 of the Environmental Conservation
Law, New York Code of Rules and Regulations, Chapter III, Air Resources, Part 211, which deals with air
quality. In addition, the DEC plans to revoke the owners' license to keep wildlife.
Supporting Documents Follow
Application for Search Warrant
Search Warrant
Inventory Receipt
Agreement to Keep Animals
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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NYS AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS LAW
Article 5
SECTION 95C
EXAMINATION OF HORSES FOR
EQUINE INFECTIOUS ANEMIA
1. The commissioner or his authorized agent may cause to be administered to any horse within the
state any test he finds appropriate for ascertaining the presence or absence of equine infectious
anemia, also known as "swamp fever". Upon order of the commissioner or his authorized agent,
the owner, custodian or harborer of any horse shall confine, present, control and restrain such
animal or animals for the examinations, tests and identification procedures the commissioner
deems necessary and if exposure to equine infectious anemia is apparent, the commissioner shall
order confinement for a period up to sixty days or until a negative test can be obtained. During the
period of such test, and until the commissioner or his agent shall otherwise direct, the owner,
custodian or harborer of any animal being tested shall keep such animal in segregation or
confinement as the commissioner's agent shall direct, and no person shall remove a horse under
test from the premises where the test is being conducted, or remove from the horse, or alter or
deface any temporary identification marks or devices affixed for the purpose of the test, except
with the written consent of the commissioner's authorized agent.
2.
a. Any horse found by the commissioner after testing to be infected with equine infectious
anemia may be freeze branded in a manner prescribed by the commissioner. Upon
notification of the results of such test, the owner, custodian or harborer of any animal found
by the commissioner to be infected with equine infectious anemia shall confine, present and
restrain such animal for freeze branding by any duly authorized agent of the commissioner
at such time as he may direct.
b. Notwithstanding any other provisions of law, the owner, harborer or custodian of any horse
freeze branded pursuant to this section shall not be indemnified for any loss in value of such
animal.
c. The term "horse" as used throughout this section shall apply to the entire family of equidae.
The commissioner may by regulation exclude from the provisions of this section horses
within defined age categories.
3. No person shall import or bring into the state any horse unless such horse has been tested for
equine infectious anemia and reacted negatively within a period prior to entry, and in a manner
prescribed by the commissioner in regulations.
4. No person shall transport on any public highway within this state any horse unless such horse has
been tested for equine infectious anemia and reacted negatively within a period prior to such
transportation, and in a manner, prescribed by the commissioner in regulation.
5. No person shall sell, exchange, barter or give away any horse unless such horse has been tested
for equine infectious anemia and reacted negatively within a period prior to such transfer of
ownership, and in a manner prescribed by the commissioner in regulations.
6. Subdivisions three, four and five of this section shall not apply to horses which are imported, sold,
exchanged, bartered, given away or transported under permit from the commissioner or his
authorized agent for immediate slaughter, research or such other purposes as the commissioner
finds are consistent with the control and eradication of equine infectious anemia, as prescribed by
the commissioner in regulations.
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURE & MARKETS LAW
Article 26
Section 359
TRANSPORTATION OF HORSES
1. Every vehicle utilized for the transportation of more than six horses shall meet the following
requirements:
a. The Interiors of compartments containing horses shall be constructed of smooth materials,
containing no sharp objects or protrusions which are hazardous;
b. The floors shall be of such construction or covered with abrasive material so as to prevent
horses from skidding or sliding;
c. There shall be sufficient apertures to ensure adequate ventilation;
d. There shall be sufficient insulation or coverings to maintain an adequate temperature in the
compartment containing horses;
e. Partitions of sturdy construction shall be placed a maximum of ten feet apart in vehicles
which do not have stalls;
f. Doorways shall be of sufficient height to allow safe ingress and egress of each horse
contained in the compartment;
g. Each compartment containing horses shall be of such height so as to allow sufficient
clearance above the poll and withers of each horse in the compartment;
h. Ramps sufficient for loading and unloading horses shall be provided if the vertical distance
from the floor of the compartment containing horses to the ground is greater than fifteen
inches; and
i. There shall be at least two doorways for ingress and egress, which shall not be on the same
side.
2. Every vehicle utilized for the transportation of more than six horses over a highway shall have no
more than one tier holding animals in the compartment containing horses.
3. (a) Transporting a horse in violation of this section shall be a violation punishable by a fine of not
more than two hundred dollars.
(b) Any subsequent violation of this section on a date following a conviction under the provisions of
this section shall be a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars or
imprisonment for not more than one year, or both.
4. The commissioner shall promulgate rules and regulations, including size specifications, and
established guidelines in order to facilitate compliance with the provisions of this section.
5. (a) The term "horse" as used throughout this section shall apply to the entire family of equidae.
(b) The term "vehicle" as used throughout this section shall apply to every device in, upon, or by
which any person or property is or may be transported or drawn upon a highway, except devices
moved by human power or used exclusively upon stationary rails or tracks.
6. The court in which a conviction under the provisions of this section is obtained, shall,within thirty
days of such conviction, transmit a copy of the record of conviction to thedepartment which shall
maintain a record of such conviction for the purpose of identifying subsequent violations of this
section.
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Appendix VI
Articles
We have included a fact sheet on animal "collectors" as well as articles which provide additional, detailed
information about how to deal with them. In addition, we have also included an articles about the
relationship of animal abuse and human violence.
All articles have been reprinted with the permission of the original publishers.
Fact Sheet: Animal Collectors
Handling Animal Collectors, Part1: Interventions That Work
Handling Animal Collectors, Part 2: Managing A Large-Scale Animal Rescue Operation
Cruelty to Animals and Human Violence
The Tangled Web of Animal Abuse: The Links between Cruelty to Animals and Human Violence
Children and Animals: A Clinician´s View
Abuse an Animal - Go to Jail
New York State Humane Association | PO Box 3068 | Kingston NY 12402
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Second Example of Deposition
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